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1. Plain Summary 

Randomized controlled trials (RCTs) are the best tool we have to reliably evaluate benefits and harms 
of interventions in health care. However, the planning and conduct of high-quality RCTs is usually 
resource-intense and challenging, involving various stakeholders such as clinical researchers, patients, 
funding agencies, research ethics committees, and, potentially, industry and regulatory agencies. 
Many unforeseen things can happen during the course of an RCT, and, therefore, RCTs are often not 
conducted as originally planned, protocols are adapted, or RCTs are prematurely discontinued. RCT 
discontinuation can occur, for instance, due to unexpected harm or larger than expected benefit of the 
tested intervention, due to futility (i.e. very low probability of finding an effect of the intervention), 
strategic or administrative reasons, or insufficient recruitment of participants. If an RCT is prematurely 
discontinued because of recruitment problems, the research question may remain unanswered, time 
and effort of investigators and patients as well as substantial financial resources are wasted, and 
collected data and lessons learned from the trial experience may remain unpublished, raising ethical 
concerns.  Thus, it is important to know, how often RCT discontinuations due to recruitment problems 
actually occur, to describe their characteristics including publication, and to investigate the root-causes 
and potential determinants, that can help to prevent recruitment failure or to identify RCTs at high risk 
of discontinuation early on in the process. 

In a first quantitative project, we examined 1017 RCT protocols that were approved by one of six 
research ethics committees (Basel, Lucerne, Lausanne, Zurich, Freiburg (Germany), and Hamilton 
(Canada)) between 2000 and 2003. We retrospectively examined the completion status, reported 
reasons for RCT discontinuation, and the publication status of these RCTs through available files at 
research ethics committees, comprehensive literature searches, and investigator surveys. Overall, we 
included 894 initiated RCTs that enrolled patients and 123 RCTs enrolling healthy volunteers. Almost 
two thirds of included RCTs were industry-sponsored and about one third was investigator-sponsored. 
We found that 28% of RCTs enrolling patients were prematurely discontinued, while discontinuation 
was rare in RCTs with healthy volunteers (3%). In only 38% of discontinued RCTs we found evidence 
that the discontinuation was reported to an ethics committee. Poor recruitment was the main reason 
for RCT discontinuation. In a multivariable regression analysis, investigator-sponsorship (vs industry), 
an acute care setting such as emergency rooms or intensive care units, and smaller planned sample 
size were independently associated with higher rates of discontinuation. This suggests that 
investigator-sponsorship, acute care setting, and a smaller planned sample size are independent risk 
factors for recruitment failure. The publication rate among completed RCTs was 66% and among 
discontinued RCTs 45%; trial discontinuation was the strongest predictor for non-publication in 
multivariable regression.  

In three subsequent qualitative studies we aimed to identify and describe root-causes for trial 
discontinuation due to poor recruitment. A systematic survey of 172 publications on discontinued RCTs 
revealed that 76% actually reported one or more reasons for recruitment failure; most frequently 
reported reasons were that investigators were overoptimistic about recruitment estimates, eligibility 
criteria were too narrow, and investigators or patients had prejudiced views on the intervention. The 
overall reporting of the recruitment process, however, was mostly poor with only few reports 
mentioning how eligible patients were identified, the number of patients assessed for eligibility, or 
who recruited patients into the trial. An interview study with 39 trial investigators and other 
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stakeholders of clinical research in Switzerland identified the decentralized health care system with 
many small hospitals, a lack of standardized medical records across hospitals, and the universal health 
coverage of patients, the limited human and financial resources in the academic setting, 
underdeveloped research networks, a limited collaborative attitude among clinical researchers, and a 
lack of accessible information for patients about ongoing clinical studies as important reasons for 
insufficient recruitment. Finally, we conducted a matched comparison study in which we systematically 
compared RCTs discontinued for poor recruitment and completed RCTs with the same underlying 
research question. Based on 15 separate research questions and a total of 29 discontinued and 48 
completed RCTs, we found that RCTs discontinued due to poor recruitment often had narrower 
eligibility criteria, were investigator- rather than industry-sponsored, were associated with a higher 
burden for patients and recruiters, sometimes used outdated control interventions, and were often 
launched later in time than successfully completed RCTs compromising uncertainty about tested 
interventions through emerging evidence. Whether a multi- or single centre setting was advantageous 
for patient recruitment seemed to depend on the research context.  

Stakeholders in clinical research should consider the findings of this PhD thesis and need to agree on 
common goals and concerted efforts, so that a sustainable improvement in patient recruitment to 
RCTs can be achieved.  
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2. Introduction 

“There is a peculiar paradox that exists in trial execution - we perform clinical trials 

to generate evidence to improve patient outcomes; however, we conduct clinical 

trials like anecdotal medicine.“  (Heart Fail Review 2012;19: 135-52) 

Monica Shah,  National Heart Blood and Lung Institute, Bethesda, USA 

 

2.1 Evidence-based clinical research methods 

Evidence-based medicine has become the standard decision makers should adhere to and aim for in  
clinical practice. Such evidence-based health care relies on the empirical investigation of benefits and 
harms of therapeutic or preventive interventions in clinical studies, and randomized clinical trials 
(RCTs) in particular.  In analogy to health care, research practice and research policy need empirical 
investigations to find out about intended and unintended effects of methods and research approaches 
[1]. Yet the evidence-base of common research practices is typically low and insufficient to guide 
clinical researchers in their quest for the most efficient approaches in order to maximize the use of the 
scarce resources for investigator-initiated clinical studies [2]. Research on research (RoR) can identify 
and monitor problems that can then be addressed and should produce actionable findings and outputs 
(e.g. tools, guidelines) that are helpful for investigators and other stakeholders in the clinical and public 
health research arenas, to eventually improve patient outcome [3]. Given the cost of research (money, 
opportunity, public support, participant’s time, etc.) and given the avoidable waste in research, RoR 
offers an opportunity for significant return on investment. I clearly see a large potential for RoR to 
improve the quality, transparency, efficiency, culture, integrity, and relevance of clinical studies. RCTs 
are the cornerstone of evidence-based medicine; they are costly, put patients at risk, and often directly 
impact clinical guidelines and practice. This is why I chose the conduct of RCTs as the focus of my thesis.  

  

2.2 Premature discontinuation of randomized clinical trials 

Conducting high quality RCTs is a challenging and resource demanding process that typically involves 
various stakeholders (clinical researchers, participating patients, funding agencies, pharmaceutical 
companies, research ethics committees (RECs), regulatory agencies, etc.). Many RCTs are, therefore, 
not conducted as initially planned, and some are even prematurely discontinued. There are various 
reasons for trial discontinuation, e.g. unanticipated adverse effects (harm) [4], larger than expected 
benefit with the experimental intervention [5], an unlikely chance of detecting a clinically relevant 
treatment effect with continued patient recruitment or follow-up (called ‘futility’) [6], new evidence 
from other studies made the continuation of the current trial superfluous or unethical [7], strategic 
decisions by the sponsor, or practical difficulties such as slow recruitment of trial participants. At the 
time of the start of my PhD studies the prevalence of RCT discontinuation for any of the mentioned 
reasons was unclear. Manuscript I of my thesis entitled “Prevalence, characteristics, and publication of 
discontinued randomized trials” describes the epidemiology of discontinued RCTs stratified by reason 
of discontinuation, manuscript II specifically focuses on critical and emergency care RCTs (“Premature 
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discontinuation of randomized trials in critical and emergency care: A retrospective cohort study”) and 
both quantitatively investigate trial characteristics associated with insufficient recruitment of patients 
to RCTs [8,9].  

 

2.3 The never-ending challenge: Recruitment of participants to clinical trials 

Louis Lasagna described a well-known phenomenon in clinical research already in the 70-ies of the last 
century: the number of patients that are actually available for enrolment in a clinical trial is usually 
much lower than previously estimated; only about 1/10 to 1/3 of the estimated number [10]. This 
statement became known as “Lasagna’s law”. In 1979 he further mentioned ‘‘a failure to document 
the occurrence of trials that failed’’ [11]. These observations hold still true at present. Slow or 
insufficient recruitment of participants continues to be a major challenge in the conduct of clinical 
trials – only a little more than half of RCTs recruit the number of participants that the trial’s own 
statisticians said were essential [12].  Several other studies pointed out the high prevalence of 
recruitment problems in RCTs [13-17], but these mainly focused on individual RCTs, RCTs supported 
by specific funding sources, or published RCTs.  

What are the barriers to trial participation from the patients’ view?  Surveys and interview studies 
revealed fear of side effects, inconvenience to everyday life, unawareness of trial opportunities, 
concerns about a deterioration of the relationship with their physician, distrust of researchers, the 
inclusion of a placebo arm and complex protocols as important factors that can deter patients from 
enrolling in an RCT [18-21]. Physicians, on the other hand, are often hesitant to take an active role in 
clinical trials due to difficulties with the consent procedure, lack of staff and training, time constraints, 
concern for patients, loss of professional autonomy, worry about the impact on their relationship with 
patients, and lack of any reward, recognition or interest in the research question [22]. 

Recent research has focused on specific settings of clinical trials to improved recruitment [23-25], and 
systematic reviews on the topic have identified several successful interventions, e.g. making trial 
materials culturally sensitive, monetary incentives, increasing people’s awareness of the health 
problem being studied, or qualitative methods to identify and overcome barriers to recruitment 
activities [26-28].  

Given the available evidence at the outset of my PhD work, little was known about the underlying 
mechanisms leading to trial discontinuation due to insufficient recruitment, whether there were any 
particularities of the Swiss research arena contributing to the problem, and a triangulation integrating 
quantitative and different qualitative approaches for a comprehensive analysis of insufficient 
recruitment was lacking.  Manuscripts III (“A systematic review of discontinued trials suggested that 
most reasons for recruitment failure were preventable”) [29], IV (“Insufficient recruitment and 
premature discontinuation of clinical trials in Switzerland: qualitative study with trialists and other 
stakeholders”) [30], and V (“Comparison of randomized trials discontinued for poor recruitment and 
completed trials with the same research question: a matched qualitative study”) [31] aimed to fill this 
gap. 
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2.4 Ethical issues with discontinuation of randomized trials due to poor recruitment 

As outlined in the Ottawa Statement [32], RCTs imply ethical obligations to research participants. 
When consenting to a trial, participants accept the potential of harm that may occur to them. Their 
risk of harm is primarily counterbalanced by the potential for a health benefit and the presumed overall 
social good resulting from the advancement of medical knowledge. Discontinued RCTs pose several 
ethical challenges. First, the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors argues that “patients 
who volunteer to participate in clinical trials deserve to know that their contribution to improving 
human health will be available to inform health-care decisions” [33]. When RCTs are discontinued, 
participating patients should be informed about it and the reasons thereof. Such information is, 
however, not always given [34] and the prevalence of this practice is unknown. Second, RCTs are 
typically resource intense and costly. Investigators, study staff, and evaluation panels at RECs and 
funding agencies spent considerable time and energy to set up a clinical trial. All these resources are 
wasted when RCTs are then discontinued without answering the research question. Third, 
encountered problems in failed trials and lessons learned should be made available to the scientific 
community in order to prevent replications of unsuccessful approaches and to allow data from 
discontinued trials to be included in a potential systematic review and meta-analysis. The publication 
of clinical research has been described as an “ethical imperative” [35]. Examples for accounts of 
discontinued trials were available in the published literature at the time of the start if this thesis [36-
38], but seemed rare. 
 

2.5 Main objectives of this PhD  

1. To determine the risk of RCTs to be discontinued for any reason and for insufficient 
recruitment in particular based on a cohort of REC-approved RCT protocols from 6 centres in 
Switzerland (Basel, Lausanne, Lucerne, Zurich), Germany (Freiburg), and Canada (Hamilton).  
 

2. To identify underlying mechanisms of trial discontinuation due to insufficient recruitment and 
to identify characteristics of study protocols associated with premature discontinuation of 
RCTs using quantitative and qualitative methods. 

 
3. To examine the publication history of discontinued trials and to assess the reporting quality of 

publications of RCTs discontinued for poor recruitment and lessons learnt. 
 

4. To generate a checklist or “points to consider” document for Research Ethics Committees and 
funding agencies that contains the distilled results of this PhD project.  
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Abstract  

Importance: The discontinuation of randomized controlled trials (RCTs) raises ethical 
concerns and often wastes scarce research resources. The epidemiology of discontinued RCTs, 
however, remains unclear. 

Objectives: To determine the prevalence, characteristics, and publication history of 
discontinued RCTs, and to investigate factors associated with RCT discontinuation due to poor 
recruitment and with non-publication. 

Design and Setting: Retrospective cohort of RCTs based on archived protocols approved by 
six research ethics committees (RECs) in Switzerland, Germany, and Canada between 2000 
and 2003. We recorded trial characteristics and planned recruitment from included protocols. 
Last follow-up of RCTs was April 27th 2013.  

Main Outcomes: Completion status, reported reasons for discontinuation, and publication 
status of RCTs as determined based on filed correspondence with RECs, literature searches, 
and investigator surveys. 

Results: After a median follow-up of 11.6 years (range, 8.8–12.6 years), 253 of 1017 included 
RCTs were discontinued (24.9%, 95% confidence interval [CI], 22.3%-27.6%). Only 96 of 253 
discontinuations (37.9%, 95% CI, 32.0%-44.3%) were reported to RECs. Most frequent reason 
for discontinuation was poor recruitment (101/1017; 9.9%, 95% CI, 8.2%-12.0%). In 
multivariable analysis, industry- versus investigator-sponsorship (8.4% versus 26.5%, odds 
ratio [OR] 0.25, 95% CI, 0.15 – 0.43; p<0.001) and a larger planned sample size [increments of 
100] (-0.7%, OR 0.96, 95% CI 0.92 – 1.00, p = 0.042) were associated with lower rates of 
discontinuation due to poor recruitment. Discontinued trials were more likely to remain 
unpublished than completed trials (55.1% versus 33.6%; OR 3.19, 95% CI, 2.29–4.43; p < 
0.001).  

Conclusions and Relevance: In this sample of trials based on RCT protocols from six RECs, 
discontinuation was common, with poor recruitment being the most frequently reported 
reason. Greater efforts are needed to ensure the reporting of trial discontinuation to RECs 
and the publication of results of discontinued trials. 

 

 

Introduction 

Conducting high-quality randomized controlled trials (RCTs) is challenging and resource-
demanding. RCTs are often not conducted as planned or even prematurely discontinued, e.g. 
for reasons of unexpected harm from the intervention, early superiority, futility, 
administrative problems, or poor recruitment of participants. Trial discontinuation poses 
ethical concerns, particularly if results remain unreported, and may represent a considerable 
waste of scarce research resources.1-3  
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Currently, little is known about the epidemiology and publication history of discontinued 
trials. Although studies have highlighted frequent recruitment problems in clinical RCTs, few 
empirically addressed factors associated with failure (or success) of patient recruitment 
yielding uncertain results.4-6 We established an international retrospective cohort of RCT 
protocols to determine: (i) the prevalence of RCT discontinuation and its reasons, (ii) 
differences between RCTs with investigator- or industry-sponsorship, (iii) the publication 
history of discontinued RCTs, (iv) factors associated with trial discontinuation due to poor 
recruitment, and (v) factors associated with non-publication. 

 

Methods 

Study design 
The protocol of this study has previously been published.3 Briefly, we conducted a 
retrospective cohort study using RCT protocols approved between 2000 and 2003 by six 
research ethics committees (RECs) in Switzerland (Basel, Lucerne, Zurich, and Lausanne), 
Germany (Freiburg), and Canada (Hamilton, Ontario). All RECs but one are responsible for 
human research in large university centres and additional hospitals in their respective 
catchment areas; one (Lucerne) covers an academic teaching hospital. As a convenience 
sample we approached them through existing contacts. The participating RECs approved the 
study or explicitly stated that no ethical approval was necessary.  

Definitions  
We considered an RCT discontinued if the investigators indicated discontinuation with a 
reason in the correspondence with the REC, in a journal publication, or their response to our 
survey (see below). If we could not elucidate the reason for trial discontinuation or if poor 
participant recruitment was mentioned, we used a pre-specified cut-off of less than 90% of 
achieved target sample size (and in a sensitivity analysis of less than 80%) to determine 
discontinuation.3 Reviewers assessed RCT protocols for industry- or investigator-sponsorship 
using the following criteria: The protocol clearly named the sponsor, displayed a company or 
institution logo prominently, mentioned affiliations of protocol authors, included statements 
about data ownership or publication rights, or statements about full funding by industry or 
public funding agencies.7 Disagreements were resolved by consensus. We regarded peer-
reviewed journal publications other than conference abstracts or research letters as full 
publications. Further details about these and other working definitions of used study variables 
are provided in AppendixTable 1. We a priori defined RCTs involving healthy volunteers as a 
subgroup, because we anticipated that they would have considerably smaller target sample 
sizes and, in contrast to patient RCTs, use financial incentives, thus leading to different 
discontinuation patterns.3 

Data Extraction and Follow-up of RCT Protocols 
We used a web-based database for data extraction and management 
(http://www.squiekero.org/). Reviewers trained in trial methodology signed confidentiality 
agreements, completed a calibration process, and then extracted relevant data from RCT 
protocols.3 The initial 310 (30%) protocols were extracted independently and in duplicate, and 
disagreements were resolved by discussion; the remaining protocols were extracted by a 
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single investigator with periodic duplicate agreement checks. We followed up on the RCTs’ 
completion status and publication history as of April 27, 2013, by using information from REC 
files and by conducting comprehensive searches for corresponding publications in electronic 
databases (Medline, Embase, Cochrane CENTRAL register, CINAHL, AMED, Google Scholar, 
and topic specific databases) and trial registers (ClinicalTrials.gov, WHO International Clinical 
Trials Registry Platform); see3 for details. Two investigators working independently and in 
duplicate determined whether identified publications matched the corresponding protocol. If 
trial completion or publication status remained unclear, the REC in charge contacted the 
investigators sending them a standardized questionnaire (see AppendixBox). 

Statistical Analysis 
Trial completion and reported reasons for discontinuation are presented as frequencies and 
percentages with 95% confidence intervals (CIs) stratified by RCT sponsor (industry versus 
investigator) and type of participants (patients versus healthy volunteers). We investigated 
factors associated with RCT discontinuation due to poor recruitment using complete-case 
multivariable hierarchical logistic regression with protocol-level variables as fixed effects and 
the six RECs as random intercept. Assuming different recruitment and discontinuation 
patterns, we excluded from this regression analysis RCTs that were discontinued for reasons 
other than poor recruitment, RCTs involving healthy volunteers only, cluster randomized 
trials, and pilot RCTs. We examined the following pre-specified protocol variables in our 
model: type of control intervention (placebo/no treatment versus active intervention), centre 
status (single versus multi-centre), any reported recruitment projection (yes versus no), 
reported methodological or logistical support by a contract research organization or clinical 
trial unit (yes versus no), trial sponsor (industry versus investigator), trial design (parallel 
versus cross-over/factorial), and planned sample size (increments of 100).3 Post-hoc, we 
investigated trial discontinuation and type of participants (patients versus healthy volunteers) 
as risk factors for non-publication of RCTs in a journal using complete-case multivariable 
hierarchical logistic regression considering factors associated with non-publication such as 
industry sponsorship, larger planned sample size, and single centre status as additional 
covariables in the model, as previously suggested.8 We calculated unadjusted and adjusted 
odds ratios (ORs) with 95% CIs. We used the bootstrap procedure with 100 replications to 
investigate the stability of the estimated standard errors and 95% CIs. In pre-specified 
sensitivity analyses we used an alternate threshold of 80% of the target sample size achieved 
to define RCT discontinuation and used multiple-imputation techniques to impute missing co-
variable data.9 In a post-hoc sensitivity analysis we explored differences in discontinuation 
rates across countries. Data analyses were carried out using R version 3.0.1, and Stata (version 
13.1, StataCorp, Austin/Texas). A two-sided P <0.05 was set as level of significance. 

 

Results 

RCT protocols 
Between 2000 and 2003 the collaborating RECs reviewed 3819 study protocols (Appendix 
Figure). Of the 1080 potentially eligible RCT protocols, 53 were never started and 10 RCTs 
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were ongoing (as of April 27, 2013), thus leaving 1017 RCT protocols for inclusion: 894 
protocols involving patients and 123 involving healthy volunteers.  

Most patient RCTs had industry-sponsorship, were multi-centre, parallel group, superiority 
trials in oncology or the cardiovascular field with a median planned sample size of 260 patients 
(interquartile range [IQR], 100-606) (Table 1, AppendixTable 2). RCTs involving healthy 
volunteers had predominantly industry-sponsorship, used mostly a cross-over design, and had 
a median planned sample size of 20 participants (IQR, 12-34). 

Prevalence of discontinued RCTs and reporting to RECs 
Overall, 253 of 1017 RCTs (24.9%, 95% CI, 22.3%-27.6%) were discontinued; most frequently 
due to poor recruitment (101/1017; 9.9%, 95% CI, 8.2%-12.0%) (Table 2). Discontinuation 
information was gathered from REC files alone in 69 trials (27.3%), publications alone in 85 
(33.6%), investigator survey alone in 72 (28.5%), and from combined sources in 27 (10.7%). 

For 299 RCTs information about completion or publication status was missing after checking 
REC files and identified publications. The RECs sent survey questionnaires to the investigators, 
of whom 240 responded (response rate, 80.3%). In total, 96 of 253 discontinuations (37.9%, 
95% CI, 32.0%-44.3%) were reported to RECs.  Their files included the reason for 
discontinuation in 24 of 101 (23.8%, 95% CI, 16.1%-33.5%) RCTs discontinued for poor 
recruitment, 16 of 37 (43.2%, 95% CI, 27.5%-60.4%) RCTs discontinued for futility, and 13 of 
24 (54.2%, 95% CI, 33.2%-73.8%) RCTs discontinued for harm. 

Of the 894 RCTs involving patients, 249 were discontinued (27.9%, 95% CI, 25.0%-30.9%); 
most frequently due to poor recruitment (100/894; 11.2%, CI, 9.2%-13.5%). In contrast, of the 
123 RCTs involving healthy volunteers 4 were discontinued (3.3%, 95% CI, 1.2%-8.6%); 3 for 
administrative reasons and 1 for poor recruitment. 

Discontinuation due to poor recruitment 
RCTs discontinued due to poor recruitment achieved a median percentage of target sample 
size of 40.9% (IQR, 28.5%-59.8%). Only 3 RCTs recruited more than 80% of the target. Table 3 
displays trial characteristics of RCTs discontinued due to poor recruitment and of completed 
RCTs. In multivariable analysis, industry sponsorship (8.4% versus 26.5%; adjusted OR = 0.25, 
95%CI = 0.15-0.43), and every increment of 100 patients in the planned sample size (-0.7%; 
adjusted OR = 0.96, 95% CI = 0.92-1.00) were associated with less frequent RCT 
discontinuation. Lack of documenting any recruitment rate projection (based on retrospective 
or prospective screening for eligible patients) in the protocol was not associated with 
discontinuation due to poor recruitment. All 9 RCT protocols that reported performing a full 
pilot study (i.e. including informed consent of patients) were, however, completed.  

All sensitivity analyses left our results unchanged (see AppendixTable 3). We found no 
evidence for different discontinuation rates across the three countries (likelihood ratio test, 
P=0.63).  

Publication of RCTs 
Of the 1017 RCTs, 567 (55.8%, 95% CI, 52.6%-58.8%) were published as full journal articles as 
of April 27 2013. Publication information was obtained from REC files in 31 (5.5%), from 
searching electronic databases in 495 (87.3%), and from the investigator survey in 41 of 586 
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studies (7.2%). All 9 RCTs stopped early for benefit were published, but only 40 of 101 RCTs 
discontinued due to poor recruitment (39.6%, 95% CI, 30.2%-49.9%) (Table 2). Multivariable 
analysis suggested that discontinued RCTs were more likely to remain unpublished as were 
single-centre RCTs, RCTs with industry-sponsorship, RCTs involving healthy volunteers, and 
RCTs with smaller sample size (Table 4). 

 

Discussion 

Our study found that 25% of initiated RCTs were discontinued. While discontinuation was 
common with RCTs involving patients (28%), it was rare in RCTs with healthy volunteers (3%). 
The most commonly reported reason for RCT discontinuation was poor recruitment (10% of 
included RCTs). We found that trials with investigator sponsor (versus industry) and those with 
smaller planned sample sizes were at higher risk of discontinuation due to poor recruitment. 
Of discontinued RCTs, up to 60% remained unpublished. Trial investigators rarely informed 
RECs about trial discontinuation and publication. 

A strength of our study was the full access to the files of all trials approved by the collaborating 
RECs during the study period. We systematically searched all documents to capture any 
relevant information about the course of the RCT such as issues of recruitment, changes in 
design, or modification of target sample size. We published our own study protocol,3 involved 
only trained methodologists in data abstraction, and, to minimize chance associations, 
considered only a limited number of variables in the statistical models. Our results proved 
robust in sensitivity analyses applying alternate assumptions and statistical approaches. 

A limitation of our study was the low quality of the included RCT protocols, in particular of 
RCTs with investigator-sponsorship. Elements of trial methodology potentially associated with 
trial discontinuation due to poor recruitment were frequently not reported, e.g. recruitment 
projections, financial or non-financial incentives, and study piloting, thus limiting our risk 
factor analysis. In our regression analysis, we could not include some well-established factors 
associated with non-publication of RCTs such as results that are statistically non-significant or 
not confirming study hypotheses, because we did not ask investigators of unpublished RCTs 
for study results.10 We used single data extraction for almost 70% of protocols, thereby 
potentially increasing extraction errors. However, we used pre-piloted extraction forms with 
detailed written instructions, conducted formal calibration exercises with all data extractors, 
and checked extractions from a random sample of protocols at several points during the 
process. Agreement was good with no more than 2 discrepancies in 30 extracted answers. All 
outcome data on discontinuation and publication of RCTs were verified by a second 
investigator. Lastly, we used a convenience sample of six RECs in three countries. We cannot 
say whether they are representative for other RECs in these or other countries; to our 
knowledge, they are not in any way particular. 

The overall RCT discontinuation rate of 25% (253/1017) in our study is identical to estimates 
reported from Spain (31/123, 25%)11 and Australia (50/197, 25%).12 Other studies from the UK 
(25/195, 13%),13 France (34/269, 13%),14 and Switzerland (57/508, 11%)8 reported lower rates, 
and from the Netherlands (45/135, 33%)6 and the USA (37/82, 45%)5 higher discontinuation 
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rates. Likely explanations for these differences are (i) the method used to determine trial 
discontinuation (e.g. surveys with 30% or more non-responders are potentially 
underestimating RCT discontinuation),13,14 (ii) different proportions of industry-sponsored 
RCTs, (iii) selected types of RCTs (e.g. focus only on drug trials),8 and (iv) chance.  

Various studies suggest that poor recruitment is common and a major problem for clinical 
trials.2,13,15-17 Although poor recruitment was the predominantly reported reason for trial 
discontinuation in our study, the overall frequency of 10% of included RCTs was relatively 
low.3 The problem appears, however, more severe with investigator-sponsored patient RCTs. 
An analysis of 122 multi-centre RCTs funded by two public UK health care sponsors found that 
trial discontinuation due to poor recruitment occurred in up to 20% of trials,4 which is similar 
to our estimate for patient RCTs with investigator-sponsorship. The above-mentioned Dutch 
study found that recruitment was insufficient in 40% of RCTs with investigator-sponsorship.6 
Our findings suggest that sufficient funding and professional planning and conduct of RCTs 
(i.e. common features of RCTs with industry-sponsorship) are associated with more successful 
recruitment. Larger RCTs might be better organized from the outset (e.g. within established 
research networks including multiple centres and experienced investigators), and better able 
to respond to recruitment challenges. 

Overall, 56% of RCTs were published as full journal articles. This publication rate is higher than 
reported for most previous study cohorts.10  Reasons likely include our strict focus on RCTs 
and the longer follow-up period of 9 to 13 years after protocol approval for trials to get 
published. RCTs discontinued for early apparent benefit are frequently published in high-
ranked peer-reviewed journals;18 all nine RCTs from the present study that were stopped early 
for benefit were published as full journal articles. Our analysis suggests, however, that RCT 
discontinuation for other reasons is one of the major factors driving non-publication of RCTs.  

For investigator-sponsored RCTs, stakeholders including trial investigators, funding agencies, 
and RECs need to develop strategies to prevent trial discontinuation due to poor recruitment. 
Based on our data and a previous study,19 retrospective or prospective screening of patients 
appears to hold little promise in estimating recruitment rates, but conducting a full pilot study 
including consent procedures might be effective. Further research is necessary to determine 
the optimal length of pilots and to develop reliable prediction models for recruitment 
performance.20 Recruitment should be closely monitored and contingency plans in place if it 
is lower than expected. Strategies to improve recruitment have been tested;21,22 and could 
possibly be combined depending on the setting and area of investigation. The non-publication 
of results from discontinued – or from completed – RCTs represents a waste of valid data that 
could contribute to systematic reviews and meta-analyses. 

 

Conclusions 

In this sample of trials based on RCT protocols from six RECs, discontinuation was common, 
with poor recruitment being the most frequently reported reason. Greater efforts are needed 
to make certain that trial discontinuation is reported to RECs and that results of discontinued 
trials are published. 
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Tables 

Table 1: Characteristics of all included trials. Values are frequencies (column percentages in 
brackets) unless otherwise specified. 

Characteristics 

RCTs involving patients 
(N=894) 

RCTs involving healthy 
volunteers (N=123) 

All (N=1017) Industry 
sponsor 
(N=551) 

Investigator 
sponsor 
(N=343) 

Industry 
sponsor 
(N=86) 

Investigator 
sponsor 
(N=37) 

Median planned target 
sample size (IQR) 

350 (150,700) 150 (62,450) 20 (12 - 36) 16 (9 - 24) 220 (70 - 588)* 

Mean (median [range]) 
percentage of achieved 
sample size 

104 (101 [14, 
345]) 

91 (100 [5, 
362]) 

99 (100 [90 -
100]) 

114 (100 [90 -
288]) 

100 (100 [5 – 362])† 

Planned centres      
Multiple 520 (94.4) 221 (64.4) 6 (7.0) 3 (8.1) 750 (73.7) 
Single  29 (5.3) 120 (35.0) 79 (91.9) 33 (89.2) 261 (25.7) 
Unclear 2 (0.4) 2 (0.6) 1 (1.2) 1 (2.7) 6 (0.6) 

Unit of randomization      
Individuals 546 (99.1) 333 (97.1) 80 (93.0) 32 (86.5) 991 (97.4) 
Clusters 3 (0.5) 9 (2.6) 0 (0.0) 1 (2.7) 13 (1.3) 
Body Parts 2 (0.4) 1 (0.3) 6 (7.0) 4 (10.8) 13 (1.3) 

Study design      
Parallel 526 (95.5) 310 (90.4) 33 (38.4) 14 (37.8) 883 (86.8) 
Cross over 20 (3.6) 21 (6.1) 46 (53.5) 19 (51.4) 106 (10.4) 
Factorial 4 (0.7) 11 (3.2) 3 (3.5)  0 (0.0) 18 (1.8) 
Unclear 1 (0.2) 1 (0.3) 4 (4.7) 4 (10.8) 10 (1.0) 

Study purpose      
Superiority  398 (72.2) 254 (74.1) 30 (34.9) 16 (43.2) 698 (68.6) 
Non-inferiority  110 (20.0) 29 (8.5) 19 (22.1) 3 (8.1) 161 (15.8) 
Unclear 43 (7.8) 60 (17.5) 37 (43.0) 18 (48.6) 158 (15.5) 

Research ethics 
committee 

    
 

Basel 156 (28.3) 65 (19.0) 55 (64.0) 3 (8.1) 279 (27.4) 
Hamilton 101 (18.3) 77 (22.4) 4 (4.7) 3 (8.1) 185 (18.2) 
Freiburg 165 (29.9) 107 (31.2) 8 (9.3) 16 (43.2) 296 (29.1) 
Lausanne 89 (16.2) 60 (17.5) 15 (17.4) 12 (32.4) 176 (17.3) 
Zurich 19 (3.4) 24 (7.0) 1 (1.2) 1 (2.7) 45 (4.4) 
Lucerne 21 (3.8) 10 (2.9) 3 (3.5) 2 (5.4) 36 (3.5) 

Labelled as pilot trial      
Yes 32 (5.8) 37 (10.8) 7 (8.1) 7 (18.9) 83 (8.2) 
No 519 (94.2) 306 (89.2) 79 (91.9) 30 (81.1) 934 (1.8) 

 

*Missing data for planned target sample size in 18 trial protocols. 
† Based on 617 RCTs with information on achieved sample size.  
Abbreviations: RCTs, randomized controlled trials 
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Table 2: Prevalence of RCT discontinuation and reported reasons for discontinuation. Values are frequencies (column percentages in brackets and the 
corresponding 95% confidence intervals in squared brackets).  

Completion status 

and reasons for 

discontinuation 

RCTs involving patients RCTs involving healthy volunteers All 

Industry 

sponsor 

(N=551) 

Investigator 

sponsor 

(N=343) 

All (N=894) 

Full journal 

publication 

(N=530) 

Industry 

sponsor 

(N=86) 

Investigator 

sponsor 

(N=37) 

All (N=123) 

Full journal 

publication 

(N=37) 

All (N=1017) 
Full journal publication 

(N=567) 

Completed 
394 (71.5) 

[68.1-75.2] 

181 (52.8) 

[47.3-58.1] 

575 (64.3) 

[61.1-67.4] 

417 (78.7) 

[75.0-82.0] 

81 (94.2) 

[86.3-97.8] 

28 (75.7) 

[58.4-87.6] 

109 (89.0) 

[81.3-93.4] 

37 (100.0) 

[88-100] 
684 (67.3) [64.3-70.1] 454 (80.1) [76.6-83.2] 

Discontinued 
119 (21.6) 

[18.3-25.3] 

130 (37.9) 

[32.8-43.3] 

249 (27.9) 

[25.0-30.9] 

113 (21.3) 

[18.1-25.0] 

1 (1.2) 

[0.0-7.2] 

3 (8.1) 

[2.1-23.0] 

4 (3.3) 

[1.0-8.6] 

0 (0.0) 

[0.0-11.7] 
253 (24.9) [22.3-27.6] 113 (20.0) [16.9-23.4] 

Poor recruitment * 
40 (7.3) 

[5.3-9.8] 

60 (17.5) 

[13.7-22.0] 

100 (11.2) 

[9.2-13.5] 

40 (7.5) 

[5.5-10.2] 

0 (0.0) 

[0.0-5.3]  

1 (2.7) 

[0.1-15.8]  

1 (0.8) 

[0.04-5.1] 

0 (0.0) 

[0.0-11.7] 
101 (9.9) [8.2-12.0] 40 (7.1) [5.1-9.6] 

Futility † 
25 (4.5) 

[3.0-6.7] 

12 (3.5) 

[1.9-6.2] 

37 (4.1) 

[3.0-5.7] 

18 (3.4) 

[2.1-5.4] 

0 (0.0) 

[0.0-5.3]  

0 (0.0) 

[0.0-11.7] 

0 (0.0) 

[0.0-3.8] 

0 (0.0) 

[0.0-11.7] 
37 (3.6) [2.6-5.0] 18 (3.2) [1.9-5.1] 

Administrative 

reasons ‡ 

20 (3.6) 

[2.3-5.7] 

16 (4.7) 

[2.8-7.6] 

36 (4.0) 

[2.9-5.6] 

8 (1.5) 

[0.7-3.1] 

1 (1.2) 

[0.0-7.2] 

2 (5.4) 

[0.9-19.5] 

3 (2.4) 

[0.6-7.5] 

0 (0.0) 

[0.0-11.7] 
39 (3.8) [2.8-5.3] 8 (1.4) [0.7-2.9] 

Harm 
17 (3.1) 

[1.9-5.0] 

7 (2.0) 

[0.9-4.3] 

24 (2.7) 

[1.8-4.0] 

12 (2.3) 

[1.2-4.0] 

0 (0.0) 

[0.0-5.3]  

0 (0.0) 

[0.0-11.7] 

0 (0.0) 

[0.0-3.8] 

0 (0.0) 

[0.0-11.7] 
24 (2.4) [1.6-3.5] 12 (2.1) [1.2-3.8] 

Unknown reason#  
6 (1.1) 

[0.4-2.5] 

18 (5.3) 

[3.2-8.3] 

24 (2.7) 

[1.8-4.0] 

21 (4.0) 

[2.6-6.0] 

0 (0.0) 

[0.0-5.3] 

0 (0.0) 

[0.0-11.7] 

0 (0.0) 

[0.0-3.8] 

0 (0.0) 

[0.0-11.7] 
24 (2.4) [1.6-3.5] 21 (3.7) [2.4-5.6] 

Benefit 
2 (0.4) 

[0.06-1.5] 

7 (2.0) 

[0.9-4.2] 

9 (1.0) 

[0.5-2.0] 

9 (1.7) 

[0.8-3.3] 

0 (0.0) 

[0.0-5.3]  

0 (0.0) 

[0.0-11.7] 

0 (0.0) 

[0.0-3.8] 

0 (0.0) 

[0.0-11.7] 
9 (0.9) [0.4-1.7] 9 (1.6) [0.8-3.1] 
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Table 2 continued 

Completion 

status and 

reasons for 

discontinuation 

RCTs involving patients RCTs involving healthy volunteers All 

Industry 

sponsor 

(N=551) 

Investigator 

sponsor 

(N=343) 

All (N=894) 

Full journal 

publication 

(N=530) 

Industry 

sponsor 

(N=86) 

Investigator 

sponsor 

(N=37) 

All (N=123) 

Full journal 

publication 

(N=37) 

All (N=1017) 
Full journal publication 

(N=567) 

External evidence 
6 (1.1) 

[0.4-2.5] 

2 (0.6) 

[0.1-2.3] 

8 (0.9) 

[0.4-1.8] 

2 (0.4) 

[0.0-1.5] 

0 (0.0) 

[0.0-5.3]  

0 (0.0) 

[0.0-11.7] 

0 (0.0) 

[0.0-3.8] 

0 (0.0) 

[0.0-11.7] 
8 (0.8) [0.4-1.6] 2 (0.4) [0.1-1.4] 

Lack of funding 
1 (0.2) 

[0.01-1.2]  

4 (1.2) 

[0.4-3.2] 

5 (0.6) 

[0.2-1.4] 

0 (0.0) 

[0.0-0.9] 

0 (0.0) 

[0.0-5.3]  

0 (0.0) 

[0.0-11.7] 

0 (0.0) 

[0.0-3.8] 

0 (0.0) 

[0.0-11.7] 
5 (0.5) [0.2-1.2] 0 (0.0) [0.0-0.8] 

Other 
2 (0.4) 

[0.06-1.5] 

4 (1.2) 

[0.4-3.2] 

6 (0.7) 

[0.3-1.5] 

3 (0.6) 

[0.2-1.7] 

0 (0.0) 

[0.0-5.3]  

0 (0.0) 

[0.0-11.7] 

0 (0.0) 

[0.0-3.8] 

0 (0.0) 

[0.0-11.7] 
6 (0.6) [0.2-1.3] 3 (0.5) [0.2-1.6] 

Unclear 
38 (6.9) 

[5.0-9.4] 

32 (9.3) 

[6.6-13.0] 

70 (7.8) 

[6.2-9.8] 

0 (0.0) 

[0.0-0.9] 

4 (4.7) 

[1.5-12.1] 

6 (16.2) 

[6.8-32.7] 

10 (8.1) 

[4.2-14.8] 

0 (0.0) 

[0.0-11.7] 
80 (7.7) [6.3-9.71] 0 (0.0) [0.0-0.8] 

 

* Some trials had an additional reason for discontinuation: benefit (N=1), futility (N=2), and other reasons (N=3).  
† Includes randomized trials with adaptive designs that have been stopped after the 1st (N=5) or 2nd stage (N=1).  
‡ Includes strategic decisions from companies, consequence of new requirements from regulatory bodies, and change of workplace of principal investigators. 
# Reasons for not achieving 90% of target sample size remained unclear 
Abbreviations: RCTs, randomized controlled trials  
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Table 3: Factors associated with discontinuation of RCTs due to poor recruitment in RCTs involving patients. Values in the 2nd and 3rd column are frequencies 
(percentages) unless otherwise specified.  

Characteristics 

RCTs 
discontinued 
due to poor 
recruitment 

N=90 

Completed 
RCTs N=526 

Univariable  Multivariable 

OR 95% CI P-value OR 95% CI P-value 

Planned target sample size, median (IQR) 180 (80 - 320)* 368 (154 - 800)* 0.95† 0.91 - 0.99 0.011 0.96† 0.92 – 1.00 0.042 

Placebo/no-active control (vs active control intervention) 53 (58.9) 321 (61.1) 0.89 0.56 - 1.41 0.628 0.81 0.50 - 1.31 0.387 

Single centre status (vs multi-centre) 19 (21.1) 53 (10.1) 2.41 1.35 – 4.32 0.003 0.66 0.32 - 1.38 0.274 

Cross-over design (vs parallel) 8 (8.9) 21 (4.0) 2.37 1.01 – 5.53 0.046 2.00 0.75 – 5.33 0.163 

Reported methodological/logistical support (vs not reported) 27 (30.0) 245 (46.7) 0.50 0.31 - 0.81 0.005 0.62 0.37 - 1.06 0.083 

Reported recruitment projection (vs not reported) 12 (13.3) 40 (7.6) 1.71 0.84 - 3.47 0.138 1.04 0.50 - 2.22 0.900 

Industry sponsor (vs investigator) 34 (37.8) 371 (70.5) 0.25 0.16 - 0.40 <0.001 0.25 0.15 - 0.43 <0.001 

 
Complete-case multilevel logistic regression analysis of patient RCTs (research ethics committees as random intercept); RCTs involving healthy volunteers 
(N=123), RCTs discontinued for reasons other than poor recruitment (N=149), RCTs with unclear completion status (N=70), pilot RCTs (N=51), and cluster RCTs 
(N=8) were excluded for a total of 616 RCTs. In addition, we excluded 5 RCTs with missing values for target sample size (*). A sensitivity analysis with imputed 
target sample size through multiple imputation including these 5 RCTs showed similar results (see Appendix Table 3).  
* Trials with missing values for target sample size were excluded. 
† In increments of 100. 
Abbreviations: RCT, randomized controlled trial; OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval. 
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Table 4: Factors associated with non-publication of RCTs. Values in the 2nd and 3rd column are frequencies (percentages) unless otherwise specified. 

Characteristics RCTs not published 
N=451 

RCTs published 
N=566 

Univariable  Multivariable 

OR 95% CI 
P-

value 
OR 95% CI 

P-
value 

Planned target sample size, median 
(IQR) 

120 (40-330)* 303 (100-745)* 0.92‡ 
0.89 - 
0.94 

<0.001 0.95‡ 
0.92 - 
0.97 

<0.001 

Multi-centre status (vs single centre) 
280 (62.4) 470 (83.0) 

0.33 
0.25 - 
0.44 

<0.001 0.50 
0.32 - 
0.76 

0.001 

Industry sponsor (vs investigator) 279 (61.9) 358 (63.3) 
0.94 

0.73 - 
1.22 

0.649 1.68 
1.20 - 
2.34 

0.002 

Discontinued RCT (vs completed RCT) 140 (37.6)† 114 (20.1)† 
2.41 

1.80 - 
3.24 

<0.001 3.19 
2.29 - 
4.43 

<0.001 

RCT with patients (vs healthy 
volunteers) 

364 (80.7) 530 (93.6) 
0.27 

0.17 - 
0.41 

<0.001 0.36 
0.20 - 
0.63 

<0.001 

 
Complete- case multilevel logistic regression analysis of RCTs involving patients and RCTs with healthy volunteers (research ethics committees as random 
intercept); we excluded 12 RCTs with missing values for planned target sample size (*) and 81 RCTs with unclear completion status (†) for a total of 924 RCTs. A 
sensitivity analysis including these 93 RCTs (total N=1017) with imputations for unclear completion status and imputed target sample sizes through multiple 
imputation showed similar results (see Appendix Table 3).  
‡ In increments of 100 
Abbreviations: RCT, randomized controlled trial; OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval.  
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Abstract  

Objective: Randomized clinical trials (RCTs) that enrol patients in critical or emergency care (acute 
care) setting are challenging because of narrow time windows for recruitment and the inability of many 
patients to provide informed consent. To assess the extent that recruitment challenges lead to RCT 
discontinuation, we compared the discontinuation of acute care and non-acute care RCTs.  

Data Sources: Retrospective cohort of 894 RCTs approved by 6 institutional review boards in 
Switzerland, Germany, and Canada between 2000 and 2003.  

Study Selection: RCTs involving patients in an acute or non-acute care setting. 

Data Extraction: We recorded trial characteristics, self-reported trial discontinuation, and self-
reported reasons for discontinuation from protocols, corresponding publications, institutional review 
board files, and a survey of investigators. 

Data Synthesis: Of 894 RCTs, 64 (7%) were acute care RCTs (29 critical care and 35 emergency care). 
Compared to the 830 non-acute care RCTs, acute care RCTs were more frequently discontinued (28/64, 
44% vs. 221/830, 27%, p=0.004). Slow recruitment was the most frequent reason for discontinuation, 
both in acute care (13/64, 20%) and non-acute care RCTs (7/64, 11%). Logistic regression analyses 
suggested the acute care setting as an independent risk factor for RCT discontinuation specifically as a 
result of slow recruitment (odds ratio 4.00, 95% confidence interval 1.72 – 9.31) after adjusting for 
other established risk factors, including non-industry sponsorship and small sample size.  

Conclusion: Acute care RCTs are more vulnerable to premature discontinuation than non-acute care 
RCTs and have an approximately four-fold higher risk of discontinuation due to slow recruitment. 
These results highlight the need for strategies to reliably prevent and resolve slow patient recruitment 
in RCTs conducted in the critical and emergency care setting. 

 

 

Introduction 

Randomized clinical trials (RCTs) enrolling patients who are acutely ill in the critical care or emergency 
care (acute care) setting are particularly challenging. One difficulty concerns the informed consent that 
is typically sought from substitute decision makers who are not always available or are difficult to 
identify (1). When substitute decision makers are available, they are often overwhelmed and under 
stress because of the need to decide rapidly on potentially life-saving interventions (1). Narrow time 
windows also challenge the recruiting staff who must quickly identify eligible patients and initiate study 
procedures (2). Another barrier to efficient recruitment can be the prohibition of co-enrolment of 
patients into more than one RCT by protocols, physicians, or Institutional Review Boards (IRBs) 
(1).Finally, decision-making in multidisciplinary settings such as critical or emergency care is typically a 
shared process and thus, more individuals might decline to proceed or continue with the research. 

A prospective study of critically ill adults in 23 Canadian intensive care units found that 57% of 
opportunities to recruit eligible patients into studies (mostly RCTs) are either missed or infeasible (1). 
In two US studies, the proportion of missed opportunities was 69% (94/136) in an intensive care unit 
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(3), and 47% (563/1202) in a trauma center (4). Others have described lessons learned from acute care 
RCTs that were discontinued due to slow recruitment (5–10). Lack of substitute decision makers was 
the most common reason for slow recruitment in a trial of acute lung injury (5), and inability to 
complete the recruitment interview was the most common reason for slow recruitment in a trial 
enrolling patients with palliative care needs in an emergency department (9). However, the frequency 
with which recruitment challenges actually lead to premature discontinuation of acute care RCTs in 
comparison to non-acute care RCTs is unknown.  

The objective of this study was to compare the risk for trial discontinuation, in particular due to slow 
recruitment, in a large sample of acute and non-acute care RCTs approved by IRBs. 

 

Methods 

Study design and sample 

We conducted a retrospective cohort study using RCTs approved between 2000 and 2003 by six IRBs 
in Switzerland (Basel, Lucerne, Zurich, and Lausanne), Germany (Freiburg), and Canada (Hamilton).The 
IRBs were responsible for human research in large university centers and additional hospitals in their 
respective catchment areas. We approached the IRBs through existing contacts in order to acquire our 
convenience sample. To minimize the number of ongoing or unpublished RCTs, we focused on 
protocols that had been approved more than ten years ago. For this analysis, we excluded protocols 
of RCTs that involved only healthy volunteers, RCTs that were never started, and RCTs that 
investigators reported as ongoing in our survey as of April 2013 (see below). The participating IRBs 
approved this study or explicitly stated that no formal ethical approval was necessary. A detailed study 
protocol (11), an analysis of the dataset describing the prevalence of discontinued trials across medical 
specialties (12), and two ancillary analyses of the dataset (13, 14) are published elsewhere. 

Definitions 

Two researchers independently classified RCTs as acute care if they enrolled 1) patients receiving 
critical care irrespective of when acute symptoms occurred (critical care), or 2) emergency patients 
who received the study intervention within 24 hours of presentation with acute symptoms (emergency 
care). Disagreements were resolved by discussion or consultation with a clinician who was familiar 
with the RCT topic. We did not consider an RCT as acute care if patients consented to surgical intensive 
care before they received elective surgery - that is, if the recruitment took place in a non-acute 
situation.  

We considered an RCT discontinued if the investigators indicated trial discontinuation in 
correspondence with IRBs, in journal publications, or in their response to our survey (see below). If still 
unclear, we additionally classified trials as discontinued if the actual sample size was less than a pre-
specified threshold of 90% of the target sample size (for studies with known achieved and target 
sample size). Accordingly, we considered a RCT completed if at least 90% of the targeted sample size 
was recruited and the investigators did not indicate discontinuation. We recorded all reasons for trial 
discontinuation. If we could not elucidate the reason for RCT discontinuation, we classified the trial as 
discontinued due to unknown causes (11, 12).  
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Data sources and extraction 

Reviewers trained in trial methodology abstracted 30% of RCT protocols independently and in 
duplicate using pre-tested forms with detailed written instructions, and following formal calibration 
exercises with all data abstractors. Disagreements arising in duplicate review were resolved by 
discussion. Single investigators abstracted the remaining RCT protocols, with periodic duplicate 
agreement checks from a random sample of protocols at several points during the process.  

We followed-up on the completion status and publication history of RCTs as of April 27, 2013, by using 
information from IRB files and by conducting comprehensive searches for corresponding publications 
in electronic databases and trial registries. If trial completion or publication status remained unclear, 
we surveyed the investigator by sending them a standardized questionnaire through the overseeing 
IRB. All corresponding publications were abstracted independently and in duplicate; disagreements 
were resolved by consensus or by third party adjudication.  

Statistical Analyses 

We present trial discontinuation, reported reasons, and publication status as frequencies and 
percentages, stratified by acute care and non-acute care RCTs. We explored differences between acute 
and non-acute care RCTs using Chi-square or Fisher’s exact test for proportions, t-tests for normally 
distributed and rank sum tests for non-normally distributed continuous variables. We considered 2-
tailed p ≤ 0.05 statistically significant and did not correct for multiple testing. 

We investigated possible factors associated with RCT discontinuation due to slow recruitment using 
multivariable logistic regression. As pre-specified (11, 12), we limited our regression analysis to 
completed RCTs and RCTs discontinued due to slow recruitment, and excluded RCTs with other reasons 
for discontinuation. Assuming different recruitment and discontinuation patterns, we additionally 
excluded RCTs that were explicitly labelled as pilot RCTs (5 acute care, 46 non-acute care) and RCTs 
that randomized clusters such as hospitals or families (0 acute care, 8 non-acute care RCTs) from our 
regression model. We investigate the incremental risk associated with acute care (vs. non-acute care) 
after adjustment for previously examined pre-specified protocol-level variables (11, 12): investigator 
sponsorship (vs. industry), planned sample size (in decrements of 100), center status (multi-center vs. 
single-center), cross-over design (vs. parallel), type of control intervention (active control vs. placebo 
or non-active intervention), any reported method to predict recruitment rate (vs. no method 
reported), and methodological or logistical support from a contract research organization or clinical 
trial unit (vs. no support reported). In addition, we adjusted for pediatric RCTs (vs. adult), another 
setting-specific potential risk factor for slow recruitment (11). The event-to-variable ratio was 10 (90 
discontinuations due to slow recruitment and 9 explanatory variables). We conducted a complete case 
analysis and sensitivity analyses using multiple imputations for missing information about trial 
discontinuation (missing in 5 acute and 66 non-acute care RCTs), reasons for discontinuation (missing 
in 1 acute and 24 non-acute care RCTs), and sample size (missing in 1 acute and 11 non-acute care 
RCTs) (15). 
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Results 

RCT characteristics 

We included 894 RCTs in the analysis (Figure 1). Of those, 64 (7%) recruited patients in an acute care 
setting and 830 recruited patients in an non-acute care setting. The 64 acute care RCTs included 29 
critical care RCTs (17 adult and 12 pediatric), and 35 emergency care RCTs (14 stroke trials, 13 acute 
coronary syndrome trials, 8 others). Non-acute RCTs included 4 post-surgical critical care trials for 
which patients consented pre-operatively and 3 RCTs that recruited emergency care patients but 
started the intervention not within 24 hours (all 48 hours or later).  

Most characteristics of critical and emergency care RCTs were similar (Table 1). Critical care RCTs had 
on average a shorter follow-up (median 0.9 vs. 3.0 months, p=0.032), were less frequently labelled as 
pilot trial (0% vs. 17%, p=0.028), were less frequently sponsored by industry (41% vs. 71%, p=0.030), 
and more frequently enrolled children (41% vs. 3%, p<0.001) than emergency care RCTs.  

Acute care RCTs as compared to non-acute care RCTs had a slightly larger planned sample size (median 
300 vs. 260, p=0.023), a shorter planned follow-up (median 2.8 vs. 6 months, p<0.001), were more 
frequently overseen by a data safety and monitoring board (DSMB) (56% vs. 27%, p<0.001), more 
frequently had planned interim analyses (47% vs. 31%, p=0.015), more frequently included a placebo 
or no-treatment arm (78% vs. 58%, p=0.003), more frequently enrolled children (20% vs. 9%, p=0.005), 
and less frequently reported quality of life as predefined outcome (11% vs. 38%, p<0.001). The 
remaining characteristics did not differ significantly between acute and non-acute care RCTs (Table 1). 

Of the 64 acute care RCTs, 37 (58%) were published as a peer-reviewed journal article, 6 (9%) in 
abstract format only, and 21 (33%) were not published at a median follow-up of 11.6 years from IRB 
approval. The respective publication rates in the 830 non-acute care RCTs were similar: 493 (59%) peer-
reviewed  journal articles, 50 (6%) abstracts, 286 (35%) not published (difference not formally tested, 
see discussion). The year of publication ranged from 2001 to 2013, with a median in 2006. 
Confidentiality agreements with collaborating IRBs do not allow us to provide a list of references of all 
included RCT publications. 

Discontinuation  

Of the 894 RCTs, 575 (64%) were completed, and 249 (28%) were discontinued prior to enrolling the 
target sample, and the completion status remained unclear in 71 RCTs (8%) (Table 2). We determined 
RCT discontinuation from the publication alone (61/249, 25%), the survey alone (69/249, 28%, 
response rate 80%), IRB file alone (67/249, 27%), combined sources (27/249, 11%), or because the 
actual sample size was less than 90% of the target sample size (25/249, 10%, including 1 acute care 
trial).  

Acute care RCTs were more frequently discontinued (28/64, 44%) than non-acute care RCTs (221/830, 
27%, p=0.004). Unknown completion status was balanced between settings. Slow recruitment was the 
most frequent reason for discontinuation, both in acute care (13/64, 20%) and non-acute care RCTs 
(87/830, 11%) (Table 2). Multivariable logistic regression identified acute care RCTs as an independent 
incremental risk factor for discontinuation due to slow recruitment (adjusted odds ratio, OR, 4.00; 95% 
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confidence interval, CI, 1.72 – 9.31). Investigator sponsorship (OR 4.45, 95% CI 2.59 - 7.65) and small 
planned sample size (OR 1.05, 95% CI 1.01 – 1.09, in decrements of 100) were also significantly 
associated with discontinuation due to slow recruitment (Table 3). Multiple imputations for missing 
information regarding trial discontinuation and sample size did not alter the results (Appendix).  

Of the 31 completed acute care RCTs, 27 (87%) were published as peer-reviewed journal articles or 
abstracts, and the primary outcome was statistically significant in 13 of 27 (41%) publications. Of the 
28 discontinued acute care RCTs, 15 (54%) were published as peer-reviewed journal articles or 
abstracts and all reported that the primary outcome was not statistically significant. Of the 5 RCTs with 
unclear completion status, 1 was published with a non-significant result for the primary outcome.  Of 
the 15 acute care RCTs discontinued due to slow recruitment, 7 were subsequently published (in peer-
reviewed journals), and 3 reported causes for slow recruitment: In the first trial, unforeseeable 
changes in the regulatory environment precluded the participation of several countries. In the second 
trial, the doubt among may recruiting physicians regarding clinical equipoise of the treatment arms, 
and their discomfort in approaching substitute decision makers caused the slow recruitment. In the 
third trial, slow recruitment was a result of the complex study protocol - specifically, logistic challenges 
related to patient transfer and lack of eligible patients due to overly strict inclusion criteria - and poor 
motivation of recruiting physicians who perceived a conflict of interest. 

 

Discussion 

In a sample of 894 RCT protocols approved by one of six IRBs from Switzerland, Germany, and Canada, 
64 studies (7%) enrolled patients in an acute care setting. Investigators of almost half (28/64, 44%) of 
the acute care RCTs indicated early discontinuation, and the most commonly reported reason for 
discontinuation (20%) was slow recruitment. The risk for discontinuation due to slow recruitment was 
approximately four-fold higher in acute than in non-acute care RCTs.  

This increased risk may result either from recruitment challenges that are specific to the acute care 
setting (e.g. narrow time windows or unavailability of substitute decision makers) or a higher 
frequency of general recruitment challenges that are not specific to the acute care setting (e.g. 
untested eligibility criteria, lack of equipoise for the research, or overly complex study protocol (17)), 
or a combination of both setting-specific and non-specific challenges. However, publications rarely 
reported causes for slow recruitment and we were therefore unable to determine the relative impact 
of specific and non-specific causes on the increased risk of trial discontinuation due to slow recruitment 
in acute care RCTs. 

Only a minority of RCT protocols specified strategies to mitigate recruitment challenges such as 
support by a clinical trial unit and measures to sustain recruitment. Moreover, only 14% of acute and 
9% of non-acute care RCT protocols specified a method to predict patient recruitment over time. Of 
those, very few based their prediction on data from a pilot study which included an informed consent 
process. The remainder predicted recruitment using retrospective or prospective screening for eligible 
patients, which are unreliable methods (16, 17). Rare specification of recruitment strategies (since 
these are often documented in internal trial documents such as operations manuals and likely 
underreported in trial protocols) and use of unreliable methods to predict recruitment may explain 
why our regression model did not identify a protective effect of explicit recruitment prediction on the 
prevention of slow recruitment.  
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Apart from the acute care setting, significant risk factors for trial discontinuation due to slow 
recruitment were small sample size and non-industry sponsorship, which were factors we identified in 
a previous analysis (12). Larger RCTs may be better organized (e.g., conduct by established research 
networks engaging multiple centers and collaboration among experienced investigators), and industry-
funded RCTs may be better resourced to address the problem of slow recruitment versus investigator-
initiated trials.  

Investigators of acute care RCTs more frequently reported a DSMB and more frequently specified 
interim analyses in the protocol than investigators of non-acute care trials. This could suggest that 
trialists in the acute care setting were more sensitized to monitor early evidence of benefit, harm, or 
futility in vulnerable populations, or simply reflect the tradition of DSMB oversight in trials of acute 
care interventions.  

Strengths of our study include collaboration with six IRBs from three countries to document the history 
of 894 planned RCTs. We had full access to the files of all RCTs approved during a three year period, 
which provides additional safeguards against selection bias. We systematically searched all documents 
and contacted the authors to capture any relevant information about the course of the RCT. We 
involved trained methodologists to identify eligible studies and abstract data, following pretesting and 
calibration exercises (11). To minimize chance associations, we considered only a limited number of 
variables in our statistical model and conducted sensitivity analyses using multiple imputations for 
missing data. 

Our study is limited by the reporting quality of the original RCT protocols and reports, which did not 
always transparently indicate factors that can predispose to trial discontinuation due to slow 
recruitment (e.g., the extent of preparatory or pilot work, logistic barriers, financial or nonfinancial 
incentives). We used single data extraction for almost 70% of protocols, thereby potentially increasing 
extraction errors. However, we used pre-piloted extraction forms with detailed written instructions, 
conducted formal calibration exercises with all data extractors, and checked extractions from a random 
sample of protocols at several points during the process. Agreement was good with no more than 2 
discrepancies in answers to 30 main questions of the extraction form. All outcome data on 
discontinuation and publication of RCTs were verified by a second investigator. Our comparison of 
acute care versus non-acute care RCTs is based on protocols that were approved by IRBs more than 10 
years ago. Results might differ if more recent trials were analyzed. However, discontinuation due to 
recruitment challenges for RCTs in acute care is likely to remain. Collaborating with six IRBs in three 
countries increases the generalizability of our results, but findings may differ among RCTs performed 
in other jurisdictions where unique trial completion challenges exist, such as developing countries. 
Further, while we reported risk factors for non-publication in our analysis of the full RCT cohort, (12) 
namely early trial discontinuation, industry sponsorship, single-center trial, and small sample size, we 
did not test whether risk factors differ between acute and non-acute care RCTs; appropriate tests for 
interaction would have low power to either identify or exclude such differences. However, we do not 
expect risk factors for non-publication to differ substantially between acute and non-acute care RCTs. 

Our work provides the basis to test interventions aimed at limiting early discontinuation of acute care 
trials. We believe that interventions should primarily focus on the prevention of slow recruitment 
because it was the most frequent reason for discontinuation. Multicenter pilot randomized trials that 
apply the full recruitment protocol could be part of the solution – they represent an opportunity to 
identify important barriers for recruitment such as lack of eligible patients, difficulties obtaining 
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informed consent, doubt among recruiting physicians regarding clinical equipoise of the treatment 
arms, or prohibitively complex protocols. A necessary feature of such pilot trials would be to include 
the same screening and informed consent processes as in the main trial. Further research is necessary 
to estimate the optimal size and duration of such pilot trials and the number and type of centers in 
which the pilot trial should be conducted, to obtain the most stable recruitment estimates. Another 
possible solution would be to develop reliable prediction models for recruitment performance (18). In 
addition, ongoing attention to recruitment trends, and introduction of strategies to sustain, bolster or 
accelerate recruitment when necessary (19), are also imperative for acute care trialists once RCTs are 
underway. 
 
 
Conclusions 

Acute care RCTs are more vulnerable to premature discontinuation than non-acute care RCTs and have 
an approximately four-fold higher risk of discontinuation specifically due to slow recruitment. These 
results highlight the need to develop strategies to reliably prevent and resolve slow patient 
recruitment in RCTs conducted in the critical and emergency care setting. 
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Tables 

Table 1 Characteristics of acute care and nonacute care randomized clinical trials 

RCTs characteristics Critical care 
n=29 

Emergency care 
n=35 

Total acute care 
n=64 

Total non-acute 
care 

n=830 
Planned target sample size, median (IQR) 235 (175, 680) 400 (153, 2080) 300 (158, 1200) 260 (100, 600) 
Planned centers     

multiple 23 (79%) 30 (86%) 53 (83%) 688 (83%) 
single 6 (21%) 5 (14%) 11 (17%) 138 (17%) 
unclear 0 0 0 4 (0.5%) 

Unit of randomization     
individuals 29 (100%) 35 (100%) 64 (100%) 815 (98%) 
clusters 0 0 0 12 (1%) 
body parts 0 0 0 3 (0.4%) 

Pediatric trial 12 (41%) 1 (3%) 13 (20%) 73 (9%) 
Study design     

parallel 26 (90%) 34 (97%) 60 (94%) 776 (94%) 
cross-over 2 (7%) 0 2 (3%) 39 (5%) 
factorial 1 (3%) 1 (3%) 2 (3%) 13 (2%) 
unclear 0 0 0 2 (0.2%) 

Study purpose     
Superiority 25 (86%) 30 (86%) 55 (86%) 597 (72%) 
Non-inferiority 3 (10%) 3 (7%) 6 (9%) 133 (16%) 
Unclear 1 (3%) 2 (6%) 3 (5%) 100 (12%) 

Research ethics committee      
Basel 3 (10%) 11 (31%) 14 (22%) 207 (25%) 
Hamilton 9 (31%) 10 (29%) 19 (30%) 159 (19%) 
Freiburg 6 (21%) 7 (20%) 13 (20%) 259 (31%) 
Lausanne 6 (21%) 5 (14%) 11 (17%) 138 (17%) 
Zürich 5 (17%) 1 (3%) 6 (9%) 37 (5%) 
Lucerne 0 1 (3%) 1 (2%) 30 (4%) 

Labeled as pilot RCT 0  6 (17%) 6 (9%) 63 (8%) 
Industry sponsorship 12 (41%) 25 (71%) 37 (58%) 514 (62%) 
Comparison group(s)     

included placebo or no treatment 
(often add-on RCTs) 

24 (83%) 26 (74%) 50 (78%) 483 (58%) 

active comparator(s) only 5 (17%) 9 (26%) 14 (22%) 347 (42%) 
Data Safety and Monitoring Board 
mentioned 

12 (41%) 24 (69%) 36 (56%) 221 (27%) 

Stopping rule mentioned 5 (17%) 9 (26%) 14 (22%) 141 (17%) 
Interim analysis mentioned 14 (48%) 16 (46%) 30 (47%)  259 (31%) 
Follow up, months from randomization, 
median (IQR)  

0.9 (0.9, 5.9) 3.0 (1.0, 12.0) 2.8 (0.9, 6.0) 6.0 (2.5, 13.0) 

Method to predict recruitment rate 
mentioned 

7 (24%) 2 (6%) 9 (14%) 72 (9%) 

Pilot study including informed consent 3 (10%) 0 3 (5%) 8 (1%) 
Reported methodological/logistical 
support 

11 (38%) 18 (51%) 29 (45%) 357 (43%) 

Primary outcome specified  24 (83%) 31 (89%) 55 (86%) 778 (94%) 
Quality of life outcome planned 3 (10%) 4 (11%) 7 (11%) 312 (38%) 

 
Abbreviations: RCT, randomized clinical trial; IQR, inter-quartile range 
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Table 2  Completion status and reasons of discontinuation of acute and nonacute care randomized 

clinical trials 

Completion status and reasons  
for discontinuation 

Critical care 
n=29 

Emergency care 
n=35 

Total acute care  
n=64 

Total non-acute care  
n=830 

Completion status     
Completed 12 (41%) 19 (54%) 31 (48%) 544 (66%) 
Discontinued 14 (48%) 14 (40%) 28 (44%) 221 (27%) 
Unclear 3 (10%) 2 (6%) 5 (8%) 66 (8%) 

Reason for discontinuation     
Slow recruitment 6 (21%) 7 (20%) 13 (20%) 87 (11%) 
Futility 3 (10%) 4 (11%) 7 (11%) 30 (4%) 
Benefit / harm 2 (7%) 0 2 (3%) 31 (4%) 
Othera 2 (7%) 3 (9%) 5 (8%) 49 (6%) 
Unknown reason 1 (3%) 0 1 (2%) 24 (3%) 

 
a Included other reasons such as administrative, strategic, or financial  
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Table 3 Risk factors for discontinuation due to slow recruitment 

Protocol characteristics 

Discontinued due to slow 
recruitment 

n=90a 
Completed 

n=526a 

Univariable effect   Multivariable effect  
OR  

(95% CI) P 
 Adjusted OR  

(95% CI) P  
 

Acute care RCT (vs. non-acute care) 12 (13%) 27 (5%) 2.97 (1.44 - 6.14) 0.003  4.00 (1.72 – 9.31) 0.002  
Investigator sponsorship (vs. industry) 59 (66%) 158 (30%) 4.43 (2.76 - 7.12) <0.001  4.45 (2.59 - 7.65) <0.001  
Smaller sample size, median (IQR) 180 (80 - 320) 364 (155 - 800) 1.06 (1.01 - 1.11)b 0.010  1.05 (1.01 – 1.09)b <0.001  
Multi-center status (vs. single-center) 71 (79%) 470 (89%) 0.46 (0.26 - 0.84) 0.011  1.80 (0.85 – 3.82) 0.12  
No methodological/ logistical support 
reported (vs. reported) 

62 (69%) 279 (53%) 1.94 (1.2 - 3.14) 0.007  1.49 (0.86 - 2.56) 0.088  

Active control (vs. placebo / no active control) 37 (41%) 204 (39%) 1.14 (0.72 - 1.79) 0.58  1.37 (0.83 - 2.24) 0.22  
Cross-over design (vs. parallel) 8 (9%) 21 (4%) 2.61 (1.11 – 6.17) 0.028  2.18 (0.82 – 5.79) 0.13  
No method to predict recruitment reported 
(vs. reported) 

78 (87%) 486 (92%) 0.53 (0.27 – 1.06) 0.073  1.15 (0.52 – 2.54) 0.74  

Pediatric RCT (vs. adult) 13 (14%) 44 (8%) 1.95 (1.00 - 3.81) 0.049  1.22 (0.57 - 2.63) 0.61  
 
Abbreviations: OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval; RCT, randomized clinical trial; IQR, inter-quartile range 
a We limited the analysis to RCTs discontinued for slow recruitment and completed RCTs and excluded 51 pilot RCTs, and 8 RCTs that randomized clusters (see 
Methods section for a rationale). We excluded 71 RCTs with missing discontinuation information, 25 RCTs with missing reasons for discontinuation, and 12 RCTs 
with missing sample size information.  
b in decrements of 100 
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Figures 

Figure 1 Trial flow diagram illustrating sample generation.  

 

 

Abbreviations: IRB, institutional review board; RCT, randomized clinical trial 
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Abstract 

Objective: To collect and classify reported reasons for recruitment failure in discontinued randomized 
controlled trials (RCTs) and to assess reporting quality.  

Methods: We systematically searched MEDLINE and EMBASE (2010-2014) and a previous cohort of 
RCTs for published RCTs reporting trial discontinuation due to poor recruitment. Teams of two 
investigators selected eligible RCTs working independently and extracted information using 
standardized forms. We used an iterative approach to classify reasons for poor recruitment.  

Results: We included 172 RCTs discontinued due to poor recruitment (including 26 conference 
abstracts and 63 industry-funded RCTs). Of those, 131 (76%) reported one or more reasons for 
discontinuation due to poor recruitment. We identified 28 different reasons for recruitment failure; 
most frequently mentioned were overestimation of prevalence of eligible participants and prejudiced 
views of recruiters and participants on trial interventions. Few RCTs reported relevant details about 
the recruitment process such as how eligible participants were identified, the number of patients 
assessed for eligibility, and who actually recruited participants. 

Conclusion: Our classification could serve as a checklist to assist investigators in the planning of RCTs. 
Most reasons for recruitment failure seem preventable with a pilot study that applies the planned 
informed consent procedure.   
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Introduction 

One quarter of randomized clinical trials (RCTs) are prematurely discontinued.[1] RCT discontinuation 
represents a considerable waste of scarce research resources, in particular when the results and 
reasons for discontinuation are not published. The most common reason for RCT discontinuation is 
poor recruitment of participants.[1] Sharing the encountered recruitment difficulties with the scientific 
community is an important contribution to overcome similar problems in the future.[2]  

Qualitative and quantitative studies have already suggested various barriers and facilitators of 
recruitment [2-17]. However, these studies were mostly restricted to specific countries or contexts; a 
current and comprehensive collection of recruitment barriers that led to the discontinuation of RCTs 
is still missing.  

We conducted a qualitative systematic review of published RCTs discontinued due to poor recruitment 
to collect underlying reasons for recruitment failure as reported by trial investigators. We developed 
a comprehensive classification of reasons as orientation for investigators planning RCTs. A secondary 
objective of our study was to assess the reporting of recruitment in included RCT publications. 

 

Methods 

Eligibility criteria  
We included RCT publications explicitly stating in their abstract that trials were discontinued due to 
poor recruitment of participants (i.e. the target sample size was not achieved). We did not impose any 
restrictions in terms of language of publications, RCT design, trial purpose (superiority/ non-inferiority/ 
equivalence), or sample size. We did not consider interview studies, focus group studies, or surveys of 
trial participants or recruiting physicians independent of an actual RCT report.  

Study selection 
We used two systematic approaches to identify eligible RCT reports. First, we systematically searched 
MEDLINE and EMBASE using the OVID interface. We limited the search to the period after January 
2010 when the Medical Subject Heading (MeSH) Early Termination of Clinical Trials was introduced. 
We performed the last search update in April 2014. An experienced research librarian (N.B.) developed 
the search algorithm based on the MeSH term and text words such as patient recruitment, enrolment, 
or sample in combination with slow, poor, suboptimal, inadequate, low, difficulty, failure, or challenge 
(see Appendix for detailed search strategy). Two investigators working independently and in duplicate 
screened titles and abstracts, and assessed full texts for final eligibility. Second, we searched our own 
database of 101 RCTs discontinued due to poor recruitment that we identified through a cohort of 
1017 RCT protocols approved between 2000 and 2003 by one of 6 research ethics committees in 
Switzerland, Germany, and Canada.[1,18] The cohort included 101 RCTs discontinued due to slow 
recruitment of which two investigators independently assessed the eligibility of the 40 RCTs that were 
published (Figure 1).  

Data extraction 
We designed and piloted data extraction forms using an electronic data extraction tool 
(http://www.squiek.io/). Two investigators independently extracted data from all available 
publications (including conference abstracts) about RCT characteristics, reporting of trial results, 
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details about the recruitment process, and reported reasons for poor recruitment. Disagreements 
were resolved through discussion and consensus.  

Definitions 
We defined trials as industry funded when explicitly stated or if any authors were employees of a 
pharmaceutical company. We deemed results sufficiently detailed for inclusion in a meta-analysis if a 
publication reported the primary outcome for each trial arm separately (numbers of events for 
dichotomous outcomes or average and dispersion for continuous outcomes) or a measure of effect 
plus confidence interval. We considered a report’s main objectives being results or reasons for 
recruitment failure if explicitly mentioned as such in the title or abstract. 

Data analysis 
We described RCT characteristics and reasons for discontinuation due to poor recruitment using 
frequencies for categorical data, and measures of average and dispersion for continuous data. Data 
analysis was carried out using R version 3.1.0. We stratified RCT characteristics and reasons for poor 
recruitment by funding source (industry-funded versus not).  

We used a three-step-approach to develop our classification of reasons for poor recruitment: In an 
initial step, we created a preliminary, non-hierarchical list of potential reasons for trial discontinuation 
due to poor recruitment based on prior collections of reasons for poor recruitment (which were not 
necessarily reasons leading to trial discontinuation),[2,13-17] discussions with experts, and our own 
experience with discontinued trials.[1] This list provided the basis for the first version of the data 
extraction form but adding additional reasons was also possible. Two pairs of reviewers extracted the 
first half of the eligible studies (published up to 2012) and resolved discrepancies by discussion. In a 
second step, three investigators (MB, KKO, and SS) adapted the list of individual reasons by adding new 
and modifying existing reasons. They achieved consensus by discussion and implemented the second 
version of the list in the data extraction form. Then, two pairs of reviewers extracted the second part 
of studies (published between 2013 and 2014). We did not update the electronic search because no 
new individual reasons had emerged during the second part suggesting saturation.[19] In a third step, 
five investigators (MB, KKO, SS, BK and EvE) drafted and iteratively discussed the initial versions of the 
classification, developed superordinate categories, and merged and split categories where needed. In 
addition, they discussed whether individual reasons could have been prevented at the planning stage 
of RCTs. We presented the preliminary classification at an internal meeting to colleagues, at a 
workshop for clinical investigators, and at two scientific meetings [20,21] which led to additional 
changes. Finally, we considered the suggestions of three independent referees.  

 

Results 

RCT characteristics 
We identified a total of 172 eligible RCTs (148 through electronic search and 24 through the RCT 
cohort) that explicitly reported discontinuation due to poor recruitment in their abstract (Figure 1). 
General characteristics of industry and non-industry funded trials were very similar (Table 1).  

Reporting quality  
Of the 172 RCT publications, 76% reported one or more specific reasons for trial discontinuation due 
to poor recruitment. Most reports (83%) focused on results which were in 77% presented in sufficient 
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detail for inclusion in meta-analyses while only 17% of RCTs mentioned the objective to discuss 
recruitment failure in the abstract (Table 2). Most RCTs (91%) reported both the planned and achieved 
sample size. Included RCTs recruited a median of 33% (IQR, 19%-50%) of the planned target. Few RCTs 
provided detailed information on recruitment such as how eligible participants were identified (32%), 
how many participants were assessed for eligibility (45%), who recruited trial participants (27%), 
whether there were incentives for eligible patients (2%) or recruiters/ recruiting centers (4%), or 
employed strategies to monitor or support recruitment (8%).  

Reasons for recruitment failure 
In total, we identified 28 different reasons for recruitment failure that we classified in 4 categories as 
funding-, design-, recruiter-, or participant-related (Table 3). The most frequently reported reasons 
were overestimated prevalence of eligible patients (n=71, in 51 reports described as overly restrictive 
eligibility criteria), prejudiced views of recruiters (n=34) or participants (n=33) on the effectiveness of 
trial interventions, new evidence from another study that led to prejudiced views of recruiters on the 
effectiveness of trial interventions (n=28), and high burden for patients (n=20) and recruiters (n=14). 

We estimated that most (25/28, 89%) of the reported reasons could have been addressed at the 
planning stage of the trial, e.g., by conducting a feasibility study that piloted the informed consent 
procedure (Table 3). 

 

Discussion 

We reviewed a total of 172 RCTs reporting trial discontinuation due to poor recruitment in their 
abstract. We identified a total of 28 different reasons for recruitment failure and categorized these in 
a way to provide orientation for trial investigators about common pitfalls. Investigators most 
frequently mentioned lack of eligible patients due to overestimated prevalence followed by prejudiced 
views of recruiters and participants on trial interventions; most reported reasons appeared 
preventable. Although many RCT publications reported planned and actual achieved sample size, 
duration of enrolment, a reason for recruitment failure, and trial results in sufficient detail to 
contribute to meta-analyses, few RCTs reported the number of patients assessed for eligibility, how 
eligible participants were identified, and who actually recruited participants.  

Our systematic review has several limitations and strengths. Our search strategy and trial selection 
was tailored to identify the spectrum of reported reasons for recruitment failure. The relative 
frequency of reported reasons may, therefore, differ from the true distribution of underlying reasons 
for poor recruitment due to our eligibility criteria for this review. We performed the last search update 
in April 2014, so we might have missed several recent publications of RCTs discontinued due to poor 
recruitment. However, when classifying reasons for recruitment failure from the 50 most recent RCTs 
in our sample, we hardly encountered any new individual reasons for recruitment failure suggesting 
saturation [19]. Although we discussed our checklist of reasons for recruitment failure with several 
trialists, we did not perform formal user testing. An exploration of reasons for recruitment failure in 
unpublished RCTs would require a different approach (e.g., interviews with trialists). A strength of our 
review is that we included published RCTs from a vast range of clinical settings and medical specialties, 
thereby enhancing the generalizability of our results; 
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Recruitment difficulties of RCTs have already been emphasized by numerous studies [8,17,22,23]. 
Other systematic reviews or surveys on barriers and facilitators for recruitment focused on patient 
perspectives [10,11] often in specific contexts such as HIV [13], cancer [14], genetics [5], or surgery 
[15], or on recruiter/physicians’ perspectives [3,7,24], or on both [2,6,17]. Some studies used 
quantitative methods to explore risk factors for poor recruitment with the limitation that analyses 
included only a small number of variables entailing a narrow and superficial view [1,8]. The present 
systematic review is to our knowledge the first that takes an angle from investigators of discontinued 
trials, the worst consequence of recruitment problems. In our study, the by far most frequently 
reported individual reason was lack of eligible participants, which many investigators reported as a 
problem of overestimated prevalence and overly strict eligibility criteria. This suggests that many 
investigators did not test their eligibility criteria. Another frequent category was poor motivation of 
eligible participants. Investigators rarely mentioned their estimated proportion of consenting 
participants out of eligible patients, which had been criticized before in a review on critical care 
research [25]. In our sample, only 1% of RCT reports mentioned a pilot or feasibility phase which would 
be the ultimate test of both the number of eligible and the number of consenting patients. The current 
Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT) statement [26] explicitly recommends reporting 
the number of patients assessed for eligibility, number of eligible patients, and number of consenting 
patients. This was rarely the case in our trial sample. Previous studies focusing on breast cancer trials 
[27] or trials published in six major journals [9] had already found that recruitment information, that 
is how participants entered the trial, is often poorly reported. This makes it difficult for readers to 
judge if the encountered recruitment difficulties apply to their own setting or not, and how they can 
prevent recruitment failure. Thus, in the context of trial discontinuation due to recruitment failure, an 
updated version or extension of the CONSORT statement should ask for a description how investigators 
projected the number of eligible and consenting participants, whether a pilot study including an 
informed consent procedure was done, how recruiters were trained, whether recruitment was closely 
monitored, and which measures were undertaken to improve recruitment.  

In our view, most (89%) reasons for poor recruitment that led to trial discontinuation could be 
anticipated in the planning phase of an RCT. Investigators could use Table 3 as a checklist to ensure 
that they have taken appropriate precautions and to efficiently identify lever points for improvement 
measures. For instance, interventions to train recruiters and enhance their motivation and knowledge 
about the trial (and to promptly follow-up with them after the initial training [28]), as well as 
considerations of how the burden for participants could be minimized, are likely worthwhile 
investments. Piloting the final strategies for patient screening and consent procedures should reveal 
lurking problems early on and enable trialists to adapt their protocol.[29,30] In addition, sufficient 
funding and professional planning and conduct of RCTs (a typical feature of industry-funded trials) may 
help protect against recruitment failure.[1]  

Although numerous researchers have recommended the adoption of multiple recruitment strategies 
to enhance participant enrollment into RCTs [15,16,31,32], evidence on what actually works to 
improve recruitment to clinical trials is sparse and high-quality intervention studies are urgently 
needed [33-35]. The most appropriate and efficient way to test promising recruitment interventions 
may be to incorporate them with a randomized design in a host trial as promoted by the Systematic 
Techniques for Assisting Recruitment to Trials (START) program [36]. Initiatives to improve trial 
efficiency (including recruitment) should ideally be coordinated and efforts undertaken in a 
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collaborative way; the recently founded Trial Forge platform could be instrumental for such trial 
methods research [37].  

 

Conclusion 

We identified 28 different reasons for poor recruitment leading to RCT discontinuation, most of which 
could be prevented. Our classification may serve as a checklist to remind investigators of crucial 
aspects. Detailed reporting of recruitment strategies, actual recruitment and retention rates, and 
publication of encountered recruitment difficulties would go a long way in helping other investigators 
in the planning of future RCTs and preventing the repetition of mistakes.  
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Tables 

Table 1: RCT characteristics  

 
Total 

N = 172 
Not industry funded 

N = 109 
Industry-funded 

N = 63 
Publication type    

Journal article 146 (85%) 93 (85%) 53 (84%) 

Abstract / Letter / brief report 26 (15%) 16 (15%) 10 (16%) 

Trial registration reported 106 (61%) 72 (66%) 34 (54%) 

Trial design    

Parallel 162 (94%) 103 (95%) 59 (94%) 

Factorial 7 (4%) 4 (4%) 3 (5%) 

Cross-over 3 (2%) 2 (2%) 1 (2%) 

Unit of randomization    

Individuals 168 (98%) 107 (98%) 61 (97%) 

Body parts 2 (1%) 1 (1%) 1 (2%) 

Clusters 2 (1%) 1 (1%) 1 (2%) 

Multiple centers    

Multicenter, national 85 (49%) 56 (51%) 29 (46%) 

Multicenter, international 59 (34%) 28 (26%) 31 (49%) 

Single center 28 (16%) 25 (23%) 3 (5%) 

Study purpose    

Superiority 138 (80%) 87 (80%) 51 (81%) 

Non-inferiority / equivalence 20 (12%) 14 (13%) 6 (10%) 

Unclear 14 (8%) 8 (7%) 6 (10%) 

Clinical area    

Adult medical 119 (69%) 68 (62%) 51 (81%) 

Adult surgical 37 (22%) 26 (24%) 11 (18%) 

Pediatrics 16 (9%) 15 (14%) 1 (2%) 

Control intervention    

Active (drug/other treatment) 86 (50%) 53 (49%) 33 (52%) 

Placebo/sham procedure 36 (21%) 20 (18%) 16 (25%) 

No active /standard care 50 (29%) 36 (33%) 14 (22%) 

Planned sample size    

Planned sample size reported  157 (91%) 100 (92%) 57 (90%) 

If reported, planned sample size, median (IQR) 232 (120,566) 229 (118,536) 240 (120,566) 

Duration of follow up in months, median (IQR) 6.0 (1.8, 13.6) 6.0 (1.8, 16.8) 6.0 (1.6, 12.1) 

 

Abbreviations: RCT, randomized controlled trial, IQR, inter-quartile range  
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Table 2: Content of RCT reports 
Report characteristics Total 

N=172 
Non-industry 

N=109 
Industry 

N=63 

Report included one or more reasons for recruitment failure 131 (76%) 89 (82%) 42 (67%) 

Main objective(s) of report(s)    

Trial results 143 (83%) 85 (78%) 58 (92%) 

Reasons for recruitment failure 15 (9%) 14 (13%) 1 (2%) 

Both 14 (8%) 10 (9%) 4 (6%) 

Reporting of results    

Sufficiently detailed for inclusion in meta-analysis 132 (77%) 79 (73%) 53 (84%) 

Effect on primary outcome was significant 23 (14%) 14 (14%) 9 (15%) 

Actual recruitment     

Number of patients assessed for eligibility reported 77 (45%) 54 (50%) 23 (37%) 

Achieved sample size reported 170 (99%) 107 (98%) 63 (100%) 

Planned and achieved sample size reported 156 (91%) 99 (91%) 57 (91%) 

If reported, actual sample size relative to planned sample size, median (IQR) 33% (19%, 
50%) 

33% (18%, 
48%) 

36% (20%, 
53%) 

Actual duration of enrolment reported 142 (83%) 93 (85%) 49 (78%) 

Planned and actual duration of enrolment reported 32 (19%) 24 (22%) 8 (13%) 

Projection of recruitment    

Projected rate of eligible patients reported 16 (9%) 13 (12%) 3 (5%) 
Method of projection of eligible patients reported* 14 (8%) 12 (11%) 2 (3%) 

retrospective check at participating centers 12 (7%) 11 (10%) 1 (2%) 
literature / patient registry / national statistics 6 (3%) 5 (5%) 1 (2%) 
pilot / feasibility phase  2 (1%) 2 (2%) 0 

Projected rate of consenting patients reported 35 (20%) 27 (25%) 8 (13%) 
Method of projection of consenting patients reported 2 (1%) 2 (2%) 0 

pilot / feasibility phase with informed consent 2 (1%) 2 (2%) 0 

Recruitment process    

Strategies to identify eligible patients reported* 55 (32%) 44 (40%) 11 (17%) 

at consultation / hospitalization  45 (26%) 36 (33%) 9 (14%) 

Advertisement (newspaper, leaflet in clinics and wards) 13 (8%) 12 (11%) 1 (2%) 

Review of patient records 2 (1%) 2 (2%) 0 

Briefing of multidisciplinary teams (e.g. tumor boards) or advocacy groups  4 (2%) 4 (4%) 0 

Incentive for patients reported 4 (2%) 3 (4%) 1 (2%) 

Incentive for recruiting centers/ recruiters reported 7 (4%) 6 (5%) 1 (2%) 

Recruiters described (e.g. treating physicians/study personnel) 46 (27%) 37 (34%) 9 (14%) 

Study-specific training for recruiters reported 4 (2%) 4 (4%) 0 

Strategies to monitor or support recruitment (e.g. regular progress reports, 
study visits, screening logs) reported 

13 (8%) 13 (12%) 0 

Protocol amendments to improve recruitment reported 23 (13%) 20 (18%) 3 (5%) 

Changes in planned sample size reported 10 (6%) 6 (6%) 4 (6%) 
 

* More than one category possible 
Abbreviations: RCT, randomized controlled trial; IQR, inter-quartile range  
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Table 3: Reasons for recruitment failure 

Reported reasons 
 

Frequency (total 
n=131) a 

Preventable? b 

Funding-related   
Initial funding insufficient to reimburse recruiting staff/ sites 15 Yes 
Additional funding for recruitment escalation/ prolongation unavailable 6 Yes 
Initial funding withdrawn when slow recruitment became apparent 4 No 

Design-related c   
Context specific logistic obstacles (e.g. urgent transfers from intensive care, different 
treatment availabilities at different centres or on weekends) 

11 Yes 

Lack of methodological/ logistical support (e.g. from contract research organisation or 
clinical trial unit) 

7 Yes 

Unclear/ complex trial design (e.g. complex interventions, factorial design) 4 Yes 
Unclear eligibility criteria 3 Yes 
Unclear enrolment process (e.g. regarding timing of randomization or responsibilities 
of involved investigators/ personnel) 

3 Yes 

Recruiter-related   
Lack of recruiters   

Delay in opening recruitment sites (e.g. delayed ethical approval, new regulatory acts) 7 No 
Potential recruiters (e.g. practising clinicians) unaware of trial 2 Yes 

Motivation/ performance   
Prejudice against effectiveness of trial interventions d 34 Yes 
New evidence from other study about effectiveness of trial interventions e 28 No f 
Administrative burden/ time constraints  14 Yes 
Lack of financial incentive/ reimbursement/ recognition 4 Yes 
General mistrust in research 2 Yes 
Lack of engagement (e.g. recruiters were not part of the study team) 2 Yes 
Financial conflict of interest (e.g. trial results favouring conservative treatment over 
surgery may lead to less earnings) 

1 Yes 

Participant-related   
Lack of eligible participants   

Overestimated prevalence (mostly reported as overly narrow eligibility criteria) 71 Yes 
Concurrent competing trials 11 No f 
Ineffective screening/ advertising strategy (e.g. email instead of phone call, newspaper 
campaign only) 

5 Yes 

Motivation   
Prejudice against effectiveness of trial interventions g 33 Yes 
High burden (e.g. many visits, invasive procedure, questionnaires, costs) 20 Yes 
Concerns regarding side effects or potential diagnosis 7 Yes 
Language or cultural barriers 4 Yes 
Approached in inconvenient situation (e.g. women in labor) 5 Yes 
General mistrust in research 2 Yes 
Lack of financial incentive 2 Yes 
Lack of encouragement from patient support organizations 1 Yes 

 

a Most reports mentioned more than one reason 
b Assuming the ideal situation that the trial is preceded by a pilot including application of informed consent in at least some 
participating centers. 
c Complex features making recruitment in daily practice difficult, or recruiters did not understand/ could not explain trial to 
patients. Need for simpler/ more pragmatic design or adapt/ intensify training of recruiters.  
d Reported as: lack of equipoise, concerns about disadvantages for patients, trial questioning current practice, loss of 
professional autonomy, concerns regarding randomization to unwanted intervention, worry about doctor-patient 
relationship, recommendations from opinion leaders, media information favoring a particular treatment, inadvertent use of 
unbalanced terminology such as gold standard.  
e May also affect the motivation of participants (mentioned in two reports) 
f Although these reasons for recruitment failure may ultimately not be preventable or modifiable, investigators could carefully 
search for ongoing trials and try to estimate/ clarify potential risks. 
g Reported as: influenced by next of kin or caring physician, concerns regarding randomization to unwanted intervention, 
unwillingness to receive placebo or no treatment, loss of personal autonomy/ reluctance to become a “guinea pig”, worry 
about doctor-patient relationship, media information favoring a particular treatment. 
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Figure 

Figure 1 Trial flow 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Abbreviations: RCT, randomized controlled trial; REC, research ethics committee 

 

  

112 studies excluded:  
31 no RCT 
10 not discontinued 
23 unclear reason for 
discontinuation 
48 not discontinued 
due to poor 
recruitment 

172 RCTs reporting discontinuation 
due to poor recruitment in abstract 
included 

1723 records identified and 
screened 

101 RCTs discontinued 
due to slow recruitment 

260 studies assessed for 
eligibility in full text 

1463 records excluded 

131 RCTs providing 
reasons for recruitment 
failure in full text 

42 RCTs not providing any 
reasons for recruitment 
failure in full text 

40 RCTs published 

61 RCTs excluded: not 
published 

16 RCTs excluded: not 
reporting discontinuation 
due to poor recruitment in 
abstract 

Source 1: systematic 
search of MEDLINE and 
EMBASE  

Source 2: international 
cohort of 1017 RCTs  
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Abstract  

Aims of the study: Premature discontinuation occurs in about 25% of randomized clinical trials in 
Switzerland; it is mainly affecting investigator-initiated trials and mostly due to problems with 
recruitment of patients. The aim of this study was to qualitatively investigate reasons for trial 
discontinuation due to poor patient recruitment and suggestions to address those reasons in the Swiss 
context. 

Methods: We conducted semi-structured interviews with trialists whose trials were discontinued due 
to recruitment problems, other experienced trialists, and stakeholders of clinical research in 
Switzerland. Interviews were audio-recorded, transcribed verbatim, and anonymized. We analyzed the 
transcripts using deductive coding and built up themes that were continuously discussed within the 
research team. 

Results: Of 65 invited Swiss trialists and stakeholders, 39 (60%) agreed to be interviewed and 
contributed to this analysis. We identified four main themes of reasons for poor recruitment: 1) 
Switzerland has a decentralized health care system with many small hospitals and few patients per 
hospital, many research regulations, no standardization of medical records across hospitals, and a 
heterogeneous ethics assessment of study protocols. There is little collaboration of different 
stakeholders in clinical research and a lack of prioritization of projects; 2) Limited human and financial 
resources especially in the academic setting compromise research questions and size of clinical trials. 
When funding is used up this typically triggers discontinuation of already delayed clinical trials; 3) 
Investigators face underdeveloped research networks and a limited collaborative attitude among 
clinical researchers. They typically embark on clinical studies with lots of optimism but insufficient 
preparation; 4) Swiss patients have universal health coverage and many treatment options. Negative 
media coverage of clinical research and a lack of accessible information for patients about ongoing 
clinical studies frequently make participation in clinical trials less attractive. More interactive 
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structures and collaboration across stakeholders were mentioned as potential solutions to tackle the 
problems. 

Conclusions: Recruitment of participants to clinical trials in Switzerland is challenging because of 
various, often interlinked factors related to the Swiss health system, available funding, investigators, 
and patients. Common goals and concerted efforts by involved stakeholders appear necessary to 
achieve improvement.  

 
 
 
Introduction  

One out of four randomized clinical trials (RCTs) is prematurely discontinued in Switzerland. This is 
problematic because study participants may have been exposed to potential health risks and other 
burdens of participating in a trial that was discontinued without the research question being answered 
(1). In addition, scarce research resources are wasted if RCTs are not completed and evidence that may 
still contribute to systematic reviews and meta-analyses as well as the root causes behind the 
discontinuation are not published.  

In Switzerland, Germany, and Canada, the most common reason for RCT discontinuation is insufficient 
recruitment of trial participants, particularly in investigator-initiated RCTs (1). Various qualitative and 
quantitative studies have already suggested different barriers and facilitators of recruitment (2-11). 
Most of these studies, however, focused on specific disciplines or countries other than Switzerland. In 
order to find suitable lever points, it is important to understand the mechanisms and root causes 
underlying insufficient recruitment to RCTs and to capture the views of the full spectrum of involved 
stakeholders in the Swiss clinical research arena such as individual investigators, research networks 
like the Swiss Group for Clinical Cancer Research (SAKK), the Swiss National Science Foundation (SNSF), 
research ethics committees, the clinical trial units (CTUs) federated within the Swiss Clinical Trial 
Organization (SCTO), swissmedic, the pharmaceutical industry and contract research organizations, 
patient representatives, and the Federal Office of Public Health (FOPH).        

The present qualitative research is built on the findings of a retrospective cohort of RCT protocols (1) 
and a systematic review which suggested that a large majority of reasons for poor recruitment in RCTs 
is preventable if thorough feasibility assessment and pilot studies are undertaken prior to RCTs (12). 
The aim of this paper is to elucidate reasons for trial discontinuation due to poor participant 
recruitment and to discuss solutions specifically in the Swiss context. 

 

Materials and methods 

Of 65 invited Swiss trialists and stakeholders, 39 (60%) agreed to be interviewed and contributed to 
this exploration of reasons for poor recruitment to clinical trials in Switzerland and ways to prevent it.  

Study instrument  
We developed a list of open ended questions to facilitate in-depth interviews with the respondents. 
These questions helped to steer the discussion while providing respondents with sufficient freedom to 
describe experiences and perspectives that they deemed relevant to our research questions. We 
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finalized the interview guides with the inputs from two pilot interviews and feedback from other 
qualitative researchers (see Supplementary Material for details of interview guides).  

Interviews and transcription 
We identified the respondents through our professional networks and the list of principal investigators 
(PIs) whose trials were discontinued in the past due to poor recruitment(1). Between August 2015 and 
November 2016, MB and PS conducted all interviews in English, in person whenever possible or on 
phone at times convenient to the respondents. We continued recruitment till theoretical saturation 
was reached. The latter is defined as the moment in qualitative research when researchers are 
convinced that additional interviews do not generate new themes related to the research question 
(13). We ensured confidentiality and anonymity of each respondent by removing all personal 
identifiers such as their names, affiliations or professional titles. We retained generic details such as 
the role of the respondent as the member (including presidents) of a research ethics committee or 
representative of a large pharmaceutical company for the purpose of analysis but took utmost care 
not disclose respondents’ identity. Before each interview, we obtained oral informed consent and the 
permission to record the interview on an audio device. The average duration of interviews was 35 
minutes; the range was between 10 and 60 minutes. We anonymized all interviews at the level of 
transcription and saved each transcript with a consecutive number such as T1, T2,… for the trialists 
whose trials were discontinued due to recruitment problems, and R1, R2,… for other respondents. 
Three research associates who had signed the confidentiality agreement transcribed each interview 
verbatim. PS verified each transcript against the audio recording and resolved any disparities or 
queries. We gave the respondents an opportunity to review their interview transcript but all except 
two decided against it. These two respondents added more details to their original statements to 
improve the clarity but did not remove any details.  

Data analysis 
PS and MB read the interview transcripts multiple times to get a thorough understanding of the data. 
PS carried out coding of all interviews using the analysis software MAXQDA version 12 and MB did the 
same manually. We carried out deductive coding guided by our main research question which was 
then built into thematic analysis (14). The smallest units of analysis were sub-codes which were built 
into codes. Codes were further merged with other related codes to build themes. The codes and 
themes were continuously discussed within the research team to ensure agreement on the iterative 
process of qualitative data analysis and to minimize bias due to subjective interpretation.  

 

Results  

After describing the characteristics of the respondents we elaborate on four main themes with regard 
to reasons for poor recruitment that are related to funding, health systems, investigators, and 
participants. We simultaneously discuss ways in which these reasons could be addressed drawing on 
suggestions from our respondents and proposing several own ideas. We use select quotations from 
the data to elaborate on these points. Our focus is not on how many respondents stated the same 
reason or proposed the same solution but to describe a spectrum of ideas obtained through interviews 
and to facilitate discussion.  
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Profile of respondents 
We interviewed a total of 12 academic clinicians with extensive experience of conducting clinical trials 
as PIs or co-PIs. Six of these trialists discussed specific details of their ‘failed’ trials discontinued due to 
poor recruitment. Five out of these six discontinued trials were investigator initiated, funded through 
SNSF, SAKK, professional organizations or department’s own research budget whereas one trial was 
industry sponsored. They included RCTs in the fields of urology, diabetology, obstetrics, cardiac 
anesthesiology, pharmaceutical sciences and transplantation medicine. The expected sample size for 
these six studies ranged between 70 and 300 but the actual sample of respondents included ranged 
from 20 to 140 when the trial was discontinued. All respondents reflected on reasons for 
discontinuation of clinical trials irrespective of the type of intervention (pharmaceutical product or 
medical device), phases of clinical trials, and the funding source for the study. However, the focus of 
their reflection was on the comparison between investigator initiated trials and large pharmaceutical 
industry sponsored trials which differ significantly in terms of the research questions under 
investigation, planned sample size, risk-benefit ratio for participants, expected outcome or the goal for 
conducting trial (obtaining licensing approval from local or regional drug regulatory authorities vs. 
academic career step) and infrastructure and human resource available for conducting the study.  

In addition, we conducted interviews with six representatives of the University hospital based Swiss 
CTUs, three members/presidents of ethics committees, ten representatives from pharmaceutical 
companies with long experience in planning and implementing large industry-sponsored clinical trials, 
two spokespersons from Swiss and European Union (EU) based patient organizations, two 
representatives from the SNSF and the FOPH, and a representative each from the SAKK and 
swissmedic. This heterogeneous group had experience of working in clinical research in Switzerland as 
well as in-depth understanding of the global clinical research environment. This allowed them to reflect 
on differences and similarities of conducting clinical trials in Switzerland as compared to the United 
States or the EU. Many of these respondents had multiple perspectives depending on their current or 
former professional role. For example, all three members/presidents of ethics committees had 
conducted clinical trials themselves in the past. Further, some of the industry representatives had been 
academic investigators in their early professional life and thus could retrospectively reflect on 
challenges of conducting investigator-initiated trials in comparison to their current role in planning and 
monitoring large multi-center industry sponsored RCTs. We believe this diversity of perspectives 
helped us understand certain details and nuances of conducting clinical trials in Switzerland. 

Theme 1: Factors related to funding available for clinical research 
The most recurrent theme in discussion was challenges related to funding available for investigator 
initiated trials as compared to industry sponsored trials. Our respondents repeatedly stated that 
acquiring sufficient human and financial resources for the entire duration of an RCT is the biggest 
challenge for investigator initiated trials. All respondents were aware of various funding schemes of 
the SNSF and appreciated those possibilities. However, they also expressed their concerns that clinical 
research requires high professional standards which are quite challenging to achieve and sustain in 
academic settings unless significant and continuous efforts are put into building professional 
workforce dedicated to clinical research through education and training. Building such a workforce 
takes decades of careful planning and systematic implementation and needs to be addressed at the 
system level. It requires building strong research infrastructure in university hospitals where clinical 
research should not be something that one carries out in addition to patient care but is rather deeply 
integrated with it. The resources needed for building such academic research centers and institutions 
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with international reputation for high quality research goes beyond the funding received by individual 
investigators to conduct a specific trial and yet is crucial to encourage patients to participate in clinical 
research. They further argued that training of research staff alone is not sufficient, but systems must 
be in place to retain trained researchers within academic settings by creating career opportunities and 
other incentives. Frequent turnover of clinical trial staff in academic settings was mentioned as one 
cause for a lower standard of clinical trial implementation. The other parameter which links with 
availability of funding is the time clinicians can dedicate to their research-related activities. This is 
where human and financial resource planning come into play as described below.   

“…I think at the present time, research projects in academic settings are not given enough priority and also devoted time. I 
very often see studies, protocols which we receive, where we can guess that the clinician will not have time to run this project 
by himself. There is no local funding. They do that on - I don’t know in the 25th hour of the day. There is no real help in 
infrastructure. And of course this has an impact on recruitment, I guess. If you have a well-organized consultation, then 
patients are identified, let's say, by a good and systematic way and so you don’t lose those patients. I think that can help.” 
R28 Ethics committee member 

Seven respondents highlighted the strategic importance of trained and experienced study nurses and, 
in context of obstetrics, midwives and commented on their rather limited involvement in the Swiss 
context as quoted below.  

“What I don’t see enough used in Switzerland as a tool are study or trial-nurses. I think that is a wonderful tool to get better 
access to the patients and to keep them happier once recruited for the simple reason that they have more time and they don’t 
have these hierarchical barriers when talking to the patients.” R24 Representative of patient organization 

Investigator initiated RCTs often start out with optimism but soon face practical challenges in 
recruitment. This could be due to a number of reasons such as inadequate funding at the beginning of 
study (Swiss trialists R3 and R21), limited or no funding for the planning phase or to undertake rigorous 
feasibility assessment (Swiss trialist R16), inability of the PI to procure additional funding during the 
course of ongoing trial (Swiss trialist T13) and errors in judgement by the PIs while planning the budget 
of the study (Swiss CTU representative R1 and the trialists R8 & R11). The most common reasons for 
slower than expected rate of recruitment were extremely rigid and narrow eligibility criteria, 
ineffective screening of all potential patients to assess their eligibility to be part of clinical trial, eligible 
patients refusing to participate due to increased burden associated with the study, or due to the lack 
of any direct benefit. Without systematic screening of each eligible patient by a study nurse or other 
physician colleagues, often the task of recruitment falls on the PI alone or is delegated to time-
constrained assistant doctors. As a consequence, recruitment frequently takes longer than expected 
yet available funds are being used as planned. If a PI is unable to procure additional funding for the 
same research, they eventually must stop the trial. A few respondents pointed out that increasing 
funding alone will not change the situation and it should be coupled with better assessment of 
protocols by funding bodies. This would require funding bodies to recruit reviewers who are up-to-
date with current clinical research methodology, together with the senior academics who contribute 
their time and experience.  

“I would very much welcome that in the Swiss National Science Foundation, there would be more people who understand 
clinical research. And not only purely medical ones but health system research, and also the newer methodologies, 
implementation science, which is I think absolutely the future - very difficult but with much more potential than just an RCT.” 
T12 Swiss trialist sharing experience of specific discontinued trial  

One of the respondents sharply stated that studies without proof of feasibility and a clear plan of 
recruitment based on patient data should not be funded by any funding agency to ensure fair 
utilization of available resources (R10 CTU representative). Another respondent insisted that funding 
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bodies such as SNSF or SAKK should mandate rigorous feasibility data like the one required by the 
pharmaceutical industry (T13 Swiss trialist sharing experience of specific discontinued trial).  But it was 
also noted that significant time, money and manpower is needed to monitor trial implementation at 
sites where an industry sponsor is not involved. One respondent questioned the logic of initiating a 
large number of trials in Switzerland which are not feasible due to low patient numbers and may not 
even have direct relevance to the Swiss population. His argument was based on better utilization of 
available resources as described below. 

“I also think - and that’s a very elitist (laughs) opinion, that probably one should limit the number of clinical trials that run in 
Switzerland. Switzerland is a small country and we should focus on few really good trials. The numbers of clinical trials have 
increased dramatically, we don’t have more patients and we do have a bit more resources but not in the same relation as the 
increase in trials. So I think to achieve this, there should be more networking or more connections between the large money 
givers for academic trials, so that they really discuss together which are the important trials. And not someone supports part 
of one trial and the other agency supports some part of another trial. So 10 trials are partly funded but not one big trial where 
really everyone is behind it. It is always difficult to decide who should have the leading role in this. And in my opinion this 
should be the SNSF. But it is not working at the moment of course. And there are many people who don’t think this is the right 
thing to do.” R20 Swiss trialist 

 

Theme 2: Health care system related factors 
Switzerland with its decentralized health care system, specific regulatory requirements, and 
comparatively small numbers of patients per hospital faces unique challenges in large international 
multicenter trials as described below.  

“When it comes to big phase III trials, we are not competitive at all. Because there they want to have a high input of patients 
and there we are very handicapped for many reasons. First, we have small hospitals. Even our big hospitals are small hospitals. 
Zurich hospital is a small hospital compared to a hospital in Berlin or Vienna or Paris or London. So we are not very competitive 
in terms of numbers of patients and type of patients. Then the second burden is that Switzerland is very expensive. When we 
do multicenter studies at the amount they pay in Europe, we can never pay our – the cost of a patient in Switzerland because, 
it’s almost half of the price in any other countries! So they have to adapt for Switzerland the price. They don’t like to do that. 
And then because it’s a small recruitment or slow recruitment in Switzerland, they always start implementing the studies in 
large countries like Poland, Germany, France, Spain, Great Britain, Italy and come at the last minute to Switzerland, to get 20-
25 patients. We are really a bit slow, we have few patients and we come late in the introduction in the study.” T4 Swiss trialist 
sharing experience of specific discontinued trial 

Rather complex regulatory and ethics approval procedures in Switzerland further slows down the 
agreement between the sponsor of the trial and the local site thus delaying recruitment.  

“…the second reason is we are highly regulated. So in other words, for any sponsor or even if you do investigator initiated 
studies, to implement studies is exceedingly difficult as compared to others. The third one is the regulatory aspects through 
Swissmedic which is different from other European countries, is also an impediment. So there are several hurdles which make 
it not so easy in Switzerland to enroll patients into clinical trials or to be even considered for international clinical trials. Why 
do we need ethics committee approval in Bern, Zurich, Lausanne, Geneva? Is ethics different in these cities? I would go even 
broader, is it different in Europe or Western Europe? I mean, basically it doesn’t make sense. If you have a multicenter protocol 
which may even have FDA oversight, then you have specific details from the ethics committee in Bern. It just does not make 
sense. It just costs time and impairs the recruitment because we are frequently not considered anymore, particularly because 
of the stringent oversight from the Swiss ethics committees. I really think a major limitation in Switzerland is the overregulation 
through the ethics committees and Swissmedic and that one needs to have a broader Pan-European perspective on the issue.” 
R21Swiss Trialist 

All respondents acknowledged and appreciated the role of CTUs to standardize clinical trials in 
Switzerland but a few respondents challenged the idea that every trial must be reviewed and approved 
by a CTU and raised concerns about affordability of CTU services. In general CTUs were seen as guides 
and technical experts who helped investigators write realistic protocols.  Many respondents including 
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representatives of large pharmaceutical companies suggested that a database or a track record of all 
sites involved in clinical trials in Switzerland, grouped by disease areas and special interests would be 
highly valuable. Such a database could help researchers who are interested in a particular disease to 
get in touch with other researchers working in that domain and also help industry sponsors to identify 
sites with proven track record. All respondents agreed that developing research networks is the best 
way to strengthen clinical research in Switzerland.  They often described their positive experiences of 
doing research with the SAKK or SwissPedNet but at the same time accepted that development of 
effective research networks is a time and labor intensive process and requires sustained motivation 
and leadership.  

The potential of smaller regional hospitals and clinics as trial sites was highly debated. Some 
researchers felt that these hospitals do not have the necessary administrative infrastructure or trained 
manpower and often do not recruit a single patient whereas creating networks with other university 
hospitals is easier and more successful. But there were also opposing views advocating inclusion of 
smaller hospitals in clinical trials as demonstrated below.  

“…. another access could be to involve regional hospitals more depending on the type of research questions. Often the doctors 
at regional hospitals, so non-university hospitals, will be quite happy to collaborate in research; they are just not in this milieu 
anymore and maybe they wish they could. They are maybe a little bit forgotten or people don’t think about their potential 
necessarily. So I am not only thinking that collaborations should be between the university hospitals, but also if there was a 
kind of networking mechanism, a way of signaling your interest in xyz, that would then be visible and you could in this way 
get involved in collaborative research if you are at a local hospital. That may help too.” R25 CTU representative 

Some of our respondents were concerned that many private clinics and smaller hospitals in Switzerland 
are reluctant to refer their patients who might be eligible for clinical trials to trial sites (often large 
university hospitals and cantonal hospitals) due to fear of losing a patient and the money thereby. Two 
factors that need to be addressed here are (i) ways to inform the clinicians in peripheral hospitals 
regarding ongoing trials and (ii) to have agreements that the patients will return to the referring 
hospital once their participation in the trial is over. An up-to-date, easy-to-search database of all 
registered and ongoing clinical trials could address the first challenge provided that clinicians are 
sensitized to regularly check such a database. The second challenge needs further scrutiny and 
discussion as it depends on the patient’s choice and the arrangement with the health insurance 
company.   

Finally all respondents highlighted the importance of standardized medical records across Switzerland. 
Many of our respondents felt that the recent development of a personalized health network in 
Switzerland could facilitate creation of a nationwide patient database not just for rare diseases but a 
unified system of electronic medical records which are standardized nationally, accessible 
electronically, and hence critical for feasibility assessment of RCTs.  

“The fact that there is not a unique identifier, number for identification with exception of the AHV number in Switzerland, is a 
limitation to communication between systems, between IT infrastructures. So that’s a point that is a limitation, I would say, 
for multi-centric clinical research. It’s a detail but I think there is an impact since clinical database has an easy way to 
communicate, to screen people and so on... Then at the institution level which is a lower level but closer to the patients, I think 
a better integration of clinical research structures, once again homogenizing standard operating procedure, a type of 
software, maybe sharing resources including human resources dedicated to clinical research. I think integrating progressively 
the different clinical research structures that are existing in one institution is of importance.” R19 CTU representative 

Respondents of this study also discussed the importance of trial registration and the creation of a 
comprehensive database of ongoing trials accessible to all interested stakeholders.  
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“Well firstly, I think that a national clinical trials registry would help. A portal, where patients and doctors can find and register 
to clinical trials, which is accessible, meaning that it is on several different websites, like patient organization-websites, 
hospital-websites and different websites to reach patients. And there could be done a lot more by public institutions to raise 
awareness about clinical research in Switzerland, and why it is important to participate in such trials, not only for the society, 
but also for individual patients, so that they may get the best treatment if they participate in trials. Often people don’t have 
this information.” R27 Representative FOPH 

One of the respondents who worked in The Netherlands before moving to Switzerland was rather 
shocked to realize that not all trials in Switzerland are registered. The respondent argued that the trial 
registration and providing feedback on the progress of the trial to relevant authorities on a regular 
basis is the responsibility and accountability of each PI and should be taken seriously.  

“I think the hospital or the academic institution should know about their own trials. I think that’s the minimum! I mean 
basically I would even think that if ever an audit looks into the competence of such a center that they should look into them. I 
mean imagine in the extreme case you have a unit in a hospital which is not able to complete 50% of their trials, right? And I 
think that’s a serious quality issue! So if you get an audit then that means it needs to be transparent. When there is something 
wrong with the quality of the investigators or with the structures or with something. I mean basically it’s the competence of 
the center when they cannot complete their trials.” R31 Representative of pharmaceutical industry  

 
Theme 3: Investigator-related factors 
Pertaining themes included challenges in developing collaborations with other Swiss hospitals and the 
way in which success of clinicians is measured. These two factors are linked in a number of ways. Given 
the small population, high density of hospitals, and smaller number of patients per disease condition, 
it is critical that Swiss hospitals create effective collaborations, research networks, and efficient referral 
systems for patients to the recruiting sites. The general experience of the respondents was quite the 
opposite even though they all admitted that things are improving. Three out of six trialists whose trials 
were discontinued due to poor recruitment had serious challenges in establishing meaningful and 
functional collaborations with other hospitals or colleagues from different disciplines from the same 
hospital as described below.  

“Sometimes you have the feeling it’s easier to cooperate with colleagues from the United States than with colleagues here in 
Switzerland. There is still not an extremely cooperative feeling between some of the players here.” T5 Swiss trialist sharing 
experience of specific discontinued trial 

Researchers were divided in their opinions on how to foster meaningful collaborations. A few were of 
the opinion that eventually it is a personal style and ability of a PI to connect with other researchers. 
Some PIs can do it naturally and are often successful in fostering collaborations. But others argued that 
collaborative clinical research should not be solely based on personal relationships established by the 
PI with other colleagues as it is not sustainable in the long run. Such trials run the risk of collapsing 
when the PI moves to another institution or gets busy with another trial of higher interest. This is 
where academic recognition, competition, and award systems come into play as explained by one 
respondent.  

“….. we need fewer researchers but better quality researchers. The way academia in medicine is set up, at least in Switzerland, 
is wrong. Somebody who wants to pursue a hospital career or wants to become a clinician leading a division in a university 
hospital or in a regional cantonal hospital; he or she has to do research to show that he or she is an academic. I think this 
academic model is outdated. I think it would be much better if we have very skilled clinicians who know how to apply clinical 
research and do an excellent clinical job and few researchers who first of all do not necessarily have to be MDs, they can also 
come from other fields who do really good research and are well trained. If they are really good, then you have to develop 
career possibilities and funding for them and that is also not sufficiently done here in Switzerland.” R8 Swiss trialist 
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The system of promotion, recognition, and career growth makes researchers focus on their individual 
work and the role as a PI. But to be able to recruit patients in a large multicenter trial across 
Switzerland, one needs effective and functional collaboration across different centers. This requires a 
different set of skills and qualities but as expressed by one respondent, these skills and qualities are 
not valued enough in the current system of academic evaluations.  

“…(here in Switzerland), it’s not usual that the university clinics, the centers with certain specialties, combine to undertake 
multicenter trials because everybody fears that he or she will not get enough benefit. The smallness of the university clinics 
and the individualized nature of people and centers refrain them from sitting together and collaborating for a multicenter 
trial. If, for instance, succeeding in a multicenter trial would be evaluated with additional added value… credit; that would be 
something which is beneficial for the CV of an individual that he successfully participated in a multicenter trial. And if 
participation is not diluted, it’s even almost the opposite. This would change mentality quite a bit. I think even for the SNSF. 
It’s not a priority to perform multicenter trials and to foster, to encourage collaboration between centers. In the Swiss context, 
the individual wants his career and thinks, ‘If I contribute to a multicenter trial, my own ambitions are not fulfilled’.” T9 Swiss 
trialist sharing experience of specific discontinued trial 

 
Theme 4: Participant/patient-related factors: 
Switzerland with its population of about 8 million and a comparatively high hospital density poses 
peculiar challenges in participant recruitment for RCTs. All interviewed PIs highlighted this fact and 
linked it to better access to health care and near saturation of therapeutic options for most diseases 
as described below.  

“I think if we would have performed this trial in Romania or wherever in another country where the health care system is not 
as well developed, then it would have been easy to do it. Because it would be attractive to get this high quality care and we 
could have recruited very rapidly enough patients. I think it’s particularly a problem in Switzerland when you do a clinical trial 
that patients have already access to a very good health care system. This kind of protocol is not suitable for Swiss patients. 
This kind of intervention is not ideal, not very adequate for Swiss patients.” T9 Swiss trialist sharing experience of specific 
discontinued trial 

Two respondents stated that unlike in the United States, where patients and the general public 
demonstrate a comparatively strong drive and desire to be part of clinical research either due to 
financial reasons or to gain access to health care which is otherwise inaccessible or unaffordable, 
universal health coverage in Switzerland and availability of many treatment options covered by health 
insurance provides no incentives for patients to be part of clinical research (R9 pharmaceutical industry 
representative and R29 representative of FOPH). The situation is slightly different for Swiss patients 
with rare diseases but still not desperate enough to push them to participate in clinical trials (R16 swiss 
trialist and R32 representative from Swissmedic). Half of respondents expressed their concern that 
many new drugs are not tested in the Swiss population but elsewhere in Eastern Europe and that 
effectiveness and safety data generated through those trials cannot be easily extrapolated to the Swiss 
population. They advocated that the Swiss public and patients should engage more in clinical research 
to improve treatment options and not just benefit from the research which took place elsewhere. Six 
respondents further attributed the reluctance of the Swiss population to be part of clinical research to 
a negative coverage of clinical trials in the media where often metaphors such as “human guinea pigs” 
are used to talk about participants of clinical trials. Any catastrophes such as deaths and severe injury 
of healthy volunteers participating in first-in-human trials in Paris in January 2016 are discussed in 
rather one-sided and sensational ways but other ongoing trials which are being carefully monitored 
and which contribute to improvement of treatment options are underplayed in media discourse, thus 
influencing general public in a biased way. All the respondents advocated for improved engagement 
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of the general public in clinical research and drug trials. The following quotation provides some 
suggestions to start such a process of engagement.  

“I think all kinds of awareness-building activities that governmental scientific organizations could put in place to build 
awareness would be constructive. Clinical trials still carry the old stigma of using patients as guinea pigs. You know, to get 
over that, we could bring a new awareness to the culture, that science is for everyone and that we need everyone’s perspective 
to become a healthier environment and better place to live! An idea would be to sponsor activities, research days, fun-family 
events, where information can be given out and people can learn about the concept of clinical trials and research and how 
clinical trials work and how they benefit society in general, and that in some cases it is very important directly for the patients 
(e.g. to be able to have access to new medications not yet on the market)….. Everyone knows about donating blood, right? 
That is really now an accepted and positive part of our culture. There are many blood-donation campaigns sometimes 
conducted by hospitals, public health authorities, or even large employers.  The same way that they do blood donation drives, 
you could do information dissemination about clinical trials. I think also talking in schools, going to science teachers and 
offering to explain clinical research would be informative and I think science teachers at schools would welcome that. I am 
familiar with the public school system in the French speaking part of Switzerland and expect they would be delighted to have 
someone come and talk about research and science and to start giving information early to students.” R26 Representative 
patient organization 

 

Discussion  

Main findings 
This qualitative study revealed that Switzerland with its decentralized health care system, universal 
health coverage and availability of many treatment options for patients, little collaboration between 
different stakeholders in clinical research and underdeveloped research networks, many research 
regulations, often negative media coverage of clinical research, and lack of recognition for participating 
clinical researchers in large multi-center projects faces particular challenges for successful recruitment 
of patients to clinical trials. Limited human and financial resources especially in the academic setting 
further aggravate the situation, and when funds are used up this typically triggers discontinuation of 
delayed clinical trials, that were once initiated with lots of optimism but insufficient preparation. 
Trialists and other stakeholders in the Swiss clinical research arena expressed the need for more 
interactive structures and collaboration across stakeholders to tackle the often interlinked problems.  

Specifically, we argue that the funding and the human resources available for investigator initiated 
trials in academic research settings should be treated as a scarce resource. Though there are several 
recent initiatives and schemes from the SNSF and the FOPH (see below), they alone cannot make a 
difference unless there is clear prioritization and research agenda setting at the national level, 
development of research consortia and networks which undertake coordinated and collaborative 
research, rigorous assessment of feasibility of submitted research proposals and continuous 
monitoring of clinical trials taking place in academic settings.  

The Swiss health care system funded and regulated at cantonal level clearly influences the financing of 
hospitals in each canton and health insurance costs across cantons. The later point is seen as a factor 
that limits the effective referral of patients from peripheral hospitals to the hospitals with ongoing 
clinical trials for the purpose of trial participation but this discussion is beyond the scope of the current 
paper. Along similar lines, the decentralized ethics review procedure in Switzerland has limitations. In 
addition to the fact that protocols submitted to RECs often have scarce information on planned 
recruitment, members of RECs might also struggle to challenge the feasibility of proposals submitted 
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by their colleagues/peers from the university hospitals. Federal level RECs specialized in different 
topics would allow review by experts in a particular field and could overcome challenges more 
efficiently. University and cantonal hospitals are in a strong position to undertake clinical research due 
to available research infrastructure, patients and research oriented health care professionals provided 
hospital administration perceives and promotes the benefit of research embedded in the clinical care 
set-up. Research can be easily perceived as expensive activity (rather than revenue generating activity) 
which could compromise the primary duty of health care professionals to care and treat their patients. 
But hospitals can also take pride in their high quality research activities coupled with evidence-based 
health care provision, thus attracting researchers, health care professionals as well as patients. Large 
amounts of data collected by health systems when streamlined, stored and shared in uniform ways 
could significantly contribute to health systems research and to improve quality of health care 
provision.  

Like hospitals, individual researchers need to balance their role in clinical research and care. Many 
young clinicians are interested in and driven by a research oriented mindset to improve the quality of 
care they can provide to their patients but they face a number of structural and career related 
challenges. Structural challenges need to be addressed at the national and institutional level without 
which there will be limited incentive and motivation for health care professionals to undertake 
research activities. As pointed out by a respondent, if only the first and last author publications count 
towards career assessment that is a clear hurdle for researchers to be part of large research networks 
and contribute to patient recruitment where they do not benefit themselves in terms of personal 
career development. We must point out that career assessment criteria need to be streamlined and 
clarified in an international context and not just in Swiss settings. This is particularly crucial in today’s 
globalized research arena and highly mobile (in terms of geography and disciplines) research careers. 

We do not argue or support the claim that lack of access to health care or misplaced belief that trial 
participation will provide therapeutic benefit should drive patients to participate in clinical trials. But 
we do believe that a change in mindset of the general population including that of patients is needed 
in Swiss society. We cannot expect to solely benefit from research carried out in other parts of the 
world and built on contributions of patients from those countries for two main reasons. First, with 
genetic, ethnic and general health profile variations in a population where particular drugs are tested 
cannot be always extrapolated to other populations where a drug becomes available post licensing. 
Second, as a society we should also be willing to share the burden of research participation and to 
engage in the entire research endeavor from priority setting to research planning, implementation and 
dissemination of outcomes of research. There is also evidence that Swiss patients consider, on average, 
clinical research positively (see Table 2 in (15)).  We believe that researchers, clinicians, media and 
communication experts and patient groups have an important role to play. Finally, not every health 
care research study involves significant burden or risks yet the willingness of a population and patients 
to share their anonymized medical data and personal information combined with a streamlined 
country wide electronic medical record system could facilitate a vast body of research to strengthen 
health systems and to improve the health of patients and the population. 

Strengths and limitations 
The use of qualitative interviews with a broad range of clinical research stakeholders in Switzerland 
represents a major strength of our study which permitted to generate new and unique findings. The 
interviews provided real insights into the lived experience of conducting clinical trials including the 
perspective of investigators whose trials were discontinued prematurely due to insufficient 
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recruitment. Open-ended interview questions allowed respondents to elaborate on their viewpoints 
on how to prevent recruitment failure and to improve the Swiss clinical research environment in 
greater detail.  We believe that the fact of having two interviewers conducting all the interviews in 
English and listening to each other’s interview recordings improved the consistency and 
standardization of the interview technique. Analysis of the interviews by generating codes and building 
themes was carried out by the research team to minimize systematic bias that could have arisen if the 
data had been analyzed by only one researcher. Previous quantitative studies were limited in their 
exploration of risk factors for poor recruitment because their small number of variables allowed for a 
rather superficial view only (1, 16). In addition, our approach overcomes problems of syntheses of 
qualitative evidence, that are frequently limited by the poor reporting of recruitment detail in the 
included trial reports and their inability to consider evidence from unpublished RCTs (12). Our study 
adds to the scarce evidence base on how recruitment to clinical trials was planned and conducted in 
practice (5, 17). We employed purposive sampling to access a wide spectrum of viewpoints that 
strengthened our findings. However, there were 22 Swiss trialists and 4 other Swiss stakeholders who 
did not reply to our emails or declined participation. Whether the views of those 26 persons (40% of 
invited) are substantially different from those who were interviewed is unclear. Some explained their 
refusal with their extremely busy schedules and priority given to other tasks, but reasons may, at least 
in part, include that openly discussing and analyzing failures is not popular in the research community. 
According to a recent cross-sectional survey in Switzerland, patient enrollment and logistical problems 
top the list of difficulties in clinical research in general – not only in RCTs (18); i.e. the investigated 
difficulties with clinical trials could be the symptoms of a more general problem related to acceptance 
of clinical and population research in medicine, which, however, is beyond the scope of this study. 
Finally, to tease out particularities of the Swiss clinical research arena was part of the study aim 
inherently limiting extrapolation of findings to other countries. 

Recent developments in the Swiss clinical trial context 
Since we started conducting interviews for this study in August 2015 there have been recent 
developments at the SNSF and FOPH with promising initiatives that partially address some points 
mentioned by interviewed stakeholders who might not have been aware of those initiatives at the 
time of interview: (i) In August 2015 the SNSF launched a special program “Investigator Initiated Clinical 
Trials (IICT)” for the first time to enable independent clinical researchers to answer clinical questions 
that are important for patients (19). The yearly budget of the SNSF for 4-8 industry-independent clinical 
trials is about CHF 10 Mio. (ii)  The recent SNSF initiative "Protected Research Time for Clinicians" 
(PRTC) is intended to help especially younger clinicians to dedicate at least 30% of their working time 
to their research project funded by the SNSF(20). (iii) A task force deployed by the FOPH developed 
the 2016-21 roadmap for building up the future generation of clinical researchers which is “designed 
to help close gaps in the career track for clinical researchers and provide them with opportunities for 
efficient high-level training” (21). Responsibility for implementing the roadmap is shared by the local 
MD-PhD graduate schools, the SCTO with its network of CTUs, the Swiss Academy of Medical Sciences, 
the FOPH and unimedsuisse. (iv) The FOPH launched the Swiss National Clinical Trials Portal (SNCTP) 
that replaced a not user-friendly previous database for Swiss clinical trials (22). The SNCTP displays 
trials submitted on the Business Administration System for Ethics committees (BASEC) platform in real 
time as soon as they are approved by the ethics committee. The FOPH further planned to add lay 
summaries and to continuously improve the utility of the tool. 
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Comparison with other studies and implications 
While various studies have already investigated barriers and facilitators of recruitment (2-11), only one 
of these focused specifically on the Swiss context. A postal survey by Spaar et al. was conducted among 
55 recruiting physicians of a Swiss multicenter trial on respiratory rehabilitation strategies in patients 
with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (5). Based on the 35 useable returned questionnaires they 
found that “time constraints” was perceived as the most relevant recruitment barrier by recruiting 
physicians followed by “difficulties including identified eligible patients”. These points were also 
evident in our interviews with trialists and were mentioned in surveys from the physicians’ perspective 
in other clinical settings highlighting their general importance independent of a Swiss context (4, 23). 
Moreover, high quality evidence on particular interventions aiming at patient recruitment is sparse 
and more methodological empirical research embedded in clinical trials is needed (24-27). Another 
report by Weisskopf et al. suggested a set of tools in the clinical information system of the University 
Hospital Zurich that may (among other advantages) also improve the planning and conduct of patient 
recruitment to trials (28).  This initiative and the already mentioned recent developments of new 
support programs by the SNSF and the FOPH are promising; however, the effectiveness of the new 
programs and initiatives needs to be evaluated using quantitative and qualitative indicators in order 
to allow confirmation or change of strategies. We believe that further large collaborative efforts across 
various stakeholders in clinical trials appear necessary to sustainably improve patient recruitment in 
RCTs in Switzerland. All stakeholders seem to agree on the importance of the problem but it seems 
less clear whether they are prepared to take further responsibility and action in a commonly agreed 
collaborative plan.  

 
Conclusions 

This exploratory analysis of 39 interviews with Swiss trialists and other stakeholders on reasons and 
potential solutions for insufficient recruitment of participants to clinical trials in Switzerland revealed 
various country-specific particularities that contribute to the problem and are mainly related to four 
themes: the health care system, availability of funding, roles and attitudes of investigators, and the 
participants’ perspective.  In addition to recent promising developments at the SNSF and FOPH, 
agreement on common goals and concerted efforts by the involved stakeholders appear necessary to 
achieve improvement. 
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Abstract  

Background: More than a quarter of randomized controlled trials (RCTs) are prematurely discontinued, 
mostly due to poor recruitment of patients. In this study we systematically compared RCTs 
discontinued for poor recruitment and completed RCTs with the same underlying research question to 
better understand the causes of poor recruitment, particularly related to methodological aspects and 
context-specific study settings.  

Methods: We compared RCTs that were discontinued due to poor recruitment to RCTs that were 
completed matching in terms of population and intervention. Based on an existing sample of RCTs 
discontinued due to poor recruitment we identified matching RCTs through a literature search for 
systematic reviews that cited the discontinued RCT and matching completed RCTs. Based on extracted 
data, we explored differences in the design, conduct and study settings between completed and 
discontinued RCTs, separately for each research question using semi-structured discussions. 

Results: We identified 15 separate research questions with a total of 29 discontinued and 48 
completed RCTs. Prominent research areas in the sample were cancer and acute care.  The mean 
number of RCTs discontinued for poor recruitment per research question was 1.9 ranging from 1 to 4 
suggesting clusters of research questions or settings prone to recruitment problems. The reporting 
quality of the recruitment process in RCT publications was generally low. We found that RCTs 
discontinued due to poor recruitment often had narrower eligibility criteria, were investigator- rather 
than industry-sponsored, were associated with a higher burden for patients and recruiters, sometimes 
used outdated control interventions, and were often launched later in time than successfully 
completed RCTs compromising uncertainty about tested interventions through emerging evidence. 
Whether a multi- or single center setting was advantageous for patient recruitment seemed to depend 
on the research context.  

Conclusions: Our study confirmed previously identified causes for poor recruitment, i.e. narrow 
eligibility criteria, investigator-sponsorship, and a reduced motivation of patients and recruiters. Our 
study added the aspect that researchers need to be fully aware of all other RCTs on a research question 
so that compromising effects on the recruitment can be minimized and that a larger number of centres 
is not always advantageous.  
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Background 

Evidence-based health care relies on high quality clinical research. Randomized clinical trials (RCTs) are 
the method of choice to assess preventive and therapeutic interventions and are a cornerstone in the 
final phase of drug development and in comparative effectiveness research. Conducting high quality 
RCTs, however, is challenging. More than a quarter of RCTs are prematurely discontinued, mostly due 
to poor recruitment of patients [1,2]. Investigator-initiated RCTs are particularly prone. Implications of 
poor patient recruitment and premature discontinuation of RCTs are that up to 70% of such trials 
remain unpublished, root causes of recruitment difficulties are not shared with the scientific 
community and may therefore be repeated in the future, research questions remain unanswered, and 
substantial amounts of scarce research resources are wasted [1,3,4].  

To better understand the causes of poor recruitment, previous quantitative approaches using RCT 
protocols and registry information [1,2] as well as qualitative analyses from published reports and 
semi-structured interviews with trialists and other stakeholders in clinical research have already 
provided important insights [3,5]. As suggested by others previously [6] we undertook a systematic 
comparison of RCTs discontinued for poor recruitment and completed RCTs with the same underlying 
research question. We aimed to provide additional evidence on potential causes for poor recruitment 
specifically related to design aspects and context-specific study settings of RCTs.  

 

Methods 

This is a matched qualitative study comparing RCTs that were discontinued due to poor recruitment 
(cases) to completed RCTs (controls) matching in terms of patient population and experimental 
intervention. The study is reported according to the Standards for Reporting Qualitative Research 
(SRQR, http://www.equator-network.org/reporting-guidelines/srqr/). 

Identification of discontinued and matching completed RCTs 
We identified a sample of RCTs discontinued due to poor recruitment from a previous study [1]. In 
order to find matching RCTs, we searched for systematic reviews that cited the discontinued RCT using 
the “times cited” function in Web of Science (times cited “view all of the articles that cite this one” 
https://apps.webofknowledge.com) in January 2016. One reviewer (VG) screened the titles, abstracts, 
and full texts of potentially eligible systematic reviews for relevance. An eligible systematic review had 
to describe a literature search conducted in at least one electronic database (e.g. Medline), include 
RCTs, and had to have a research question similar to that of the discontinued RCT. If more than one 
systematic review were eligible, we chose the most up-to date, comprehensive systematic review 
(frequently a Cochrane review). If no systematic review was identified we searched by the same means 
for similar narrative reviews.  

From each eligible systematic review we retrieved the full text articles of included RCTs (i.e., potentially 
eligible matching RCTs) and collected a small set of preliminary data. These included whether the RCT 
was discontinued for poor recruitment, planned and actually achieved sample size, the patient 
population, and the experimental and control intervention. This was done by two methodologically 
trained investigators (VG, BS) working independently. Any disagreements were resolved by consensus. 
The matching criteria (inclusion criteria) were the tested intervention and included patient population. 
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Other trial characteristics such as comparator interventions, outcomes of interest, and trial settings 
already qualified as factors potentially associated with poor recruitment.   

Data collection  
The following data were collected from the eventually included RCTs: Study design (e.g. superiority or 
non-inferiority trial, factorial or parallel design, allocation ratio), sample size calculation, allocation 
concealment, blinding, comprehensiveness of the reporting of the recruitment process, eligibility 
criteria, trial sponsor, country and place of patient recruitment, recruitment period, reporting of 
recruitment networks, support from a clinical trial unit or contract research organization,  study 
population, interventions, comparators and primary outcome. In addition, we also extracted self-
reported reasons (if any) for poor recruitment of the discontinued RCTs. Data were collected by one 
investigator (VG or BS) and checked by another (VG, BS or MB). Any disagreements were resolved by 
consensus. 

Data analysis 
We explored differences in the design, conduct and study settings between completed and 
discontinued RCTs, separately for each research question, thus context-specific, using semi-structured 
discussions (MB, BS and VG). In a first round, we gathered differences between completed and 
discontinued RCTs based on our extracted data (e.g. eligibility criteria, trial sponsor, single vs. multiple 
centres). In a second round we aimed to integrate the identified differences together with the 
chronology of RCTs building up the evidence-base and the research context in order to come up with 
an explanation why for a certain research question one or more RCTs were discontinued due to poor 
recruitment while others were completed. In addition, we looked at the self-reported reasons for poor 
recruitment (if any). 

  

Results  

Study sample 
In a previous study there were 20 published RCTs discontinued for poor recruitment that reported the 
planned sample size [1]. For five of these RCTs our literature search could not identify a systematic or 
narrative review that cited the discontinued RCT (FIGURE 1). For the remaining 15 RCTs discontinued 
due to poor recruitment representing 15 different research questions, we identified 110 matching 
RCTs. We excluded 48 RCTs, because the planned sample size was not reported (n=31), the RCT was 
discontinued for another reason than poor recruitment (n=9), article was not published in English 
(n=3), the research question was not similar enough (n=2), there was no full text publication available 
(n=2), or the same results were published multiple times (n=1). Of the 62 matching RCTs, 48 were 
completed and 14 were newly identified RCTs discontinued for poor recruitment. Hence, for 15 
separate research questions a total of 77 RCTs (29 discontinued and 48 completed) were available for 
comparative analyses. References of all included RCTs are provided in APPENDI 

X A. 

Research questions, recruitment, and reporting quality 
Medical areas of the 15 included research questions were cancer research (n=5), research in acute care 
(n=8; including preterm infants [n=2] and labouring women [n=1]), surgery (n=1), and infectious 
diseases (n=1). The mean number of RCTs discontinued due to poor recruitment was 1.9 per research 
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question ranging from 1 to 4. TABLE 1 summarizes the recruitment characteristics separately for the 
discontinued and the completed RCTs for each research question (e.g. the number of patients planned 
to enroll or the number of patients recruited per year and study center). In general, discontinued RCTs 
recruited fewer patients per year per recruiting center compared to completed RCTs. General 
characteristics of all included RCTs are provided in APPENDIX B.  

The reporting quality of the recruitment process was generally low in included RCT publications. None 
of the articles reported on who actually recruited patients or the anticipated prevalence of eligible 
patients. Only 6% (5/77) of the RCTs reported on the anticipated recruitment duration, 51% (39/77) 
reported the location where patients were recruited, 27% (21/77) provided a detailed patient flow, 
and 90% (69/77) reported the actual recruitment period or duration (APPENDIX C).  

Comparison of RCTs discontinued for poor recruitment and completed RCTs  
Table 2 summarizes the differences observed between discontinued and completed RCTs for each 
research question as well as our context-specific conclusions on the possible reasons for poor 
recruitment. The most recurrent theme across research questions was that in RCTs discontinued due 
to poor recruitment eligibility criteria were substantially narrower than in completed RCTs (research 
questions #1, #2, #3, #4, #9, #12, #13). In research questions #8 (acute myocardial infarction) and #13 
(acute ischemic stroke) discontinued RCTs consistently aimed to recruit a much larger number of 
patients than completed RCTs suggesting overoptimistic recruitment estimates or insufficient 
feasibility assessments in RCTs that were ultimately discontinued. There was no consistent pattern as 
to whether an international or national multicenter setting or a single center setting was advantageous 
for patient recruitment in RCTs. In research question #4, for instance, investigating antiarrhythmic 
drugs the discontinued RCT had 3-4 times fewer study centers than completed RCTs; or in research 
area #2 (metastatic breast cancer therapy) the discontinued RCTs were all restricted to a national 
setting, while the completed RCTs were all done in large international collaborations. On the other 
hand, single center RCTs or settings with only a few, carefully chosen study centers may have worked 
better in settings with particular logistical challenges (e.g. question #8 on primary angioplasty vs on-
site thrombolysis and #15 testing therapies for resuscitation) or the inclusion of particularly vulnerable 
patients (e.g. research questions #6 and #7 focusing on the recruitment of preterm neonates) in the 
absence of well-established and experienced trial networks. We observed that investigator-sponsored 
RCTs are associated with a higher risk for poor recruitment than industry-sponsored RCTs; in research 
questions #1 and #12 all discontinued RCTs were investigator-sponsored, while all completed RCTs 
were industry-sponsored. The chronology of RCTs, e.g. when a RCT is launched while other RCTs on 
the same research question have already been completed, appears to impact on recruitment. 
Discontinued RCTs were often initiated and published later, after other RCTs had already been 
successfully completed (research questions #2, #6, #10, #13, #14); i.e. evidence on the potential 
benefits and harms of a certain intervention was already available at some point during the conduct 
of such RCTs. This may have compromised the uncertainty about the tested treatments as an ethical 
precondition (equipoise), and the motivation of patients and recruiters for further randomization. In 
research questions #10 and #11 the control intervention(s) had already been outdated, when the 
eventually discontinued RCTs were launched. In addition, in some discontinued RCTs the burden for 
patients (research questions #1, #12, #14) or the burden for recruiters (research question #9) was 
higher than in corresponding completed RCTs. Furthermore, it happened that the tested interventions 
(already available drugs in discontinued RCT vs new drugs in completed RCTs tested; research question 
#4) or the study design with side effects of the experimental drug being the primary outcome (research 
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question #6) were less attractive in discontinued RCTs than in corresponding completed RCTs. If 
interventions to be compared in an RCT not only differed in the administered substance or drug but, 
in addition, in the route (e.g. intravenous or oral administration) or timing of application, then patients’ 
preferences could have compromised their willingness to be randomized (research question #11).  

 

Discussion  

Main findings 
In this qualitative comparison between RCTs discontinued for poor recruitment and completed RCTs 
on the same research question we identified different reasons for poor recruitment in RCTs. We found 
that RCTs discontinued due to poor recruitment often had narrower eligibility criteria than completed 
RCTs, were investigator-sponsored rather than industry-sponsored, were less attractive for patients 
and recruiters due to higher burden, outdated control interventions, or already existing or 
accumulating evidence on benefits and harms of interventions from other RCTs. An existing network 
of study centers experienced in the conduct of RCTs is instrumental for successful recruitment, but 
whether a single center/few study centers or an international multicenter design was more 
advantageous seemed to depend on the research context; i.e. in case of challenging settings such as 
acute care, vulnerable patients, or complex logistics one or a few carefully chosen centers may be 
preferable due to closer monitoring of recruitment, potentially better prepared and motivated study 
staff, established logistics and, perhaps most important, efficient communication among the trial 
team. Prominent research areas in our sample were cancer research and research in acute care with, 
on average, more than one discontinued RCT per research question suggesting that there are clusters 
of research areas typically prone to recruitment problems.  

Strengths and limitations  
The strengths of our study include a new systematic approach to qualitatively compare discontinued 
RCTs due to poor recruitment and completed RCTs, that had previously been suggested [6] but, to our 
knowledge, never been used to date. We included 77 RCTs from a broad range of settings and research 
topics and analyzed them specifically in their context, thereby strengthening the applicability of our 
results.     

Our study has several limitations. First, the present qualitative analysis was limited to the information 
provided in publications of RCTs and did not include information from other sources such as study 
protocols or interviews with trialists. This may have constituted a selection because the majority of 
RCTs discontinued for poor recruitment is not published in a peer-reviewed journal [1]. Second, we 
were not able to assess reasons for poor recruitment and discontinuation that were not described (e.g. 
lack of funding, a theme recurrently coming up in an interview study on the topic [5]). Third, we did 
not comprehensively search the literature for reports of RCTs discontinued due to poor recruitment, 
but pragmatically started out from a sample of discontinued RCTs identified in a previous study [1], 
and we used existing systematic and narrative reviews to find matching RCTs. In addition, we excluded 
31 RCTs from our analysis because articles did not report a planned sample size and therefore we were 
unable to judge whether they were discontinued for poor recruitment or not. Fourth, the reporting of 
the patient recruitment process in included RCT publications provided little detail compromising the 
effectiveness of our qualitative analysis. Particularly the fact, that many articles did not report the 
number of patients screened for eligibility, the number not meeting eligibility criteria, and the number 
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of patients declining to participate often limited a better understanding of potential recruitment 
problems. Finally, although we found evidence for saturation in our qualitative analysis, the size of our 
study sample was mainly determined by practical issues of our approach.  

Comparison with other studies investigating poor recruitment in RCTs 
Our results confirm several findings of previous studies using different methods. Investigator-
sponsored (in the sense of investigator-initiated) RCTs, for instance, were found to be at higher risk for 
discontinuation due to poor recruitment than industry-sponsored RCTs by two studies using a 
quantitative approach with multivariable regression analysis [1,2]. The common interpretation is that 
industry sponsorship is associated with sufficient funding and better planning and conduct, factors that 
facilitate successful patient recruitment. Moreover, the acute care setting (e.g. emergency rooms, 
intensive care units, care for preterm neonates) seems particularly prone to insufficient recruitment 
[7]. Similar to the present study a systematic review of published reports of RCTs discontinued due to 
poor recruitment found that overly narrow eligibility criteria and prejudiced views of recruiters and 
patients on trial interventions were the most frequent reasons for poor recruitment [3]. Prejudiced 
views of patients and recruiters may come from different sources. Our study found that RCTs 
discontinued due to poor recruitment were often launched relatively late in the sequence of RCTs on 
the same research question. As evidence accumulates over time, the uncertainty about the benefits 
and harms of a certain intervention or about the superiority of one intervention over another 
(equipoise) may become increasingly compromised. Some control interventions were even considered 
outdated right from the start of an RCT (research questions #10 & #11), which confirms the observation 
by Habre et al. [8]. In some instances the route of application of an intervention or the more complex 
logistics associated with an intervention were less appealing to patients or recruiters. This is also 
consistent with the finding by Bernardez-Pereira et al. that single-arm clinical trials were less prone to 
discontinuation due to poor recruitment compared to multiple-arm trials. That is because in single-
arm trials all patients receive the same intervention and, thus are not confronted with the fact that 
they could be randomized to a different, maybe less preferred, treatment [2]. Another common finding 
in RCTs discontinued due to poor recruitment was a high burden or inconvenience for patients or 
recruiters due to trial procedures (e.g. many follow-up visits, blood draws, lengthy questionnaires or 
case report forms). This was mentioned as a problem in several other qualitative studies before [3,9-
11]. Our study mainly adds two aspects about recruitment challenges to RCTs that are, so far, not 
prominent in the published literature. First, investigators need to be fully aware of all other RCTs on a 
research question, their timing, and the accumulating evidence base, so that potentially compromising 
effects on the recruitment to their own trial can be minimized. Second, apart from the notion that well 
established networks of collaborating study centres are an asset for the successful recruitment of 
patients to RCTs [5], it seems that a larger number of centres is not always advantageous. The 
performance of a study centre typically depends on its commitment towards an RCT, the enthusiasm, 
training, and quality of communication of staff; therefore, challenging settings such as acute care, 
vulnerable patients, or complex logistics require careful selection and close monitoring of participating 
centres. 

Finally, in line with previous reports [3,12-14] our study documents the urgent need for a more detailed 
reporting of participant recruitment in RCTs. The current Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials 
(CONSORT) statement [15] explicitly recommends reporting the number of patients assessed for 
eligibility, number of eligible patients, and number of consenting patients. In the context of RCT 
discontinuation due to poor recruitment, however, investigators should additionally describe how they 
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projected the number of eligible and consenting patients, whether a pilot study including informed 
consent was done, whether recruitment was closely monitored, which measures were undertaken to 
improve recruitment, and the specific root causes for recruitment failure in their case, so that future 
recruitment failures in that area of research can efficiently be prevented. Given its magnitude und 
global presence of the problem, the evidence base on what actually works to improve recruitment in 
RCTs is still astonishingly thin [16,17]. Based on the numerous analyses about the nature, extent, and 
causes for recruitment failure it is time for international collaborative efforts to overcome the problem. 
Specifically, we need more randomized ‘studies-within-a-trial’ (SWATs), i.e. promising interventions to 
improve recruitment need to be empirically evaluated within a host trial as propagated by the Trial 
Forge initiative, the Medical Research Council's Network of Hubs for Trials Methodology Research in 
the UK, and the Health Research Board's Trials Methodology Research Network in Ireland [18,19].    

 
Conclusions 

This qualitative comparison of RCTs discontinued due to poor recruitment and completed RCTs on the 
same research question complements previous quantitative and qualitative efforts to identify risk 
factors for and better understand the mechanisms of recruitment failure in RCTs. Our study confirmed 
previously identified causes such as narrow eligibility criteria, investigator-sponsorship, and a high 
burden of trial procedures for patients and recruiters, but also shed more light on the importance of 
considering the accumulating evidence and the timing of other RCTs on the same topic as well as 
carefully selecting and closely monitoring participating centres for an RCT in the case of acute care 
settings, vulnerable patients, or complex logistics. A more detailed reporting of patient recruitment in 
RCTs is urgently needed so that recruitment failure can provide lessons for other researchers in the 
future. 
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Tables 

Table 1: Recruitment characteristics of included randomized controlled trials by research question 

Matched studies with 
the same research 
question 

Planned target 
number of 
patients (range)  

Number of patients 
assessed for 
eligibility (range) 

Number of 
patients 
randomized 
(range)  

Start of patient 
recruitment 
(range)  

Duration of 
recruitment 
period (range) 

Network of recruiting 
centers  (number of 
study centers, range) 

Number of patients 
recruited per year 
and center (range) 

Trial initiator 
(funding source) 

1: Surgical treatment compared to proton-pump inhibitors in gastroesophageal reflux disease 

Discontinued RCTs n=2 216-600 1078-1666 104-357 Oct 00 – Mar 01 3y 3m – 3y 
11m 

National (1-21) 5.2-26.6 Investigator (public) 

Completed RCTs n=2  215-550 626 (NR, n=1) 217-554 Jul 97 – Oct 01 4y – 4y 1m National (2)/ 
international (NR) 

26.6 (Not estimable, 
n=1) 

Industry (industry) 

2: Anthracyclines with or without any taxanes compared to anthracyclines plus any anti-cancer treatment or compared to single agent taxanes in metastatic breast cancer 
Discontinued RCTs n=3 200-346 NR 142-240 Mar 97 Feb 00 2y 2m – 5y 1m National (12-49) 1.3-5.5 Industry (industry) 

Completed RCTs n=3 260-428 NR 267-429 Nov 96 – Nov 96 
(NR, n=1) 

2y 5m – 3y 3m 
(NR, n=1)  

International (29-58) 6.5 (Not estimable, 
n=2) 

Industry (industry, 
NR, n=1) 

3: First line treatment with the aromatase inhibitor exemestane compared to anastrozole in postmenopausal women with advanced breast cancer 
Discontinued RCTs n=1 216 NR 130 Nov 00 4y 1m International (39) 0.8 Industry (industry) 

Completed RCTs n=1 100  NR 103 Sep 01  1y 6m National (13) 5.3 Industry (industry) 

4: Antiarrhythmic agents compared to placebo or background therapy with beta-blocker in patients with ventricular arrhythmia 
Discontinued RCTs n=1 700 

 
NR 412 Jan 01 3y 8m International (39) 2.9 Industry (industry) 

Completed RCTs n=2 486-624 NR 486-633 Sep 01 – Sep 09 1y 6m – 1y 8m International (129-
151) 

1.9-3.3 Industry (industry) 

5: Prophylactic antibiotics compared to placebo or usual care in acute necrotising pancreatitis 
 Discontinued RCTs n=3 134-240 798-807 (NR, n=1) 46 - 100 97 (month not 

reported) – Feb 
03 

1y 10m – 5y National (1-7)/ 
international (32) 

1.7-12.8 Industry/ investigator 
(industry/internalfun
ding source) 
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Matched studies with 
the same research 
question 

Planned target 
number of 
patients (range)  

Number of patients 
assessed for 
eligibility (range) 

Number of 
patients 
randomized 
(range)  

Start of patient 
recruitment 
(range)  

Duration of 
recruitment 
period (range) 

Network of recruiting 
centers  (number of 
study centers, range) 

Number of patients 
recruited per year 
and center (range) 

Trial initiator 
(funding source) 

Completed RCTs n=0 - - - - - - - - 

6: Late postnatal (>7 days) corticosteroid treatment compared to placebo or usual care in preterm neonates 
Discontinued RCTs n=2 79 - 814 not reported 41-70  Jan 89 – Mar 00 

 
2y 1m – 2y 7m  International/ national 

(1-11) 
2.5-4.9 Investigator (public) 

Completed RCTs n=7 22 - 76 173 - 356 (Not 
reported, n=4) 

23 - 88 Jan 86 – Mar 93 
(NR, n=2) 

1y 6m – 3y National (1) 9.2-44.0 Investigator (public, 
NR, n=3) 

7: Ventilatory gas with nitric oxide compared to ventilatory gas without nitric oxide in preterm neonates 
Discontinued RCTs n=2 200 - 360 not reported 108-204 Apr 95 – Feb 97 2y 2m – 4y 

10m 
International (26-34) 0.7-3.6 Investigator (public 

funding, not reported 
n=1) Completed RCTs n=5 64 - 814 936-5129 (NR, n=2) 65-860 Oct 98 – March 

01 
1y 7m – 6 y International (10)/ 

national (1-21) 
5.7-69.0 Investigator 

(industry/public/mix) 

8: Primary angioplasty  compared to on site thrombolytic therapy in acute myocardial infarction (within 12 hours after onset) 
 Discontinued RCTs n=3 430 - 2550 548 (NR, n=2) 138-840  Jul 96 – Jun 97 

(NR, n=2) 
2y 11m – 3y 
3m  

International (12)/ 
national (11-27) 

3.5-14.1 Investigator 
(public/industry) 

Completed RCTs n=3 124 - 370 NR 123-395 Jun 90 – Dec 97 1y 2m – 1y 
10m 

International (NR)/ 
national  (1, NR, n=1) 

67.1 (Not estimable, 
n=2) 

Investigator 
(public/industry) 

9: Moxifloxacin compared to other antibiotics in patients with pneumonia 
Discontinued RCTs n=2 154 - 566 NR 139-161 May 00 – Feb 01 1y 9m  – 3y 

11m 
International (39)/ 
national (15) 

2.4-2.4 Industry 
(public/industry) 

Completed RCTs n=4 278 - 608 432 (NR, n=3) 349-733 Feb 01 – Jan 04 1y 2m – 1y 
10m 

International (54-69)/ 
national (47-80) 

2.4-7.5 (Not 
estimable, n=1) 

Industry (industry) 

10: Temozolomide (chemotherapeutic agent) alone or in combination with radiotherapy compared to no chemotherapy (e.g. radiotherapy), non-temozolomide based chemotherapy or 
temozolomide at different doses in glioma patients 
Discontinued RCTs n=1 480 NR 342 Feb 00 9y 4m International (28) 1.3 Investigator (public) 

Completed RCTs n=3 382 - 500 584 (NR, n=2) 412-573 Aug 00 – May 05 1y 6m –  4y 7m International (24-
85)/national (36) 

2.7-4.5 Investigator 
(public/industry) 
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Matched studies with 
the same research 
question 

Planned target 
number of 
patients (range)  

Number of patients 
assessed for 
eligibility (range) 

Number of 
patients 
randomized 
(range)  

Start of patient 
recruitment 
(range)  

Duration of 
recruitment 
period (range) 

Network of recruiting 
centers  (number of 
study centers, range) 

Number of patients 
recruited per year 
and center (range) 

Trial initiator 
(funding source) 

11: Capecitabine-based chemotherapy compared to non-capecitabine chemotherapy in metastatic breast cancer 
Discontinued RCTs n=4 72 - 465 NR 42-325 May 96 – Apr 04 10m – 3y 11m International (8-18)/ 

national (15, NR, n=1 
(34) 

1.6-2.8 Industry 
(public/industry) 

Completed RCTs n=5 85 - 500 307 (NR, n=4) 95-511 May 96 – 2003 
(month not 
reported) (NR, 
n=1) 

1y 0m – 5y 6m International (23-75)/ 
national (24; NR, n=1), 
NR, n=1 

1.5-4.1 (Not 
estimable, n=2) 

Industry (industry), 
NR, n=1 

12: Primary thromboprophylaxis with heparin compared to placebo or usual care in ambulatory cancer patients receiving chemotherapy 
Discontinued RCTs n=2 512 - 530 563 (NR, n=1) 141-186 Dec 98 – Oct 02 2y 6m – 3y 7m 

n=1) 
International (15)/ 
national (15, NR, n=1) 

3.5 (Not estimable, 
n=1) 

Investigator 
(public/industry) 

Completed RCTs n=2 366 - 1080 NR 385-1166 May 95 – Oct 03 3y 7m – 5y 
11m 

International (10)/  
national (62) 

5.2-6.5 Industry (industry) 

13: Recombinant tissue plasminogen activator compared to placebo in acute ischemic stroke   
Discontinued RCTs n=1 6000 NR 3035 May 00 11y 2m International (156) 1.7 Investigator (public) 

Completed RCTs n=5 100 - 800 814 - 3908 (NR, 
n=3) 

101-821 1992 (month not 
reported) – Jul 
03 

1y 3m – 5y 9m  International 15-130)/  
national (NR) 

1.2 – 7.1 (Not 
estimable, n=1) 

Industry/ investigator 
(public/industry, not 
reported n =1)) 

14: Transdermal nitroglycerin compared to placebo or usual care in laboring women (gestational age between 24 and 32 weeks) 
Discontinued RCTs n=1 600 NR 158 May 01 3y 1m National (14) 3.7 Investigator (public) 

Completed RCTs n=1 240 1174 238 Apr 97 3y 1m International (4) 19.3 Investigator (public) 

15: Vasopressin containing regimen compared to epinephrine in cardiac arrest 
Discontinued RCTs n=1 1500 5967 1219 Jun 99 2y 9m International (44) 10.1 Investigator 

(public/industry) 
Completed RCTs n=5 38 - 2416 139-701 (NR, n=2) 40-2956 Jul 94 – Jun 06 9m – 1y11m International (3)/ 

national (1-31) 
49.8-300 Investigator (public) 
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Table 2: Differences between discontinued and completed RCTs and conclusions on the possible reasons for poor recruitment  

Groups of RCTs with a common 
research question  
 

Observed differences with respect to study characteristics 
(design, conduct, sponsor) between discontinued and 
completed RCTs  

Context-specific conclusions on the possible reasons for poor 
recruitment  

1: Surgical treatment compared to 
proton-pump inhibitors in 
gastroesophageal reflux disease 
Discontinued RCTs n=2 
Completed RCTs n=2 

1) Study sponsor: Discontinued RCTs were investigator-sponsored 
whereas completed RCTs were industry-sponsored. 

Absence of industry sponsoring could mean less professional trial organisation 
and limited funding in general; narrower eligibility criteria may correlate with 
overestimation of recruitment rates and with slow recruitment; and a higher 
burden for patients during follow-up may have lowered the motivation of reflux 
patients to participate.  

2) Eligibility criteria: More restrictive in the discontinued RCTs with 
respect to disease duration and duration of prior proton inhibitor 
usage. 

3) Patient burden during follow-up: Patient assessment during follow-
up more onerous in one of the discontinued RCTs (Anvari2011) than in 
the completed RCTs (e.g. assessment of quality of life every 3 months 
versus every 12months). 
 

2: Anthracyclines with or without 
any taxanes compared to 
anthracyclines plus any anti-cancer 
treatment or compared to single 
agent taxanes in metastatic breast 
cancer  
Discontinued RCTs n=3 
Completed RCTs n=3 

1) National/international: Discontinued RCTs were conducted in one 
country (national) whereas the completed RCTs were international (1 
not reported). 

Absence of an international network of recruiting centres may be associated 
with limited recruitment capacities for patients with metastatic breast cancer; 
narrower eligibility criteria may correlate with overestimated recruitment rates 
and with slow recruitment; and the fact that evidence on the effectiveness of 
anthracycline combination therapy from previous RCTs had already been 
available may have compromised the motivation of recruiters in the 
discontinued RCTs. 

2) Eligibility criteria: More restrictive in 2 of 3 discontinued RCTs 
(Bonneterre 2004 and Bontenbal 2005) with respect to adjuvant 
therapy prior to enrolment, i.e. adjuvant therapy had to be stopped at 
least 12 months before. 
3) Publication chronology/available evidence:  Discontinued RCTs 
were published (years: 2004, 2005 and 2010) after 2 of the 3 
completed RCTs (Biganzoli 2002 and Jassem 2001); the other 
completed RCT was published in 2005 (Nabholtz 2005). 
 

3: First line treatment with the 
aromatase inhibitor exemestane 
compared to anastrozole in 
postmenopausal women with 
advanced breast cancer 
Discontinued RCTs n=1 
Completed RCTs n=1 
 

Eligibility criteria: More restrictive in the discontinued RCT with 
respect to metastases and disease stage (visceral metastases only vs. 
the completed RCT accepted in general advanced stage or any 
metastases). 

Narrower eligibility criteria for postmenopausal women with advanced breast 
cancer may correlate with overestimated recruitment rates and with slow 
recruitment.  
 

4: Antiarrhythmic agents compared 
to placebo or background therapy 
with beta-blocker in ventricular 
arrhythmia 

1) Intervention tested: Completed RCTs tested a new intervention, i.e. 
celivarone (Kowey 2011) or azimilide (Dorian 2004) whereas the 
discontinued RCT (Connolly 2006) tested available drugs (beta-blocker, 
amiodarone, and sotalol).  

The fact that already available antiarrhythmic drugs and no new drugs were 
tested may have compromised the motivation of recruiters or patients; 
recruitment capacities might have been insufficient due to too few study 
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Groups of RCTs with a common 
research question  
 

Observed differences with respect to study characteristics 
(design, conduct, sponsor) between discontinued and 
completed RCTs  

Context-specific conclusions on the possible reasons for poor 
recruitment  

Discontinued RCTs n=1 
Completed RCTs n=2 

2) Number of study centers: 3 to 4 times lower in discontinued RCT. centres; and narrower eligibility criteria for patients with ventricular arrhythmia 
may correlate with overestimated recruitment rates and with slow recruitment. 

3) Eligibility criteria: More restrictive in the discontinued RCT 
(Connolly2006) with respect to usage of antiarrhytmetic agents prior 
to enrolment and the implantable cardioverter defibrillator device 
(only one specific type allowed) 

5: Prophylactic antibiotics compared 
to placebo or usual care in acute 
necrotising pancreatitis 
Discontinued RCTs n=3 
Completed RCTs n=0 
 

No differences observed because no completed RCT was identified.   
 
  

The fact that three RCTs were discontinued due to poor recruitment in this 
research area suggests that it seems generally problematic to recruit patients 
with acute necrotising pancreatitis, which is associated with a high mortality 
rate (vulnerable patients). 
 

6: Late postnatal (>7 days) 
corticosteroid treatment compared 
to placebo or usual care in preterm 
neonates 
Discontinued RCTs n=3 
Completed RCTs n=7 

1) Number of study centres: All completed RCTs were single centre 
studies, whereas 2 (Kari 1993 and Doyle 2006) of the 3 discontinued 
RCTs were multicentre studies.  

The fact that three RCTs were discontinued due to poor recruitment in this 
research area suggests that it seems generally problematic to recruit preterm 
neonates (vulnerable patients). In a setting with vulnerable patients a single 
centre RCT may proof advantageous due to more motivated and better 
prepared/trained recruiters & closer monitoring of recruitment). Particularly 
problematic appeared the choice of primary outcome in Doyle 2006; to focus 
on a potential side effect of the intervention may have compromised the 
motivation of recruiters and parents to include children in such an RCT. 
Equipoise may be compromised for RCTs conducted later in a group of RCTs 
addressing the same research question (leading to lower motivation of 
recruiters and parents), because evidence on the effectiveness of an 
intervention from previous RCTs was already available.  
  

2) Primary outcome: The primary outcome chosen in one discontinued 
RCT (Doyle 2006) focused on a potential side effect of the intervention 
(major neurosensory disability), whereas the other trials had an 
effectiveness outcome.  

3) Publication chronology/available evidence:  A large discontinued 
RCT (Doyle 2006) was the last published RCT in this area of research 
whereas all other RCTs (discontinued or completed) were published 
earlier and already showed benefits in terms of better respiration of 
infants.  

7: Ventilatory gas with nitric oxide 
compared to ventilator gas without 
nitric oxide in preterm neonates 
Discontinued RCTs n=2 
Completed RCTs n=5 

1) Number of study centres: The number of study centres was 
consistently smaller among the completed RCTs. 

In a setting with vulnerable patients (preterm neonates) a smaller number of 
study centres within one country may proof advantageous due to less complex 
trial organisation and recruitment monitoring and potentially more motivated 
and better prepared/trained recruiters. 

2) National/international: Whereas all discontinued RCTs were 
international studies, all but one completed RCT (Hascoet 2005) had a 
national design.  

8: Primary angioplasty compared to 
on- site thrombolytic therapy in 
acute myocardial infarction (within 
12 hours) 

Target sample size: The number of patients planned to be enrolled 
was consistently higher in discontinued RCTs.   

The fact that three RCTs were discontinued due to poor recruitment in this 
research area suggests that it seems generally problematic to recruit acute care 
patients. The comparison of angioplasty (rapid patient transfer to centre 
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Groups of RCTs with a common 
research question  
 

Observed differences with respect to study characteristics 
(design, conduct, sponsor) between discontinued and 
completed RCTs  

Context-specific conclusions on the possible reasons for poor 
recruitment  

Discontinued RCTs n=3 
Completed RCTs n=3 

necessary) to on-site thrombolytic therapy was logistically very challenging at 
the time.     
All discontinued RCTs were meant to include more patients than the completed 
RCTs, consequently requiring more centres and often international 
collaboration, which additionally increased challenges with trial logistics. 
 

9: Moxifloxacin compared to other 
antibiotics in patients with 
pneumonia  
Discontinued RCTs n=2 
Completed RCTs n=4 

1) Patient population: Both discontinued RCTs included patients with 
hospital-acquired pneumonia, at least in part mechanically ventilated 
(potentially sicker/more vulnerable patients), while completed RCTs 
included patients with community-acquired pneumonia without 
mechanical ventilation. 

Recruitment of sicker/mechanically ventilated patients appeared more 
challenging (informed consent etc.); patients who acquired pneumonia in a 
hospital may have been less motivated to participate in an RCT conducted at 
that hospital, particularly if severely affected (mechanically ventilated). In 
addition, all six RCTs were designed as non-inferiority trials, i.e. the tested 
antibiotics were not hypothesized to have superior effects but may have been 
cheaper or easier to apply, so patients with hospital-acquired pneumonia could 
not expect a more efficacious treatment and might have therefore been less 
motivated to participate. For the same reasons (sicker patients, hospital-
acquired infection, non-inferiority design) recruiters may have been less 
motivated, too.  
The eligibility criteria required the application of a complex scoring system (e.g. 
APACHE score) to determine patient eligibility, this may have increased the 
burden for recruiters and reduced their motivation.  
 

2) Eligibility criteria: One of the discontinued RCTs used the APACHE 
(Acute Physiology And Chronic Health Evaluation) score to define 
eligible patients (Höffken 2007), whereas the completed RCTs did not.  
 

10: Temozolomide 
(chemotherapeutic agent) alone or 
in combination with radiotherapy 
compared to no chemotherapy (e.g. 
radiotherapy), non-temozolomide-
based chemotherapy or 
temozolomide at different doses in 
glioma patients  
Discontinued RCTs n=1 
Completed RCTs n=3 

No differences observed  
 
 
 

In this group of RCTs with glioma patients, all trials were published after the 
completed and published RCT conducted by Stupp et al. 2005. Subsequently to 
this publication, it was probably difficult to recruit patients in RCTs that did not 
include the intervention which was shown to be superior in Stupp 2005 
(combination of radiotherapy and chemotherapy). However, neither the 
discontinued RCT (Malmström 2012) nor another completed RCT (Wick 2012) 
included such a combination therapy, both RCTs were very similar with respect 
to patient population (elderly) and compared interventions (temozolomide vs. 
standard radiotherapy). The only other completed RCT compared 
temozolomide to another chemotherapeutic treatment in patients not suitable 
for radiotherapy (Brada 2010). 
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Groups of RCTs with a common 
research question  
 

Observed differences with respect to study characteristics 
(design, conduct, sponsor) between discontinued and 
completed RCTs  

Context-specific conclusions on the possible reasons for poor 
recruitment  

11: Capecitabine-based 
chemotherapy compared to non-
capecitabine chemotherapy in 
metastatic breast cancer 
Discontinued RCTs n=4  
Completed RCTs n=5 

Intervention tested: Except for one discontinued RCT (Bachelot 2011) 
the discontinued RCTs allocated patients to either an oral 
monotherapy with capecitabine or an intravenous application of a 
capecitabine-free chemotherapy either as monotherapy or 
combination therapy. In contrast, in all but one completed RCTs 
(O`Shaughnessy2001), the route of administration was identical for 
both treatment arms (always included an intravenous application) and 
capecitabine was (with the same exception of O`Shaughnessy2001) 
given as combination therapy. The completed RCT 
O`Shaughnessy2001, similar to the discontiued RCTs also allocated 
patients either to intravenous or oral treatment, but at the time of 
trial conduct oral monotherapy with capecitabine was relatively new 
and a 2:1 randomisation was done to make it more likely for patients 
to get allocated to the anticipated patients' preferred treatment 
option.  

Patients` preferences regarding the form of application might have played a 
role in this research area, i.e. patient recruitment in RCTs comparing different 
interventions that, in addition, use different routes of application is hampered if 
patients have preferences about the route of application and therefore are less 
willing to be randomized.  
Two other reasons for poor recruitment related to patients’ or recruiter 
preferences are possible, but could be specific for the respective RCT: (1) In one 
discontinued RCT (Talbot 2002) the tested drug was applied continuously 
whereas intermittently might have been preferred by patients. (2) In another 
discontinued RCT (Stockler 2011) the control treatment (cyclophosphamide, 
methotrexate, and fluorouracil, CMF) was, at the time, outdated and therefore 
the motivation of recruiters and patients might have been reduced. In the 
discussion authors stated: "The main limitations of our trial are the ambiguity of 
broad, pragmatic eligibility criteria and the use of an unfashionable control 
regimen."(Stockler 2011) 
 

12: Primary thromboprophylaxis 
(heparin) compared to placebo or 
usual care in ambulatory cancer 
patients receiving chemotherapy 
Discontinued RCTs n=2 
Completed RCTs n=2 

1) Study sponsor: Both discontinued RCT were investigator initiated 
whereas both completed RCTs were industry-sponsored. 
 

Testing thromboprophylaxis with heparin in cancer patients may be challenging 
in general, because the intervention was not focused on combatting the cancer 
and therefore recruiters’ and patients’ interest in such an RCT may be reduced, 
and competing RCTs testing anti-tumor agents might be preferred. In addition, 
the absence of industry sponsoring could mean less professional trial 
organisation and limited funding in general, and a focus on only one type of 
cancer (narrow eligibility criteria, Perry 2002) may have contributed to poor 
recruitment in discontinued RCTs.   

2) Eligibility criteria: Only glioma patients were eligible in one of the 
discontinued RCTs (Perry 2002) while both completed RCTs included 
patients with various types of cancer. 

13: Recombinant tissue plasminogen 
activator (rtPA) compared to placebo 
in acute ischemic stroke   
Discontinued RCTs n=1 
Completed RCTs n=5 

1) Patient population & eligibility criteria: The discontinued RCT 
focused on patients who did not fulfil the license criteria of rtPA (i.e. 
elderly patients >80 years), whereas completed RCTs did (focus on 
patients <80 years).  

The fact that the discontinued RCT focused on elderly patients (>80 years; i.e. 
narrow eligibility criteria, vulnerable patients) to be recruited in an acute care 
setting may have contributed to poor recruitment. The more complex subgroup 
hypotheses in the discontinued RCT could have made the trial more difficult to 
explain to colleagues and patients. Finally, it is possible that the motivation of 
recruiters and patients was reduced, because evidence on the effectiveness 
from previous RCTs was already available (compromised equipoise). 

2) Target sample size: The number of patients planned to be enrolled 
was higher in the discontinued RCT due to planned subgroup analyses 
(more complex design/hypotheses). 
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Groups of RCTs with a common 
research question  
 

Observed differences with respect to study characteristics 
(design, conduct, sponsor) between discontinued and 
completed RCTs  

Context-specific conclusions on the possible reasons for poor 
recruitment  

3) Publication chronology/available evidence: The discontinued RCT 
(Sandercock 2012) was the last RCT conducted for this research 
question. 

14: Transdermal nitroglycerin 
compared to placebo or usual care in 
labouring women (gestational age 
between 24 and 32 weeks) 
Discontinued  RCTs n=1 
Completed RCTs n=1 

1) Primary outcome: The discontinued RCT had a more complex 
primary outcome (neonatal morbidity associated with long-term 
morbidity and perinatal mortality vs. number of days from 
randomization to delivery). 

Labouring women in both RCTs had to be at high risk of preterm delivery but 
also not too advanced so that they could still be randomised; however, the 
discontinued RCT  
imposed a higher burden on patients with longer follow-up and a more complex 
assessment of the neonates probably reducing the motivation of patients and 
recruiters to participate; in contrast, the primary outcome (i.e. number of days 
from randomization to delivery) in the completed RCT did not require any effort 
from patients. A few well-picked study centres may have been advantageous in 
this acute care setting. The motivation of recruiters and patients was probably 
further reduced in the discontinued trial, when evidence on the effectiveness of 
the tested intervention (nitroglycerin) from other RCTs became available 
(compromised equipoise, Smith 2007).  
Only one discontinued and one completed RCT were considered in this group of 
RCTs, because the majority (n=7) of RCTs included in the same systematic 
review did not report any sample size calculation/target sample size potentially 
hiding recruitment problems in these trials. 
 

2) Number of study centers: The discontinued RCT had over 3 times 
more  study centres than the completed RCT.  

3) Publication chronology/available evidence: The discontinued RCT 

was still ongoing when the completed RCT was published. 

15: Vasopressin containing regimen 
compared to epinephrine in cardiac 
arrest 
Discontinued RCTs n=1 
Completed RCTs n=5 

Number of study centres: The discontinued RCT was a multicentre RCT 
whereas all but one completed RCT (Gueugniaud 2008) were single 
centre RCTs. 

In this acute care setting with vulnerable patients a single centre RCT may be 
advantageous due to higher motivation and better prepared/trained recruiters 
& trial team and closer monitoring of recruitment). The discontinued RCT was 
conducted in 44 community-based emergency rooms. One other completed 
RCT (Gueugniaud 2008) had a similar number of study centres as the 
discontinued RCT, but authors reported that the network of centres was well 
established and experienced in running acute care RCTs.   
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Figures 

Figure 1: Selection of included randomized clinical trials  

 

Abbreviations: RCTs, randomized clinical trials 
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4. Further publications on related topics 

An analysis of protocols and publications suggested that most discontinuations of clinical 
trials were not based on preplanned interim analyses or stopping rules   

Stegert M, Kasenda B, von Elm E, You J, Blümle A, Tomonaga Y, Saccilotto R, Amstutz A, Bengough T, Briel M and the DISCO 
study group 

J Clin Epidemiol 2016;69:152-60  

Objectives: To investigate the frequency of interim analyses, stopping rules, and data safety and 
monitoring boards (DSMBs) in protocols of randomized controlled trials (RCTs); to examine these 
features across different reasons for trial discontinuation; and to identify discrepancies in reporting 
between protocols and publications.  

Study Design and Setting: We used data from a cohort of RCT protocols approved between 2000 and 
2003 by six research ethics committees in Switzerland, Germany, and Canada.  

Results: Of 894 RCT protocols, 289 prespecified interim analyses (32.3%), 153 stopping rules (17.1%), 
and 257 DSMBs (28.7%). Overall, 249 of 894 RCTs (27.9%) were prematurely discontinued; mostly due 
to reasons such as poor recruitment, administrative reasons, or unexpected harm. Forty-six of 249 
RCTs (18.4%) were discontinued due to early benefit or futility; of those, 37 (80.4%) were stopped 
outside a formal interim analysis or stopping rule. Of 515 published RCTs, there were discrepancies 
between protocols and publications for interim analyses (21.1%), stopping rules (14.4%), and DSMBs 
(19.6%).  

Conclusion: Two-thirds of RCT protocols did not consider interim analyses, stopping rules, or DSMBs. 
Most RCTs discontinued for early benefit or futility were stopped without a prespecified mechanism. 
When assessing trial manuscripts, journals should require access to the protocol.  
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Completion and Publication Rates of Randomized Controlled Trials in Surgery: An Empirical 
Study 

Rosenthal R, Kasenda B, Dell-Kuster S, von Elm E, You J, Blümle A, Tomonaga Y, Saccilotto R, Amstutz A, Bengough T, Meerpohl 
J, Stegert M, Tikkinen KAO, Neumann I, Carrasco-Labra A, Faulhaber M, Mulla S, Mertz D, Akl EA, Bassler D, Busse J, Ferreira-
González I, Lamontagne F, Nordmann AJ, Gloy V, Olu KK, Raatz H, Moja L, Ebrahim S, Schandelmaier S, Sun X, Vandvik PO, 
Johnston BC, Walter MA, Burnand B, Schwenkglenks M, Hemkens L, Bucher HC, Guyatt GH, Briel M 

 Ann Surg 2015;262(1):68-73 

Objective: To investigate the prevalence of discontinuation and nonpublication of surgical versus 
medical randomized controlled trials (RCTs) and to explore risk factors for discontinuation and 
nonpublication of surgical RCTs.  

Background: Trial discontinuation has significant scientific, ethical, and economic implications. To 
date, the prevalence of discontinuation of surgical RCTs is unknown.  

Methods: All RCT protocols approved between 2000 and 2003 by 6 ethics committees in Canada, 
Germany, and Switzerland were screened. Baseline characteristics were collected and, if published, 
full reports retrieved. Risk factors for early discontinuation for slow recruitment and nonpublication 
were explored using multivariable logistic regression analyses.  

RESULTS: In total, 863 RCT protocols involving adult patients were identified, 127 in surgery (15%) and 
736 in medicine (85%). Surgical trials were discontinued for any reason more often than medical trials 
[43% vs 27%, risk difference 16% (95% confidence interval [CI]: 5%-26%); P = 0.001] and more often 
discontinued for slow recruitment [18% vs 11%, risk difference 8% (95% CI: 0.1%-16%); P = 0.020]. The 
percentage of trials not published as full journal article was similar in surgical and medical trials (44% 
vs 40%, risk difference 4% (95% CI: -5% to 14%); P = 0.373). Discontinuation of surgical trials was a 
strong risk factor for nonpublication (odds ratio = 4.18, 95% CI: 1.45-12.06; P = 0.008).  

CONCLUSIONS: Discontinuation and nonpublication rates were substantial in surgical RCTs and trial 
discontinuation was strongly associated with nonpublication. These findings need to be taken into 
account when interpreting surgical literature. Surgical trialists should consider feasibility studies before 
embarking on full-scale trials.  
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Randomized trials addressing a similar question are commonly published after a trial 
stopped early for benefit  

Murad MH, Guyatt GH, Domecq JP, Vernooij RWM, Erwin PJ, Meerpohl JJ, Prutsky GJ, Akl EA, Mueller K, Bassler D, 
Schandelmaier S, Walter SD, Busse JW, Kasenda B, Pagano G, Pardo-Hernandez H, Montori VM, Wang Z, Briel M 

J Clin Epidemiol 2017;82:12-9  

Objective: We explored how investigators of ongoing or planned trials respond to the publication of a 
trial stopped early for benefit addressing a similar question.  

Study Design and Setting: We searched multiple databases from the date of publication of the 
truncated trial through August, 2015. Independent reviewers selected trials and extracted data. 

Results: We identified 207 trials truncated for early benefit; of which 102 (49%) were followed by 
subsequent trials (262 subsequent trials, median 2 per truncated trial, range 1-13). Only 99 (38%) 
provided a rationale justifying conducting a trial despite prior stopping. The top reasons were to 
address different population or setting (33%), skepticism of truncated trials findings because of small 
sample size (12%), inconsistency with other evidence (11%), or increased risk of bias (7%). We did not 
identify significant associations between subsequent trials and characteristics of truncated ones (risk 
of bias, precision, funding, or rigor of stopping decision).  

Conclusion: About half of the trials stopped early for benefit were followed by subsequent trials 
addressing a similar question. This suggests that future trialists may have been skeptic about the 
decision to stop prior trials. A more rigorous threshold for stopping early for benefit is needed.  
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Premature trial discontinuation often not accurately reflected in registries: comparison of 
registry records with publications   

Alturki R, Schandelmaier S, Olu KK, von Niederhäusern  B, Agarwal A, Frei R, Bhatnagar N, von Elm E, Briel M 

J Clin Epidemiol 2017;81:56-63 

Background: One quarter of randomized clinical trials (RCTs) are prematurely discontinued and 
frequently remain unpublished. Trial registries can document whether a trial is ongoing, suspended, 
discontinued, or completed and therefore represent an important source for trial status information. 
The accuracy of this information is unclear.  

Objective: To examine the accuracy of completion status and reasons for discontinuation documented 
in trial registries as compared to corresponding publications of discontinued RCTs and to investigate 
potential predictors for accurate trial status information in registries.  

Methods: We conducted a cross-sectional study comparing information provided in publications 
(reference standard) to corresponding registry entries. First, we reviewed publications of RCTs 
providing information on both discontinuation and registration. We identified eligible publications 
through systematic searches of MEDLINE and EMBASE (2010-2014) and an international cohort of 
1,017 RCTs initiated between 2000 and 2003. Second, pairs of investigators independently and in 
duplicate extracted data from publications and corresponding registry records. Third, for each 
discontinued RCT, we compared publication information to registry information. We used 
multivariable regression to examine whether accurate labeling of trials as discontinued (vs. other 
status) in the registry was associated with recent initiation of RCT, industry sponsorship, multicenter 
design, or larger sample size.  

Results: We identified 173 publications of RCTs that were discontinued due to slow recruitment (55%), 
harm (16%), futility (11%), benefit (5%), other reasons (3%), or multiple reasons (9%). Trials were 
registered with clinicaltrials.gov (77%), isrctn.com (14%), or other registries (8%). Of the 173 
corresponding registry records, 77 (45%) trials were labeled as discontinued and 57 (33%) provided a 
reason for discontinuation (of which 53, 93%, provided the same reason as in the publication). Labeling 
of discontinued trials as discontinued (vs. other label) in corresponding trial registry records improved 
over time (adjusted odds ratio 1.16 per year, confidence interval 1.04-1.30) and was possibly 
associated with industry sponsorship (2.01, 0.99-4.07) but unlikely with multicenter status (0.81, 0.32-
2.04) or sample size (1.07, 0.89-1.29).  

Conclusions: Less than half of published discontinued RCTs were accurately labelled as discontinued 
in corresponding registry records. One-third of registry records provided a reason for discontinuation. 
Current trial status information in registries should be viewed with caution.  
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Premature discontinuation of pediatric randomized controlled trials: A retrospective cohort 
study   

Schandelmaier S, Tomonaga Y, Bassler D, Meerpohl JJ, von Elm E, You JJ, Blümle A, Lamontagne F, Saccilotto R, Amstutz A, 
Bengough T, Stegert M, Olu KK, Tikkinen KAO, Neumann I, Carrasco-Labra A, Faulhaber M, Mulla SM, Mertz D, Akl EA, Sun X, 
Busse JW, Ferreira-González I, Nordmann A, Gloy V, Raatz H, Moja L, Rosenthal R, Ebrahim S, Vandvik, PO, Johnston BC, Walter 
MA, Burnand B, Schwenkglenks M, Hemkens LG, Guyatt GH, Bucher HC, Kasenda B, Briel M 

J Pediatr 2017;184:209-14 

Objectives: To determine the proportion of pediatric randomized controlled trials (RCTs) that are 
prematurely discontinued, examine the reasons for discontinuation, and compare the risk for 
recruitment failure in pediatric and adult RCTs.  

Study Design: A retrospective cohort study of RCTs approved by 1 of 6 Research Ethics Committees 
(RECs) in Switzerland, Germany, and Canada between 2000 and 2003. We recorded trial 
characteristics, trial discontinuation, and reasons for discontinuation from protocols, corresponding 
publications, REC files, and a survey of trialists.  

Results: We included 894 RCTs, of which 86 enrolled children and 808 enrolled adults. Forty percent 
of the pediatric RCTs and 29% of the adult RCTs were discontinued. Slow recruitment accounted for 
56% of pediatric RCT discontinuations and 43% of adult RCT discontinuations. Multivariable logistic 
regression analyses suggested that pediatric RCT was not an independent risk factor for recruitment 
failure after adjustment for other potential risk factors (aOR, 1.22; 95% CI, 0.57-2.63). Independent 
risk factors were acute care setting (aOR, 4.00; 95% CI, 1.72-9.31), nonindustry sponsorship (aOR, 4.45; 
95% CI, 2.59-7.65), and smaller planned sample size (aOR, 1.05; 95% CI 1.01-1.09, in decrements of 
100 participants).  

Conclusion: Forty percent of pediatric RCTs were discontinued prematurely, owing predominately to 
slow recruitment. Enrollment of children was not an independent risk factor for recruitment failure.  
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Discontinuation and non-publication of randomised clinical trials supported by the main 
public funding body in Switzerland: a retrospective cohort study   

Amstutz A, Schandelmaier S, Frei R, Surina J, Agarwal A, Olu KK, Alturki R, von Niederhäusern B, von Elm E, Briel M 

BMJ Open 2017;7(7):e016216  

Objective: The Swiss National Science Foundation (SNSF) promotes academic excellence through 
competitive selection of study proposals and rigorous evaluation of feasibility, but completion status 
and publication history of SNSF-supported randomised clinical trials (RCTs) remain unclear. The main 
objectives were to review all healthcare RCTs supported by the SNSF for trial discontinuation and non-
publication, to investigate potential risk factors for trial discontinuation due to poor recruitment and 
non-publication, and to compare findings to other Swiss RCTs not supported by the SNSF.  

Design: We established a retrospective cohort of all SNSF-supported RCTs for which recruitment and 
funding had ended in 2015 or earlier. For each RCT, two investigators independently searched 
corresponding publications in electronic databases. In addition, we approached all principal 
investigators to ask for additional publications and information about trial discontinuation. Teams of 
two investigators independently extracted details about study design, recruitment of participants, 
outcomes, analysis and sample size from the original proposal and, if available, from trial registries and 
publications. We used multivariable regression analysis to explore potential risk factors associated 
with discontinuation due to poor recruitment and with non-publication, and to compare our results 
with data from a previous cohort of Swiss RCTs not supported by the SNSF.  

Results: We included 101 RCTs supported by the SNSF between 1986 and 2015. Eighty-seven (86%) 
principal investigators responded to our survey. Overall, 69 (68%) RCTs were completed, 26 (26%) RCTs 
were prematurely discontinued (all due to slow recruitment) and the completion status remained 
unclear for 6 (6%) RCTs. For analysing publication status, we excluded 4 RCTs for which follow-up was 
still ongoing and 9 for which manuscripts were still in preparation. Of the remaining 88 RCTs, 53 (60%) 
were published as full articles in peer-reviewed journals. Multivariable regression models suggested 
that discontinued trials were at higher risk for non-publication than completed trials (adjusted OR 7.61; 
95% CI 2.44 to 27.09). Compared with other Swiss RCTs, the risk of discontinuation for SNSF-supported 
RCTs was higher than in industry-initiated RCTs (adjusted OR 3.84; 95% CI 1.68 to 8.74), but not 
significantly different from investigator-initiated RCTs not supported by the SNSF (adjusted OR 1.05; 
95% CI 0.51 to 2.11). We found no evidence that the proportion of discontinued or unpublished RCTs 
decreased over the last 20 years.  

Conclusions: One out of four SNSF-supported RCTs were prematurely discontinued due to slow 
recruitment, 40% of all included RCTs and 70% of all discontinued RCTs were not published in peer-
reviewed journals. There is a case to reconsider how public funding bodies such as the SNSF could 
improve their feasibility assessment and promote publication of RCTs irrespective of completion 
status.  
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Towards the development of a comprehensive framework: Qualitative systematic survey of 
definitions of clinical research quality  

von Niederhäusern B, Schandelmaier S, Bonde-Hansen MM, Brunner N, Hemkens L, Rutquist M, Bhatnagar N, Guyatt GH, 
Pauli-Magnus C*, Briel M*                          * shared senior authorship 

PLoS One 2017;12(7):e0180635 

Objective: To systematically survey existing definitions, concepts, and criteria of clinical research 
quality, both developed by stakeholder groups as well as in the medical literature. This study serves as 
a first step in the development of a comprehensive framework for the quality of clinical research.  

Study Design and Setting: We systematically and in duplicate searched definitions, concepts and 
criteria of clinical research quality on websites of stakeholders in clinical research until no further 
insights emerged and in MEDLINE up to February 2015. Stakeholders included governmental bodies, 
regulatory agencies, the pharmaceutical industry, academic and commercial contract research 
organizations, initiatives, research ethics committees, patient organizations and funding agencies from 
13 countries. Data synthesis involved descriptive and qualitative analyses following the Framework 
Method on definitions, concepts, and criteria of clinical research quality. Descriptive codes were 
applied and grouped into clusters to identify common and stakeholder-specific quality themes.  

Results: Stakeholder concepts on how to assure quality throughout study conduct or articles on quality 
assessment tools were common, generally with no a priori definition of the term quality itself. We 
identified a total of 20 explicit definitions of clinical research quality including varying quality 
dimensions and focusing on different stages in the clinical research process. Encountered quality 
dimensions include ethical conduct, patient safety/rights/priorities, internal validity, precision of 
results, generalizability or external validity, scientific and societal relevance, transparency and 
accessibility of information, research infrastructure and sustainability. None of the definitions 
appeared to be comprehensive either in terms of quality dimensions, research stages, or stakeholder 
perspectives.  

Conclusion: Clinical research quality is often discussed but rarely defined. A framework defining clinical 
research quality across stakeholders' individual perspectives is desirable to facilitate discussion, 
assessment, and improvement of quality at all stages of clinical research.  
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Funding characteristics of randomised clinical trials supported by the Swiss National 
Science Foundation: a retrospective cohort study 

Amstutz A, Schandelmaier S, Frei R, Surina J, Agarwal A, Olu KK, Alturki R, von Niederhäusern B, von Elm E, Briel M   

Swiss Med Wkly 2018;148:w14587  

Aims of the study: Failure to publish publicly funded research represents a waste of scarce research 
resources across medical disciplines and countries. In Switzerland, about 40% of randomised clinical 
trials (RCTs) supported by the Swiss National Science Foundation (SNSF) were not published. We aimed 
to describe funding characteristics of published and unpublished RCTs supported by the SNSF, to 
quantify the amount of money spent for unpublished studies, and to compare our results to a similar 
study performed in the UK.  

Methods: We established a retrospective cohort of RCTs funded by the SNSF up to 2015. For each RCT 
proposal, two investigators independently identified corresponding publications in electronic 
databases and trial registries. Teams of two investigators independently extracted details from the 
original SNSF proposal and, if available, from trial registries or publications. In addition, we surveyed 
principal investigators about trial costs and additional sources of funding.  

Results: We included 101 RCTs supported by the SNSF between 1986 and 2015. Most were single-
centre RCTs with a median of 138 participants (interquartile range [IQR] 76-400). Overall, 67 (67%) 
principal investigators responded to our main survey questions. Median total costs per RCT were CHF 
428 000 (IQR 282 000-900 000) of which the SNSF provided a median CHF 222 000 (67% of total costs, 
IQR 40-80%). Most investigators (70%) mentioned additional funding, mainly from their own 
institution or private foundations. A total of CHF 6.7 million was granted to RCTs that remained 
unpublished. Funding characteristics were similar to publicly funded trials in the UK.  

Conclusions: A third of the total SNSF grant sum spent on healthcare RCTs between 1986 and 2015 did 
not result in peer-reviewed scientific publications. New SNSF grant schemes might improve publication 
outcomes but their effectiveness needs to be evaluated.  
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Systematic review on costs and resource use of randomized clinical trials shows a lack of 
transparent and comprehensive data   

Speich B, von Niederhäusern B,  Schur N, Hemkens LG, Fürst T, Bhatnagar N, Alturki R, Agarwal A, Kasenda B, Pauli-Magnus 
C, Schwenkglenks M*, Briel M*                    * shared senior authorship 

J Clin Epidemiol 2018;96:1-11  

Objectives: Randomized clinical trials (RCTs) are costly. We aimed to provide a systematic overview of 
the available evidence on resource use and costs for RCTs to support budget planning.  

Study Design and Setting: We systematically searched MEDLINE, EMBASE, and HealthSTAR from 
inception until November 30, 2016 without language restrictions. We included any publication 
reporting empirical data on resource use and costs of RCTs and categorized them depending on 
whether they reported (i) resource and costs of all aspects at all study stages of an RCT (including 
conception, planning, preparation, conduct, and all tasks after the last patient has completed the RCT); 
(ii) on several aspects, (iii) on a single aspect (e.g., recruitment); or (iv) on overall costs for RCTs. Median 
costs of different recruitment strategies were calculated. Other results (e.g., overall costs) were listed 
descriptively. All cost data were converted into USD 2017.  

Results: A total of 56 articles that reported on cost or resource use of RCTs were included. None of the 
articles provided empirical resource use and cost data for all aspects of an entire RCT. Eight articles 
presented resource use and cost data on several aspects (e.g., aggregated cost data of different drug 
development phases, site-specific costs, selected cost components). Thirty-five articles assessed costs 
of one specific aspect of an RCT (i.e., 30 on recruitment; five others). The median costs per recruited 
patient were USD 409 (range: USD 41-6,990). Overall costs of an RCT, as provided in 16 articles, ranged 
from USD 43-103,254 per patient, and USD 0.2-611.5 Mio per RCT but the methodology of gathering 
these overall estimates remained unclear in 12 out of 16 articles (75%).  

Conclusion: The usefulness of the available empirical evidence on resource use and costs of RCTs is 
limited. Transparent and comprehensive resource use and cost data are urgently needed to support 
budget planning for RCTs and help improve sustainability.  
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Retrospective assessment of resource use and costs in two investigator-initiated 
randomized trials exemplified a comprehensive cost item list  

Speich B, von Niederhäusern B, Blum CA, Keiser J, Schur N, Bathelt C, Hemkens L, Fürst T, Kasenda B, Christ-Crain M, 
Hemkens LG, Pauli-Magnus C, Schwenkglenks M*, Briel M*                  * shared senior authorship 

J Clin Epidemiol 2018;96:73-83  

Objective: Randomized clinical trials (RCTs) are costly and published information on resource 
requirements for their conduct is limited. To identify key factors for making RCTs more sustainable, 
empirical data on resource use and associated costs are needed. We aimed to retrospectively assess 
resource use and detailed costs of two academic, investigator-initiated RCTs using a comprehensive 
list of cost items.  

Study Design and Setting: The resource use of two investigator-initiated RCTs (Prednisone-Trial 
[NCT00973154] and Oxantel-Trial [ISRCTN54577342]) was empirically assessed in a standardized 
manner through semistructured interviews and a systematically developed cost item list. Using 
information about yearly salaries, resource use was translated into costs. In addition, we collected all 
"other costs" including fixed priced items. Overall costs as well as cost of different study phases were 
calculated.  

Results: The personnel time used in the Prednisone-Trial trial was approximately 2,897 working days 
and the overall costs were calculated to be USD 2.3 million, which was USD 700,000 more than 
planned. In the Oxantel-Trial 798 working days were spent and the overall costs were as originally 
planned USD 100,000. Cost drivers were similar between the two RCTs with recruitment delays 
explaining the additional costs in the Prednisone-Trial.  

Conclusion: This case study provides an example of how to transparently assess resources and costs 
of RCTs and presents detailed empirical data on type and magnitude of expenses. In the future, this 
model approach may serve others to plan, assess, or monitor resource use and costs of RCTs.  
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Academic response to improving value and reducing waste: A comprehensive framework 
for INcreasing QUality In patient-oriented academic clinical REsearch (INQUIRE).   

von Niederhausern B, Guyatt GH, Briel M*, Pauli-Magnus C*                    * shared senior authorship   

PLoS Med 2018;15(6):e1002580  

Background: Compelling evidence has demonstrated that a large proportion of investment in 
biomedical research is wasted; this waste is avoidable. Academic institutions have, thus far, shown 
limited response to recommendations for increasing value and reducing waste. We formulated an 
academic response by (i) achieving consensus across a wide range of stakeholder groups on a 
comprehensive framework for quality of patient-oriented clinical research and (ii) highlighting first 
successful examples of its operationalization to facilitate waste-reducing strategies at academic 
institutions.  

Methods and Findings: Based on a systematic review of quality definitions, concepts, and criteria in 
the medical literature (systematic MEDLINE search up to February 15, 2015, with independent and in 
duplicate article selection) and on stakeholder websites from 13 countries (Australia, Austria, Canada, 
France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Norway, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom, and United 
States), we systematically developed a comprehensive framework for the quality of clinical research. 
We identified websites through personal contacts with experts in clinical research or public health who 
also suggested, for each country, websites of the following 7 stakeholder groups: patient 
organizations; academic research infrastructures; governmental bodies; regulatory agencies; ethics 
committees; the pharmaceutical industry; and funding agencies. In addition, we searched websites of 
inter- or supranational bodies involved in clinical research until no further insights emerged. After 
consolidation of the identified definitions, concepts, and criteria of quality in a basic framework 
structure, we conducted 4 rounds of an adapted online Delphi process among the same 7 stakeholder 
groups from 16 countries. The Delphi process ultimately achieved consensus on structure and content. 
The framework addresses 5 study stages (concept, planning and feasibility, conduct, analysis and 
interpretation, and reporting and knowledge translation) and includes the following dimensions: (i) 
protection of patient safety and rights, (ii) relevance/patient centeredness and involvement, (iii) 
minimization of bias (internal validity), (iv) precision, (v) transparency/access to data, and (vi) 
generalizability (external validity) of study results. These dimensions interact with 2 promoters-
infrastructure and sustainability through education-that include a set of factors that may enhance all 
listed quality dimensions. Each quality dimension contains specific questions and explanatory items 
that guide quality assessment at each research stage from conceptualization of the research question 
through reporting and knowledge translation of study results. In the last survey round, Delphi 
participants from 9 countries (Austria, Australia, Canada, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Switzerland, 
UK, and US) agreed on the structure, content, and wording of the research stages, quality dimensions, 
specific questions, and descriptive examples of the final framework. In Switzerland, INQUIRE has 
resulted in a roadmap that guides initiatives to increase value within the Swiss Clinical Trial 
Organization network and through affiliated researchers.  

Conclusions: We present a framework based on a consensus of different stakeholder groups guiding 
the practical assessment of clinical research quality at all stages of a research project. 
Operationalization of this common structure will support the increase of value by guiding academic 
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institutions and researchers in developing quality enhancement initiatives, from posing the right 
research question to the transparent publication of results.  
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5. Discussion and Outlook 

“To maximise the benefit to society, you need to not just do research but do it 

well.“  

Doug Altman, Centre of Statistics in Medicine, Oxford University, UK 

 

Doug Altman was a tireless driving force to improve the planning, conduct, analysis, and 
reporting of clinical research. In 1994, he pointed to the scandal of poor medical research in 
an editorial [1]. In 2015, a poll of readers of the BMJ considered this paper “the most 
important paper the journal had published in the previous 20 years” [2].  

An initiative led by Iain Chalmers and Paul Glasziou estimated in 2009 that more than 85% of 
resources invested in medical research was being avoidably wasted [3]. In a subsequent series 
of five highly-cited articles together with colleagues they critically analysed current research 
practice at different stages and made 17 recommendations for improvement [4-8].  

Along these lines the work of the present PhD thesis aims to provide a thorough analysis of 
trial discontinuation due to poor recruitment of patients and evidence-based guidance for 
trial investigators and other stakeholders on how to minimize the problem; thus, contributing 
to the improvement of clinical research, to the increase of its value, and to the reduction of 
the tremendous amount of waste.  

 

5.1 Integrating the evidence and “points to consider” 

My PhD thesis comprises quantitative [9,10] and qualitative analyses [11-13] to investigate 
RCTs discontinued due to poor recruitment. The main findings can be summarized as follows: 
First, discontinuation of RCTs due to recruitment problems concerns mainly investigator-
sponsored RCTs enrolling patients as opposed to industry-sponsored RCTs or RCTs enrolling 
healthy volunteers. This was confirmed by our qualitative work with interviews of trialists and 
other stakeholders in clinical trials. Several industry representatives mentioned that if a 
research question is deemed important to be answered through a clinical trial, this trial will 
hardly ever be stopped because of recruitment problems; in case of unexpected severe 
recruitment challenges industry sponsors will typically invest further resources to increase the 
number of recruiting centres internationally or replace insufficiently recruiting centres as 
needed [12]. On the other hand, various respondents in our interviews emphasized “that 
acquiring sufficient human and financial resources for the entire duration of an RCT is the 
biggest challenge for investigator-initiated trials” [12]. The recruitment of healthy volunteers 
into an RCT can be quite different from patient recruitment, mainly because there is no 
complicating physician-patient relationship with healthy volunteers and healthy volunteers 
are typically paid for participation and patients are not.  
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Second, our multivariable logistic regression analysis suggested that RCTs conducted in an 
acute care setting such as an emergency department or critical care unit are at increased risk 
(about 4-fold) of discontinuation due to poor recruitment independent of the size of the RCT, 
sponsorship (investigator or industry), type of control intervention (placebo/inactive vs 
active), single- or multi-centre status, cross-over or parallel design, reported methodological/ 
logistical support, reported recruitment projection, and age-group of patients (pediatric vs 
adults) [10]. This can be explained by the specific challenges an acute care setting poses for 
RCTs: (1) the informed consent is mostly sought from substitute decision-makers who are 
often not available [14,15], and (2) the narrow time window for recruitment that may stress 
and overwhelm substitute decision-makers when deciding about potentially life-saving 
interventions as well as recruitment staff who swiftly need to identify eligible patients and 
initiate trial procedures but may not be able to complete the recruitment interview in time 
[15-17]. Recruiting children into RCTs may pose specific challenges too, such as a more 
complex informed consent process, a low disease prevalence, or the scepticism of parents 
who decide on behalf of their children and of pediatricians [18-23]. However, our 
multivariable logistic regression did not provide compelling evidence that the recruitment of 
children per se constitutes an independent risk factor for recruitment failure, although in 
unadjusted analysis the risk for trial discontinuation due to poor recruitment appears 
significantly increased [10,24]. The most likely explanation is that pediatric RCTs are typically 
investigator- and not industry-sponsored, and that many seem to be conducted in an acute 
care setting (e.g. neonatology) [13,24].  

Third, poor recruitment of patients into RCTs constitutes an international (probably global) 
problem. We did not find any relevant differences in our findings among RCT protocols 
approved in Switzerland, Hamilton (Canada), or Freiburg (Germany) [9].  In addition, since the 
publication of Kasenda et al. 2014 there have been at least 11 studies published that were 
conducted in different fields, settings, and countries confirming our finding of poor 
recruitment as the most frequent reason for trial discontinuation [25-35]. However, 
qualitative evidence from our interview study suggested that there are differences between 
countries and health care systems with implications for recruitment [12]. Unlike Switzerland 
with universal health coverage and the availability of many treatment options for patients 
and, henceforth, little incentive to participate in RCTs, there are many countries where 
patients strongly wish to be part of clinical trials to gain access to health care which is 
otherwise inaccessible or unaffordable. Still, since the problem is international, the quest for 
solutions should be a collaborative effort and it calls for large, internationally coordinated 
methods projects (see below under Future Directions).  

Fourth, many respondents in our interview study agreed that “developing research networks 
is the best way to strengthen clinical research in Switzerland” and they “often described their 
positive experiences of doing research with the SAKK or SwissPedNet”, but “at the same time 
accepted that development of effective research networks is a time and labor intensive 
process and requires sustained motivation and leadership” [12]. Evidence from Briel et al. [13] 
and Schandelmaier et al. [24] corroborate the importance of established trial networks for 
recruitment success, although the insufficient reporting of this aspect in RCT protocols and 
publications precluded a quantitative evaluation in our multivariable regression analysis [9].  
Pediatric oncology trials, for instance, appear to substantially benefit from well-established 
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national and international networks and the integration of their study protocols into routine 
clinical care suggesting the cooperative research culture in pediatric oncology as a model for 
others [36,37]. We did not find evidence that international multicentre RCTs per se, i.e. 
independent of their frequent industry-sponsoring, were at lower risk of discontinuation due 
to poor recruitment [9,10]. As we mentioned in [13], “whether a single center/few study 
centers or an international multicenter design was more advantageous seemed to depend on 
the research context; i.e. in case of challenging settings such as acute care, vulnerable 
patients, or complex logistics one or a few carefully chosen centers may be preferable due to 
closer monitoring of recruitment, potentially better prepared and motivated study staff, 
established logistics and, perhaps most important, efficient communication among the trial 
team” [13]. 

Fifth, most frequently reported reasons for recruitment failure in publications of discontinued 
RCTs [11] as well as in interviews with trialists and other stakeholders [12] were 
“overoptimistic recruitment estimates” and “too narrow eligibility criteria”. Table 1 presents 
a synopsis of reasons for recruitment failure from both sources (publications and interviews). 
Academic investigators typically start an RCT with “lots of optimism but insufficient 
preparation” [12]. They are inherently optimistic about recruitment since they need to 
convince other stakeholders (e.g. collaborators, funding agencies, ethics committees) about 
the feasibility of the RCT. The level of evidence on which their recruitment estimates are 
based, however, is typically low (often guesses based on personal recall of patient numbers 
or retrospective analysis of hospital/practice files).  Regarding “too narrow eligibility criteria” 
many trial investigators want to enrol a somewhat homogenous patient population that 
maximizes the chances of showing efficacy of a certain intervention and that maximizes at the 
same time the safety of included patients. Long lists of inclusion and exclusion criteria for 
participants are often the result, making the RCT more artificial rather than close to daily 
clinical practice where the intervention will eventually be applied. The consideration of how 
the RCT can be integrated in routine clinical practice is another important point when planning 
a trial, which is supported by frequent reports of “recruitment insufficiently compatible with 
routine clinical practice” and “high burden for participants” (Table 1). Therefore it appears 
crucial, that eligibility criteria are actually tested in a pilot study ideally including the consent 
procedure to get realistic estimates for patient recruitment and to identify potential practical 
problems that may require adaption of the protocol [38,39]. Retrospective or prospective 
screening of patients without informed consent may proof unreliable [40], and our work 
suggests that feasibility or pilot phases/studies are rarely conducted [9-12].    
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Table 1. Synopsis of reasons for recruitment failure reported in publications [11] and those 
obtained through interviews and other stakeholders [12]. 
Reported reasons Frequency 

(from 49 
interviews) a 

Frequency 
(from 131 

publications) g 

Funding-related   
Initial funding insufficient (including lack of funding for planning; inadequate financial 
planning) 

10 15 

Additional funding for recruitment escalation/ prolongation unavailable 1 6 
Initial funding withdrawn when slow recruitment became apparent 0 4 

Health care/research arena-related (“Suprastructures”)   
Delay in opening recruitment sites (e.g. delayed ethical approval, new regulatory acts) 8 7 
High bureaucratic burden for clinical researchers (e.g. GCP regulations) 2 3 
Patients not seeking trials in high-quality health care system with many options (lack of 
incentive)  

6 0 

Decentralised health care system with many small hospitals & few referrals (e.g. because of 
restrictive, regional insurance contracts; in Germany, peripheral hospitals often provide 
specialized care and refer only severely ill patients to tertiary care hospitals) 

4 0 

General mistrust in research (unbalanced media coverage on research, no public figures as role 
model to encourage trial participation) 

3 4 

Concurrent competing trials (particularly if other trial in same patient population pays more – 
see below “Financial conflicts of interest”) 

6 11 

New evidence from other study about effectiveness of trial intervention (e.g. change of standard 
care during prolonged trial) – affects “equipoise” for recruiters and participants (see below) 

4 28 

Design-related b   
Research question insufficiently compelling (e.g. perceived as little relevant for patients and the 
scientific community) 

5 0 

Low prevalence of condition of interest (seasonal effects, rare diseases) 7 2 
Too narrow eligibility criteria 12 59 
Overoptimistic/unreliable recruitment estimates c (e.g. no pilot study; no empirical data; 
insufficient feasibility checking; weak commitment from centres) 

26 10 

Too few recruiting sites planned or too few study staff (e.g. recruiters, limited engagement of 
study nurses) 

7 0 

Recruitment insufficiently compatible with routine clinical practice  (e.g. urgent transfers from 
intensive care, different treatment availabilities at different centres or at weekends, referrals too 
late to tertiary care) d 

7 11 

Lack of methodological/ logistical support (e.g. from contract research organisation, or clinical 
trial unit) 

4 7 

Trial design too difficult to explain or implement (e.g. complex interventions, factorial design) 7 4 
Unclear eligibility criteria or enrolment process (e.g. regarding timing of randomization or 
responsibilities of involved investigators/ personnel) 

0 6 

Ineffective screening/ advertising strategy (e.g. email instead of phone call, newspaper 
campaign only) 

0 5 

Patients approached in inconvenient situation (e.g. women in labor, patients in ICU) 0 5 
Lack of patient engagement in trial design/planning 4 0 

Trial team/recruiter-related    
Lack of equipoise e 4 34 
High administrative burden/ time constraints/ other priorities 4 11 
Lack of incentive (e.g. financial, academic recognition, career advancement) 2 4 
Lack of engagement/ cooperation (e.g. recruiters (practising clinicians) unaware of trial, 
recruiters not involved with study team, departments not referring patients to trial recruiters) 

12 4 

Lack of competence/training/experience (includes inadequate planning; “enthusiasm is not 
enough”, staff turnover) 

11 0 

“Trial fatigue” (motivation comprised due to recurrent prolongation of recruitment period) 3 0 
Financial conflict of interest (e.g. trial results favouring conservative treatment over surgery 
may lead to less earnings; other trial in same patient population pays more – see above 
“Concurrent competing trials”) 

2 1 

Participant-related   
Lack of equipoise f 6 40 

High burden (e.g. many visits, invasive procedure/biopsies, long questionnaires, costs) 9 20 
Language or cultural barriers 1 4 
Lack of financial incentive 0 2 
Lack of encouragement from patient support organizations 0 1 
Lack of trust due to short -term relationship with healthcare team (e.g. acute care vs chronic 
conditions (e.g. dialysis patients)) 

2 0 
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a We obtained 179 accounts of explanations for poor patient recruitment from 49 qualitative interviews (39 with 
respondents in Switzerland and 10 international respondents). These explanations could be classified into 29 
reasons. If a respondent described more than one possible factor (explained in parenthesis) that contributed to 
the same reason, it was counted only once.  
b Need for simpler/ more pragmatic design. 
c Reasons for “overoptimism”: intention to convince reviewers of trial feasibility in case of a grant proposal/ethics 
review or when applying for participation in an industry trial. 
d Requirement of intensified cooperation/communication among research team or intensified training of 
recruiters. 
e Equipoise means the uncertainty about benefits and harms of an intervention or about the superiority of one 
intervention over another, and is a pre-requisite for randomization. Lack of equipoise was reported as concerns 
about disadvantages for patients, vulnerable populations (e.g. children), trial questioning current practice, loss of 
professional autonomy, dislike of randomization to unwanted intervention, worry about doctor-patient 
relationship, recommendations from opinion leaders, media information favoring a particular treatment, 
inadvertent use of unbalanced terminology such as gold standard. 
f Equipoise means the uncertainty about benefits and harms of an intervention or about the superiority of one 
intervention over another, and is a pre-requisite for randomization. Lack of equipoise was reported as influenced 
by next of kin or caring physician, concerns regarding side effects or potential diagnosis, vulnerable populations 
(e.g. children), concerns regarding randomization to unwanted intervention, unwillingness to receive placebo or 
no treatment, loss of personal autonomy/ reluctance to become a “guinea pig”, worry about doctor-patient 
relationship, media information favoring a particular treatment. 
g Most publications mentioned more than one reason. 

 
 
Sixth, in all parts of our work we found that the reporting of planned patient recruitment in 
RCT protocols and the actual recruitment process as it happened in RCT publications was poor 
[9-11,13]. Protocols frequently not mentioned the presence or absence of recruitment 
projections, financial or non-financial incentives, or feasibility/pilot phases/studies. Only few 
RCT publications provided detailed information on “how eligible participants were identified, 
how many participants were assessed for eligibility, who recruited trial participants, whether 
there were incentives for eligible patients, or recruiters/ recruiting centers, or employed 
strategies to monitor or support recruitment” [9-11]. This makes it difficult for readers to 
judge if any encountered recruitment difficulties apply to their own setting too, and how they 
could potentially prevent recruitment failure. Such lack of relevant recruitment information 
has been criticized by others too [41-43]. As we concluded in Manuscript III, “detailed 
reporting of recruitment strategies, actual recruitment and retention rates, and publication 
of encountered recruitment difficulties would go a long way in helping other investigators in 
the planning of future RCTs and preventing the repetition of mistakes” [11].   

Based on the integrated summary above, I suggest the following “points to consider” for trial 
investigators, ethics committees, or funding agencies as a distillate of the findings in my thesis 
work:  

1. Investigator-sponsored RCTs enrolling patients, and particularly those in critical or 
emergency care, are at increased risk for discontinuation due to poor recruitment. 
 

2. The RCT protocol needs to report recruitment plans in sufficient detail, so that trial 
feasibility can be adequately assessed. Specifically, it should provide information on 
“where participants will be recruited (eg, primary care clinic, community), by whom 
(eg, surgeon), when (eg, time after diagnosis), and how (eg, advertisements, review 
of health records)” as well as “expected recruitment rates, duration of the 
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recruitment period, plans to monitor recruitment during the trial, and any financial or 
non-financial incentives provided to trial investigators or participants for enrolment” 
(see Standard Protocol Items: Recommendations for Interventional Trials [SPIRIT] 
recommendations [44]). In addition, I would suggest a short statement on a feasibility 
or pilot phase, and if investigators consider it unnecessary, an explanation why such 
a phase is not needed (e.g. experienced trial network). 
 
 

3. Collaboration with experienced trial groups, or participation in and establishing of 
stable national or international trial networks should be strongly encouraged. 
 

4. The evidence-base for recruitment estimates should be scrutinized and needs to be 
compelling (e.g. empirical data from a feasibility or pilot phase applying the RCT 
protocol with informed consent of patients). Recruitment should be closely 
monitored and contingency plans in place if it is lower than expected. 

 

5. Patient eligibility criteria should be kept as broad as possible and the burden for 
patients minimized.  

   

 

5.2 Future directions 

Recruitment prediction  
What are the chances that a specific trial achieves its recruitment target? How long will it take 
to recruit the target sample size? When should researchers make a decision about changes in 
their recruitment strategy or about early trial discontinuation? These are all questions trial 
investigators, funding bodies, and research ethics committees are often confronted with. To 
be able to reliably predict patient recruitment from a pilot phase of an RCT would be 
extremely valuable. Based on recent systematic reviews [45,46], models to provide guidance 
on planning and monitoring patient recruitment have so far only been based on simulated 
data [47-49], data from a single trial [50], or from multiple trials but focusing exclusively on 
one specific medical field (HIV research) [51], or trials from one specific pharmaceutical 
company [52]. Empirical investigations of risk factors including recruitment patterns, external 
validation, and empirical evidence that these prediction models actually work in real trials 
from different fields and settings are lacking. Therefore, we initiated collaborations with 
several research groups and institutions in Switzerland, France, USA, and Canada to gather 
empirical recruitment data from RCTs based on individual patients. We aim to establish a large 
cohort of clinical trials from several medical fields and funding sources. This cohort of clinical 
trials will serve as a sample to conduct several comprehensive investigations with the aim to 
provide evidence-based recommendations for the planning and monitoring of patient 
recruitment to RCTs. Specific objectives are to (1) empirically investigate and differentiate 
recruitment patterns of RCTs, (2) investigate whether certain early (e.g. within in the first 
months) recruitment patterns allow for reliable prediction of the entire recruitment process 
including recruitment failure and to determine optimal time points and criteria for the 
assessment of recruitment progress, (3) investigate the applicability and validity of different 
available recruitment models, and whether a model proves to be superior to others in 
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predicting recruitment, and (4) eventually develop an easy-to-apply online tool based on the 
findings from the previous objectives. 

Making randomized trials more affordable 
In the last decades a number of initiatives and regulations were implemented to increase the 
protection of trial participants and to improve research quality [53-55]. As a consequence the 
complexity and administrative burden of RCTs have increased and hereby overall costs [56-
58]. This development further aggravates already existing practical challenges, in particular 
for investigator-initiated RCTs. Therefore, efforts to make RCTs more cost-effective are 
urgently needed. We need to better understand cost structures and cost drivers (e.g. 
recruitment duration, sample size, therapeutic area, number of trial sites) of RCTs in order to 
identify lever-points for cost reductions. Empirical data on costs and resource use of 
investigator-initiated RCTs are completely lacking in the medical literature [59]. In a first step 
we retrospectively collected detailed cost data from two large RCTs conducted in different 
settings [60]. However, for the development of new approaches to budgeting and conducting 
RCTs at lower cost a detailed and systematic analysis of cost patterns and relative weights of 
specific cost items of a larger sample of RCTs is necessary. It would be useful to know whether 
delays in patient recruitment into an RCT explains most of any difference between planned 
and actual costs of an RCT. In addition, we need to learn about current practices of budget 
planning among trial investigators and their needs and preferences as well as the needs and 
preferences of trial support units (e.g. clinical trial units) and funding agencies in order to 
establish common standards. Academic investigators in Switzerland and abroad usually 
depend on scarce financial resources; tools to effectively control costs of RCTs through 
optimized budget planning, trial design, and cost monitoring during the conduct of an RCT are 
therefore urgently warranted.  

Stakeholder involvement  
The design and development of RCTs must involve those most affected by them: the public 
and patients and front-line healthcare staff.  Other important stakeholders are individuals in 
academia and industry who design, conduct, analyse, report, govern, regulate or fund trials, 
or use the results of trials to inform their healthcare decisions.  Other stakeholders include 
individuals and organisations not currently heavily involved with RCTs but which have 
expertise that should be used more in trials, including those with business, logistics and 
management expertise, or those with design and communication expertise. Guideline 
producers influence the care of tens of thousands of people; taking account of their need for 
improvements in the design of RCTs will help them to reduce uncertainty regarding the 
recommendations they make. Trial investigators and other stakeholders in the Swiss clinical 
research arena stressed the “need for more interactive structures and collaboration across 
stakeholders to tackle the often interlinked problems” [12]. All interviewed stakeholders fully 
acknowledged the importance of the problem with patient recruitment to RCTs, but they 
seemed somewhat hesitant to commonly device a collaborative plan and to take on 
responsibility and coordinated action. I strongly believe that collaborative efforts across 
various stakeholders in RCTs are necessary to sustainably improve patient recruitment in 
Switzerland and abroad.    
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International coordinated methods research 
There is trial methodology expertise internationally, but it is fragmented and uncoordinated 
and the expertise needs to be shared more widely and across private and public sectors. An 
important step in the right direction is the recently published ORRCA project (Online resource 
for Recruitment Research in Clinical triAls), a collaborative initiative to gather all research on 
patient recruitment to clinical studies in the literature. ORRCA provides an overview and 
searchable online database for other researchers “to identify interventions relevant to specific 
recruitment challenges” [61]. Another initiative to improve the efficiency of clinical trials 
systematically through trial methods research is the Trial Forge platform (www.trialforge.org) 
[62]. Shaun Treweek, the leader of Trial Forge, has recently submitted a proposal for an 
European Union Cooperation in Science and Technology (EU COST) Action grant with me as a 
co-applicant. The COST proposal aims to (1) set a Europe-wide methodology research agenda 
based on agreed priority trial methods challenges, (2) initiate work that will increase the 
evidence-base available to trial teams to make efficient and evidence-informed decisions 
about trial design, conduct, analysis, and reporting, (3) increase the number of early career 
investigators able to work in the field of trial methodology research through collaborative 
mentoring, and (4) enhance European coordination and collaboration on trial methodology 
research both within and between countries and add value to national initiatives by increasing 
their reach. 

New RCT designs and routinely collected data   
So called “platform trials” allow for simultaneous testing of many interventions in a patient 
population within one protocol, e.g. prostate cancer patients in the Systemic Therapy in 
Advancing or Metastatic Prostate Cancer: Evaluation of Drug Efficacy (STAMPEDE) trial 
(www.stampedetrial.org) [63]. Platform trials use a multi-arm multi-stage methodology (form 
of adaptive design) that includes stopping of research arms following a pre-planned interim 
analysis and adding new treatment arms during the trial [64]. This can substantially speed up 
the evaluation of treatments in a cost-effective way, however, issues such as perceived trial 
complexity, “the choice of intermediate and final outcome measures, sample size calculations 
and the impact of varying the assumptions, the process of moving between trial stages” need 
to be considered [65]. 

 Health data that are collected routinely e.g. in registries, electronic health records, or 
administrative claims can be useful for RCTs in several ways: (1) Patient recruitment can be 
enhanced through data-mining tools integrated in electronic health record systems which 
automatically screen patient files for eligibility or through automatic chart alerts during 
routine clinical practice, (2) costly and time-consuming data collection processes can be 
spared saving substantial resources, (3) losses to follow-up are minimized increasing the 
internal trial validity, and (4) generalizability of RCT results is improved through better 
integration of an RCT in routine clinical practice (pragmatic trials) [66,67]. The Thrombus 
Aspiration in ST-Elevation Myocardial Infarction in Scandinavia (TASTE) trial provides an 
impressive example of a successful registry-based RCT at low cost with over 7000 patients 
randomized and zero patients lost to follow-up [68]. Despite the huge potential of RCTs that 
are supported by routinely collected data, there are challenges that need to be met such as 
the often poor data quality of many routine data sources, the potential lack of some relevant 
outcomes, or concerns about confidentiality and informed consent of patients [66]. 
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5.3 Closing remarks 

Large RCTs are among the most powerful tools in clinical research. Their results have shaped 
therapy and prevention in many medical fields. Patient recruitment seems an everlasting 
challenge when conducting RCTs. However, the substantial proportion of discontinued RCTs 
due to poor recruitment, the frequent non-publication of the lessons learned and of the data 
collected up to the point of discontinuation as well as the deficient reporting of the 
recruitment process in RCT protocols and publications are not acceptable. As Theodore 
Roosevelt once said: “Do what you can, with what you have, where you are.”  We need to 
collectively learn from the failures of the past by conducting research on research. The mixed 
methods work included in this PhD thesis provided evidence about the magnitude, 
characteristics, and root causes of the problem, and made some humble suggestions on how 
recruitment failure might be prevented. It is only a starting point – and the journey ahead of 
us is long.   
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6. Appendices 

Appendix Manuscript I 

Appendix Table 1  Working Definitions  
Variable Working Definitions and Explanations 

Planned total 
sample size 

Planned total sample size or target sample size as documented in the protocol 
(in the regression models included as continuous variable in increments of 100) 
 

Placebo/no active 
intervention 
versus 
Active intervention 

If the control arm consisted of a placebo intervention or no active intervention, 
the trial was labelled as “placebo/no active intervention” trial. All others were 
considered active control intervention. 

Single centre 
versus 
Multicentre 

If the protocol mentioned planned recruitment of participants from more than 
one centre, the trial was labelled as “multicentre trial”. If only one centre was 
mentioned, the trial was classified as “single centre trial”. If it remained unclear 
from the protocol, the trial was labelled “unclear”.   
 

Parallel  
versus  
Cross-
over/Factorial 

If in a trial participants were randomized to parallel intervention groups, it was 
labelled as “parallel group” trial. Trials with a randomized cross-over design or 
factorial design were labelled as such. If it remained unclear from the protocol, 
the trial was labelled “unclear”.   
 

Methodological/ 
logistical support  
(reported versus 
not-reported) 

If the trial protocol clearly mentioned that the trial was supported by a clinical 
trial unit, a contract research organization, or had paid staff at recruiting sites 
to manage the trial, we labelled a trial as “reported methodological/logistical 
support”. 

Recruitment 
projection  
(reported versus 
not reported) 

If the protocol mentioned that the anticipated number of eligible participants 
to be included in the trial was estimated using retrospective chart reviews of 
participating centres, reviews of routine registry data, experiences from similar 
prospective studies conducted at the centres, or pilot trials, we labelled the 
trial protocol as “reported recruitment projection”. 
 

Sponsorship 
(industry versus 
investigator/not-
for-profit) 

The purpose of this variable was to describe the party “behind the trial” in 
terms of resources, organization, and commercial interest. 
  
We anticipated that at least in some instances it would be difficult to 
retrospectively judge who was the sponsor of the study. Consequently, when 
extracting information we assessed RCT protocols for industry- or investigator-
sponsorship using the following criteria: The protocol clearly named the 
sponsor, displayed a company or institution logo prominently, mentioned 
affiliations of protocol authors, included statements about data ownership or 
publication rights, or statements about full funding by industry or public 
funding agencies. Data abstractors made an overall judgment based on these 
criteria and classified RCTs as “definitely industry-sponsored”, “probably 
industry-sponsored”, “definitely investigator-sponsored”, or “probably 
investigator-sponsored”. Disagreements were resolved by discussion and 
consensus. In over 95% of cases funding and other criteria being used for 
sponsorship classification were consistent. In some cases, RCT protocols that 
did not report full industry funding were classified as industry-sponsored, 
because they had unclear/absent funding statements but prominently 
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displayed a company logo, listed only protocol authors with industry-affiliation, 
or made claims of data ownership and mentioned restricted publication rights.  
 
We collapsed the subgroups for 'definitely' and 'probably' for both categories 
(industry- and investigator-sponsorship) and compared the results in a 
sensitivity analysis with calculations based on the individual funding variable 
dichotomized as ‘fully industry-funded versus all others’. The results were very 
similar (data presented in eTable 3). 
  

RCT 
discontinuation 

In principle, an RCT can be discontinued during the phase of participant 
recruitment or during follow-up of participants. If investigators of an included 
RCT indicated in correspondence with the responsible REC, in a journal 
publication, or in a response to our survey questions that their trial was 
discontinued for a specific reason, we considered this RCT as discontinued and 
noted the reported reason independent of the proportion of the achieved 
sample size.  Only if RCT investigators indicated the presence of slow 
participant recruitment in their trial or if we could not clarify the reason for trial 
discontinuation did we use our pre-specified threshold of 90% of sample size 
achieved in order to determine “discontinuation”. RCTs that did not achieve the 
pre-specified threshold proportion of achieved sample size and for which we 
could not clarify the reason are listed in a separate row in Table 2 without 
further specification. We classified discontinued RCTs as discontinued due to 
slow/poor recruitment only if indicated by trial investigators.  
 
When we defined the 90% threshold we had looked at other studies empirically 
examining recruitment in RCTs. Some used different thresholds for 
successful/unsuccessful recruitment without providing specific justification: 
Pich et al. Lancet 2003, Decullier et al. BMJ 2005, and Damen et al. J Med Ethics 
2012 used 100% of planned target. McDonald et al. (STEPS study) Trials 2006 
used two thresholds (100% and 80%), and Chan et al. BMJ 2008 considered 90% 
or more of the planned target sample size as “no discrepancy”. The definition 
for “abandoned trial” in Easterbrook et al. Lancet 1991 remained unclear.  
 
We discussed potential thresholds for our study with several experienced 
trialists and clinical epidemiologists and eventually decided to set the cut-off at 
90% for our primary analysis and to use a threshold of 80% in a sensitivity 
analysis (Kasenda et al. BMC Med Res Methodol 2012). Here are the main 
points of our earlier deliberations: 
The safety margins in terms of extra sample size in order to ensure adequate 
power are usually small and relatively rare.  
The use of overoptimistically large treatment effects in sample size calculations 
are probably much more frequent in RCT protocols (with the intention to show 
feasibility) than the use of conservatively small treatment effects.  
Participants lost to follow-up occur independently of participant recruitment, 
i.e. if an RCT has recruitment problems it often still has a 10-15% rate of loss to 
follow-up, so the extra number of participants to cover anticipated loss to 
follow-up usually does not compensate for the smaller number of recruited 
participants.  
If we found protocol amendments among the archived REC documents that 
indicated a revised smaller target sample size based on fewer than expected 
participants lost to follow-up or a larger than expected event rate/smaller than 
expected standard deviation and the RCT managed to recruit at least 90% of 
the new target sample size, we did not consider this RCT as discontinued.   
 
Among included RCTs that were discontinued due to poor recruitment (as 
indicated by trial investigators, N=101) none recruited 90% or more of the 
target sample size and only 3 RCTs recruited more than 80% of the target.  
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Full journal 
publication 

Any peer-reviewed journal publication that was not a conference abstract or 
research letter. 
 

  
Additional Working Definition 

Poor Recruitment 

We considered “poor recruitment” only in the context of reasons for RCT 
discontinuation and defined it as any statement about slow or insufficient 
recruitment of participants made by trial investigators in correspondence with 
the responsible Research Ethics Committee, in a corresponding publication, or 
in response to our survey.  
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AppendixBox  Standardized Survey Questionnaire 

Trial status 
 

WAS THE TRIAL STARTED AT ALL?  

 

YES  NO  UNKNOWN 

If NO, check the appropriate box (← applies only to mul center studies ): 

Whole study was not started 

Not started only in your center  

 

IS THE TRIAL STILL RUNNING? 

 

YES  NO  UNKNOWN 

IF YES (Check all that apply): 

Recruitment not completed yet 

Recruitment completed 

Data collection completed 

 

If the trial is still running, the questionnaire is completed for you. 

 

If the trial is NOT running anymore, please proceed with this questionnaire. 

 

 

HAS THE TRIAL BEEN DISCONTINUED PREMATURELY? 

 

YES  NO  UNKNOWN 

 

If YES (Check all that apply): 

Stopped because of slow recruitment 

Stopped for harm 

Stopped for benefit 

Stopped because of evidence from other trials  

Stopped for futility 
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Other reason (please specify) 

 

Specification/comments:________________________________________________ 

 

Publication status of the trial 

 
HAVE THE RESULTS OF THIS TRIAL BEEN PUBLISHED? 

YES  NO  UNKNOWN 

   

  If YES, what was the type of the publication (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) 

Publication in Journal 

Abstract presentation at conference 

Internet Report 

Other form (please specify below) 

 

PLEASE GIVE ALL REFERENCES OF THE PUBLICATION WITH NAME OF THE FIRST AUTHOR, TITLE OF THE 
PUBLICATION, NAME OF THE JOURNAL/ CONFERENCE/OTHER FORM AND PUBLICATION YEAR. FOR INTERNET 
PUBLICATIONS PLEASE PROVIDE THE WEBADRESS:  

 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________ 
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AppendixFigure  Flow diagram of RCT protocols 

 

*In Zurich, we screened only RCT protocols from the two subsidiary Research Ethics Committees responsible 

for paediatric and surgical RCTs. 

Abbreviations: RCT, randomized controlled trial; REC, research ethics committee   

3819 protocols screened
 

984 Hamilton (CAN)
931 Basel (CH)

917 Freiburg (GER)
692 Lausanne (CH)

160 Zurich (CH)*
135 Lucerne (CH)

 
Per REC: Mean 637 (median 805)

1408 protocols reviewed in detail
 

220 Hamilton
376 Basel

418 Freiburg
289 Lausanne

54 Zurich*
51 Lucerne

 
Per REC: Mean 227 (median 255)

123 RCTs enrolling healthy volunteers
 

7 Hamilton
58 Basel

24 Freiburg
27 Lausanne

2 Zurich*
5 Lucerne

 
Per REC: Mean 20 (median 16)

894 RCT protocols enrolling patients
 

178 Hamilton
221 Basel

272 Freiburg
149 Lausanne

43 Zurich*
31 Lucerne

 
Per REC: Mean 151 (median 177)

2411 no RCT design

192 protocol duplicates
87 no complete protocol available

41 no REC approval
8 no RCT design

53 RCTs never started
10 RCTs still ongoing

1017 RCT protocols included

1080 approved RCT protocols
 

198 Hamilton
289 Basel

314 Freiburg
192 Lausanne

49 Zurich*
38 Lucerne

 
Per REC: Mean 180 (median 195)
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AppendixTable 2 Frequencies of Specialties 

1. Medical specialties of all 894 randomized trials involving patients. 

Medical Field Frequency Percentage 

oncology 155 17.3 

cardiovascular 108 12.1 

infectious disease 87 9.7 

endocrinology 62 6.9 

neurology 61 6.8 

respiratory 58 6.5 

Gastro-intestinal 50 5.6 

psychiatry 42 4.7 

hematology 36 4 

rheumatology 29 3.2 

dermatology 24 2.7 

anaesthesia 20 2.2 

intensive care 19 2.1 

ophthalmology 17 1.9 

obstetrics / gynecology 17 1.9 

nephrology 17 1.9 

cardiothoracic surgery 13 1.5 

orthopedics 12 1.3 

urology 9 1 

radiology 7 0.8 

immunology 7 0.8 

general surgery 7 0.8 

rehabilitation 6 0.7 

neurosurgery 6 0.7 

ear-nose-throat (ENT) 5 0.6 

psychotherapy 3 0.3 

transplantation 3 0.3 

vascular surgery 2 0.2 

traumatology 2 0.2 

maxillofacial surgery 2 0.2 
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emergency medicine 2 0.2 

sports medicine 1 0.1 

plastic surgery 1 0.1 

neonatology 1 0.1 

dentistry 1 0.1 

alternative medicine 1 0.1 
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2. Medical specialties of all 123 randomized trials involving healthy volunteers. 

Medical Field Frequency Percentage 

unspecified 21 17.1 

endocrinology 16 13 

infectious disease 14 11.4 

gastroenterology 14 11.4 

dermatology 13 10.6 

cardiovascular disease 9 7.3 

sports medicine 5 4.1 

neurology 5 4.1 

urology 3 2.4 

pulmology 3 2.4 

other 3 2.4 

ophtamology 3 2.4 

dentistry 3 2.4 

immunology 2 1.6 

gynecology 2 1.6 

anaesthesia 2 1.6 

radiology 1 0.8 

pediatrics 1 0.8 

oncology 1 0.8 

nephrology 1 0.8 

general medicine 1 0.8 
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AppendixTable 3 Sensitivity Analyses 

1: Prevalence of RCT discontinuation and reported reasons for discontinuation. Use of 80% threshold to define discontinuation for RCTs with poor 
recruitment and RCTs for which we could not otherwise clarify discontinuation for a specific reason. Values are frequencies (column percentages in brackets 
and corresponding 95% confidence interval in squared brackets). 

Completion status 
and reasons for 
discontinuation 

RCTs involving patients RCTs involving healthy volunteers All 

Industry 
sponsor 
(N=551) 

Investigator 
sponsor 
(N=343) 

All (N=894) 
Full journal 
publication 
(N=530) 

Industry 
sponsor 
(N=86) 

Investigator 
sponsor 
(N=37) 

All (N=123) 
Full journal 
publication 
(N=37) 

All (N=1017) Full journal publication 
(N=567) 

Completed 395 (71.7) 
[67.7-75.4] 

191 (55.7) 
[50.3-61.0] 

586 (65.5) 
[62.3-68.6] 

428 (80.1) 
[77.1-84.0] 

81 (94.2) 
[86.3-97.8] 

28 (75.7) 
[58.4-87.6] 

109 (89.0) 
[81.3-93.4] 

37 (100.0) 
[88-100] 

695 (68.3) [65.4-71.1] 465 (82.0) [78.5-85.] 

Discontinued 118 (21.4) 
[18.1-25.1] 

120 (35) 
[30.0-40.3] 

238 (26.6) 
[23.8-29.7] 

102 (19.2) 
[16.0-23.0] 

1 (1.2) [0.0-
7.2] 

3 (8.1) [2.1-
23.0] 

4 (3.3) [1.0-
8.6] 

0 (0.0) [0.0-
11.7] 

242 (23.8) [21.2-26.8] 102 (18.0) [15.0-21.5] 

Poor recruitment * 40 (7.3) 
[5.3-9.8] 

57 (16.6) 
[12.9-21.1] 

97 (10.9) 
[8.9-13.1] 

37 (7.0) 
[5.0-9.6] 

0 (0.0) [0.0-
5.3]  

1 (2.7) [0.1-
15.8]  

1 (0.8) 
[0.04-5.1] 

0 (0.0) [0.0-
11.7] 

98 (9.6) [7.9-11.7] 37 (6.5) [4.7-9.0] 

Futility † 25 (4.5) 
[3.0-6.7] 

12 (3.5) 
[1.9-6.2] 

37 (4.1) 
[3.0-5.7] 

18 (3.4) 
[2.1-5.4] 

0 (0.0) [0.0-
5.3]  

0 (0.0) [0.0-
11.7] 

0 (0.0) [0.0-
3.8] 

0 (0.0) [0.0-
11.7] 

37 (3.6) [2.7-5.0] 18 (3.2) [1.9-5.1] 

Administrative 
reasons ‡ 

20 (3.6) 
[2.3-5.7] 

16 (4.7) 
[2.8-7.6] 

36 (4.0) 
[2.9-5.6] 

8 (1.5) [0.7-
3.1] 

1 (1.2) [0.0-
7.2] 

2 (5.4) [0.9-
19.5] 

3 (2.4) [0.6-
7.5] 

0 (0.0) [0.0-
11.7] 

39 (3.8) [2.8-5.3] 8 (1.4) [0.7-2.9] 

Harm 17 (3.1) 
[2.0-5.0] 

7 (2.0) [1.0-
4.3] 

24 (2.7) 
[1.8-4.0] 

12 (2.3) 
[1.2-4.0] 

0 (0.0) [0.0-
5.3]  

0 (0.0) [0.0-
11.7] 

0 (0.0) [0.0-
3.8] 

0 (0.0) [0.0-
11.7] 

24 (2.4) [1.6-3.5] 12 (2.1) [1.2-3.8] 

Unknown reason#  
5 (0.9) [0.3-
2.3] 

11 (3.1) 
[1.6-5.6] 

16 (1.8) 
[1.1-3.0] 

14 (2.6) 
[1.5-4.5] 

0 (0.0) [0.0-
5.3] 

0 (0.0) [0.0-
11.7] 

0 (0.0) [0.0-
3.8] 

0 (0.0) [0.0-
11.7] 16 (1.6) [0.9-2.6] 14 (2.5) [1.4-4.2] 

Benefit 
2 (0.4) [0.1-
1.5] 

7 (2.0) [1.0-
4.3] 

9 (1.0) [0.5-
1.9] 

9 (1.7) [0.8-
3.3] 

0 (0.0) [0.0-
5.3]  

0 (0.0) [0.0-
11.7] 

0 (0.0) [0.0-
3.8] 

0 (0.0) [0.0-
11.7] 9 (0.9) [0.5-1.7] 9 (1.6) [0.8-3.1] 
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AppendixTable 3 continued 

Completion status 
and reasons for 
discontinuation 

RCTs recruiting patients RCTs recruiting healthy volunteers All 

Industry 
sponsor 
(N=551) 

Investigator 
sponsor 
(N=343) 

All (N=894) 
Full journal 
publication 
(N=530) 

Industry 
sponsor 
(N=86) 

Investigator 
sponsor 
(N=37) 

All (N=123) 
Full journal 
publication 
(N=37) 

All (N=1017) Full journal publication 
(N=567) 

External evidence 6 (1.1) [0.5-
2.5] 

2 (0.6) [0.1-
2.2] 

8 (0.9) [0.4-
1.8] 

1 (0.2) [0.0-
1.1] 

0 (0.0) [0.0-
5.3]  

0 (0.0) [0.0-
11.7] 

0 (0.0) [0.0-
3.8] 

0 (0.0) [0.0-
11.7] 

8 (0.7) [0.4-1.6] 1 (0.2) [0.0-0.6] 

Lack of funding 1 (0.2) [0.0-
1.2]  

4 (1.2) [0.4-
3.2] 

5 (0.6) [0.2-
1.4] 

0 (0.0) [0.0-
0.9] 

0 (0.0) [0.0-
5.3]  

0 (0.0) [0.0-
11.7] 

0 (0.0) [0.0-
3.8] 

0 (0.0) [0.0-
11.7] 

5 (0.5) [0.2-1.2] 0 (0.0) [0.0-0.4] 

Other 2 (0.4) [0.1-
1.5] 

4 (1.2) [0.4-
3.2] 

6 (0.7) [0.3-
1.5] 

3 (0.6) [0.1-
1.8] 

0 (0.0) [0.0-
5.3]  

0 (0.0) [0.0-
11.7] 

0 (0.0) [0.0-
3.8] 

0 (0.0) [0.0-
11.7] 

6 (0.6) [0.2-1.3] 3 (0.5) [0.1-1.7] 

Unclear 38 (6.9) 
[5.0-9.4] 

32 (9.3) 
[6.6-13.0] 

70 (7.8) 
[6.2-9.8] 

0 (0.0) [0.0-
0.9] 

4 (4.7) [1.5-
12.1] 

6 (16.2) 
[6.8-32.7] 

10 (8.1) 
[4.2-14.8] 

0 (0.0) [0.0-
11.7] 

80 (7.7) [6.3-9.7] 0 (0.0) [0.0-0.4] 

 

* Some trials had an additional reason for discontinuation: benefit (N=1), futility (N=2), and other reasons (N=3).  

† Includes randomized trials with adaptive designs that have been stopped after the 1st (N=5) or 2nd stage (N=1).  

‡ Includes strategic decisions from companies, consequence of new requirements from regulatory bodies, and change of workplace of principal investigators. 

# Reason for not achieving 80% of target sample size remained unclear 
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2: Factors associated with discontinuation of RCTs due to poor recruitment in RCTs involving patients. Only RCTs that achieved less than 80% of the planned sample size were 
considered discontinued due to poor recruitment.  

 

Characteristics 

RCTs 
discontinued for 
poor 
recruitment 
N=87 

Completed RCTs 
N=536 

Univariable Multivariable 

OR 95% CI p-value OR 95% CI p-value 

Planned total sample size (IQR) 180 (80-320)* 360 (150-800)* 0.95† 0.91 -0.99 0.012 0.96† 0.92 – 1.00 0.046 

Control (placebo/no-active intervention vs active intervention) 52 (59.8) 328 (61.2) 0.91 0.59 - 1.41 0.671 0.85 0.52 - 1.38 0.510 

Single centre status (vs multi-centre) 19 (21.8) 57 (10.6) 2.14 1.27 - 3.60 0.004 0.70 0.34 - 1.46 0.347 

Design (cross-over vs parallel) 8 (9.2) 21 (3.9) 1.88 0.82 - 4.22 0.139 2.17 0.82 - 5.71 0.117 

Methodological/logistical support (reported vs not reported) 26 (29.9) 246 (45.9) 0.45 0.28 - 0.73 0.001 0.65 0.38 - 1.12 0.119 

Recruitment projection (reported vs not reported) 12 (13.8) 40 (7.5) 2.10 1.10 - 3.96 0.026 1.23 0.58 - 2.60 0.588 

Sponsor (industry vs investigator) 34 (39.1) 371 (69.2) 0.29 0.18 -0.46 <0.001 0.30 0.17 - 0.51 <0.001 

 

RCTs discontinued for reasons other than poor recruitment (N=141), RCTs with unclear completion status (N=70), cluster RCTs (N=9), and pilot RCTs (N=51) were excluded. Logistic 
regression was based on complete cases including 618 RCTs; in 5 RCTs information about target sample size was missing (*). All listed characteristics were included in the model as 
fixed effects and research ethics committees as random intercept. 

Abbreviations: IQR, interquartile range; OR, odds ratio; RCT, randomized controlled trial; CI, confidence interval.  

† In increments of 100 
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3: Factors associated with discontinuation of RCTs due to poor recruitment in RCTs involving patients. Logistic regression was based on all cases (N=616). Five 
missing target sample size values were imputed using multiple imputations. 

Characteristics 

RCTs 
discontinued for 
poor 
recruitment 
N=90 

Completed RCTs 
N=526 

Univariable Multivariable 

OR 95% CI p-value OR 95% CI p-value 

Planned total sample size (IQR) 180 (80-320) 368 (154-800) 0.95* 0.91 – 0.99 0.012 0.96* 0.92 – 1.00 0.059 

Control (placebo/no-active intervention vs active intervention) 53 (58.9) 321 (61.1) 0.89 0.56 - 1.41 0.628 0.86 0.53 – 1.39 0.531 

Single centre status (vs multi-centre) 19 (21.1) 53 (10.1) 2.41 1.35 – 4.32 0.003 0.76 0.37 – 1.57 0.462 

Design (cross-over vs parallel) 8 (8.9) 21 (4.0) 2.37 1.01 – 5.53 0.046 1.64 0.62 – 4.34 0.316 

Methodological/logistical support (reported vs not reported) 27 (30.0) 245 (46.7) 0.50 0.31 - 0.81 0.005 0.63 0.37 – 1.07 0.086 

Recruitment projection (reported vs not reported) 12 (13.3) 40 (7.6) 1.71 0.84 - 3.47 0.138 1.10 0.51 – 2.27 0.842 

Sponsor (industry vs investigator) 34 (37.8) 371 (70.5) 0.25 0.16 -0.40 <0.001 0.27 0.16 – 0.46 <0.001 

 

RCTs discontinued for reasons other than poor recruitment (N=148), RCTs with unclear completion status (N=70), cluster RCT (N=9), and pilot RCTs (N=51) were excluded. All 
listed characteristics were included in the model as fixed effects and research ethics committees as random intercept. 

Abbreviations: IQR, interquartile range; OR, odds ratio; RCT, randomized controlled trial; CI, confidence interval.  

* In increments of 100 
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4: Factors associated with discontinuation of RCTs due to poor recruitment in RCTs only recruiting patients. Country was included as a categorical variable. All listed 
variables were included as fixed effects in the logistic regression model. 

Characteristics Univariable  Multivariable * 

OR 95% CI p-value OR 95% CI p-value 

Centre       

Switzerland Reference - - - - - 

Germany 1.24 0.70 - 2.20 0.461 0.75 0.43 -1.31 0.323 

Canada 0.92 0.54 - 1.56 0.747 0.96 0.51 - 1.81 0.889 

Planned total sample size 0.94† 0.90 - 0.99 0.010 0.96† 0.92 – 1.00 0.037 

Control (placebo/no-active intervention vs active intervention) 0.91 0.58 - 1.43 0.686 0.81 0.50 - 1.31 0.395 

Single centre status (vs multi-centre) 2.38 1.33 – 4.26 0.003 0.66 0.32 - 1.38 0.268 

Design (cross-over vs parallel) 2.34 1.00 – 5.46 0.049 1.96 0.74 - 5.23 0.178 

Methodological/logistical support (reported vs not reported) 0.49 0.30 – 0.79 0.004 0.62 0.36 - 1.06 0.078 

Recruitment projection (reported vs not reported) 1.87 0.94 – 3.72 0.076 1.01 0.46 - 2.19 0.991 

Sponsor (industry vs investigator) 0.23 0.16 – 0.40 < 0.001 0.25 0.15 - 0.42 <0.001 

 

RCTs discontinued for reasons other than poor recruitment (N=148), RCTs with unclear completion status (N=70), cluster RCT (N=9), and pilot RCTs (N=51) were excluded. Logistic 
regression was based on complete cases including 611 RCTs; in 5 RCTs information about target sample size was missing.  

Abbreviations: OR, odds ratio; RCT, randomized controlled trial; CI, confidence interval.  

† In increments of 100 
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5: Factors associated with discontinuation of RCTs due to poor recruitment in RCTs only recruiting patients. Discontinued RCTs with unknown reason for not 
achieving 90% of target sample size were considered as being discontinued due to poor recruitment. 

 

Characteristics Univariable  Multivariable 

OR 95% CI p-value OR 95% CI p-value 

Planned total sample size 0.95† 0.91 - 0.99 0.012 0.96† 0.92 – 1.00 0.045 

Control (placebo/no-active intervention vs active intervention) 0.91 0.58 - 1.44 0.691 0.85 0.52 - 1.38 0.518 

Single centre status (vs multi-centre) 2.01 1.14 - 3.55 0.016 0.63 0.30 - 1.28 0.201 

Design (cross-over vs parallel) 2.43 1.04 - 5.68 0.040 2.41 0.92 - 6.27 0.073 

Methodological/logistical support (reported vs not reported) 0.52 0.32 - 0.84 0.008 0.67 0.39 - 1.14 0.142 

Recruitment projection (reported vs not reported) 1.80 0.91 -3.56 0.093 1.16 0.55 - 2.43 0.699 

Sponsor (industry vs investigator) 0.30 0.19 - 0.48 <0.001 0.30 0.18 - 0.51 <0.001 

 

RCTs discontinued for reasons other than poor recruitment (N=125), RCTs with unclear completion status (N=70), cluster RCTs (N=2), and pilot RCTs (N=54). 

Logistic regression was based on all complete cases (N=637, target sample size missing in 6 cases) with all listed characteristics as fixed effects and research ethics committees as 
random intercept. 

Abbreviations: OR, odds ratio; RCT, randomized controlled trial; CI, confidence interval.  

† In increments of 100 
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6: Factors associated with discontinuation of RCTs due to poor recruitment in RCTs only recruiting patients. All listed variables were included as fixed effects in the 
logistic regression model. 

 

Characteristics Univariable  Multivariable * 

OR 95% CI p-value OR 95% CI p-value 

Centre       

Basel Reference - - - - - 

Freiburg 0.94 0.51 - 1.72 0.830 0.64 0.33 - 1.22 0.172 

Lausanne 0.97 0.48 - 1.98 0.938 0.65 0.31 - 1.39 0.270 

Lucerne 1.34 0.42 - 4.30 0.621 1.58 0.46 - 5.52 0.469 

Zurich 1.01 0.32 - 3.16 0.991 0.60 0.18 - 2.04 0.417 

Hamilton 1.26 0.66 - 2.40 0.486 0.80 0.39 - 1.67 0.558 

Planned total sample size 0.94† 0.90 - 0.99 0.010 0.95† 0.91 – 1.00 0.029 

Control (placebo/no-active intervention vs active intervention) 0.91 0.58 - 1.43 0.686 0.82 0.50 – 1.34 0.430 

Single centre status (vs multi-centre) 2.38 1.33 – 4.26 0.003 0.66 0.32 – 1.37 0.265 

Design (cross-over vs parallel) 2.34 1.00 – 5.46 0.049 1.84 0.69 – 4.88 0.224 

Methodological/logistical support (reported vs not reported) 0.49 0.30 – 0.79 0.004 0.59 0.34 – 1.00 0.053 

Recruitment projection (reported vs not reported) 1.87 0.94 – 3.72 0.076 1.03 0.48 – 2.25 0.950 

Sponsor (industry vs investigator) 0.25 0.16 – 0.40 < 0.001 0.24 0.14 – 0.41 <0.001 

 

RCTs discontinued for reasons other than poor recruitment (N=148), RCTs with unclear completion status (N=70), cluster RCT (N=9), and pilot RCTs (N=51) were excluded. Logistic 
regression was based on complete cases including 611 RCTs; in 5 RCTs information about target sample size was missing.  

Abbreviations: OR, odds ratio; RCT, randomized controlled trial; CI, confidence interval. † In increments of 100 
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7: Factors associated with discontinuation of RCTs due to poor recruitment in RCTs only recruiting patients. The sponsor variable from the primary analysis was 
replaced by ‘fully industry funded versus all others.’ 

 

Characteristics Univariable  Multivariable  

OR 95% CI p-value OR 95% CI p-value 

Planned total sample size 0.94† 0.90 - 0.99 0.011 0.96† 0.92 – 1.00 0.049 

Control (placebo/no-active intervention vs active intervention) 0.89 0.56 - 1.41 0.628 0.84 0.52 - 1.36 0.476 

Single centre status (vs multi-centre) 2.41 1.35 – 4.32 0.003 0.72 0.35 - 1.49 0.375 

Design (cross-over vs parallel) 2.37 1.01 – 5.53 0.046 1.88 0.71 – 5.00 0.203 

Methodological/logistical support (reported vs not reported) 0.50 0.31 - 0.81 0.005 0.62 0.36 - 1.05 0.077 

Recruitment projection (reported vs not reported) 1.71 0.84 - 3.47 0.138 1.10 0.52 - 2.33 0.797 

Funding (fully industry vs all others) 0.24 0.15 - 0.39 <0.001 0.25 0.15 - 0.42 <0.001 

 

RCTs discontinued for reasons other than poor recruitment (N=148), RCTs with unclear completion status (N=70), cluster RCT (N=9), and pilot RCTs (N=51) were excluded. 
Logistic regression was based on complete cases including 611 RCTs; in 5 RCTs information about target sample size was missing. All listed characteristics were included as fixed 
effects and research ethics committees as random intercept. 

Abbreviations: OR, odds ratio; RCT, randomized controlled trial.  

† In increments of 100 
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8: Factors associated with non-publication of RCTs. Logistic regression was based on all cases (N = 1017). 

Characteristics Univariable  Multivariable 

OR 95% CI p-value OR 95% CI p-value 

Planned total sample size 0.92* 0.90 - 0.95 <0.001 0.95* 0.93 - 0.97 <0.001 

Multi centre status (vs single centre) 0.33 0.25 - 0.44 <0.001 0.49 0.33 - 0.72 <0.001 

Industry sponsor (vs investigator) 0.94 0.73 - 1.22 0.649 1.50 1.10 - 2.04 0.010 

Discontinued RCT (vs completed RCT) 2.48 1.84 - 3.36 <0.001 2.81 2.03 – 3.88 <0.001 

RCT with patients (vs healthy volunteers) 0.27 0.17 - 0.41 <0.001 0.43 0.26 - 0.73 0.002 

 

Logistic regression was based on all cases (N=1017); missing values were imputed using multiple imputations. 
All listed characteristics were included in the model as fixed effects and research ethics committees as random 
intercept 

Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; OR, odds ratio; RCT, randomized controlled trial.  

* In increments of 100 
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Appendix Manuscript II 

Appendix Risk factors for discontinuation due to slow recruitment using multiple imputations for missing data 

Protocol characteristics 

Discontinued due to 
slow recruitment 

n=104 
Completed 

n=584 

Univariable effect   Multivariable effect  
OR  

(95% CI) P 
 Adjusted OR  

(95% CI) P  
 

Acute care RCT (vs. non-acute care) 14 (13%) 29 (5%) 2.90 (1.41 – 5.95) 0.004  3.43 (1.48 – 7.93) 0.004  
Investigator sponsorship (vs. industry) 70 (67%) 185 (32%) 4.38 (2.74 – 7.00) <0.001  4.22 (2.47 – 7.20) <0.001  
Smaller sample size, median (IQR) 170 (73 - 367) 334 (130 - 992) 1.06 (1.01 – 1.11)a 0.009  1.05 (1.01 – 1.09)a 0.027  
Multi-center status (vs. single-center) 79 (76%) 510 (87%) 0.46 (0.26 – 0.80) 0.007  1.60 (0.79 – 3.24) 0.19  
No methodological/ logistical support 
reported (vs. reported) 

74 (71%) 319 (55%) 2.07 (1.28 – 3.33) 0.003  1.61 (0.94 - 2.76) 0.076  

Active control (vs. placebo / no active 
control) 

44 (42%) 231 (40%) 1.13 (0.72 – 1.78) 0.57  1.26 (0.77 - 2.05) 0.35  

Cross-over design (vs. parallel) 8 (8%) 22 (4%) 2.19 (0.94 – 5.12) 0.070  1.63 (0.63 – 4.27) 0.32  
No method to predict recruitment reported 
(vs. reported) 

90 (87%) 539 (92%) 0.56 (0.28 – 1.10) 0.093  1.08 (0.50 - 2.37) 0.84  

Pediatric RCT (vs. adult) 15 (14%) 51 (9%) 1.81 (0.95 – 3.45) 0.071  1.14 (0.55 - 2.37) 0.73  
 
Abbreviations: OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval; IQR, inter-quartile range; RCT, randomized clinical trial 
Pooled analysis of 100 datasets with imputations for missing trial status information (71 missing), missing reasons for discontinuation (25 missing) and missing 
sample size information (12 missing). We excluded 51 pilot RCTs, and 8 RCTs that randomized clusters (see methods section for a rationale). 
a in decrements of 100 
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Appendix Manuscript III 

Appendix Detailed search strategy 

Search strategy for MEDLINE 
 
Database: Ovid MEDLINE(R)   
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
1   exp "Early Termination of Clinical Trials"/  
2   clinical trial*.mp.  
3   ((randomized or randomised) adj1 (clinical or controlled) adj1 trial*).mp.  
4   ((randomized or randomised) adj1 trial*).mp.  
5   (randomized controlled trial or clinical trial).pt.  
6   exp Clinical Trials as Topic/  
7   or/2-6  
8   (terminat: or stopped or stopping or halt: or ended or closed or discontinu: or failed or closure or   
aborted).mp.  
9   7 and 8  
10 (insufficient adj2 (recruit* or patient* or number* or people or person* or subject* or participant*)).mp.  
11 9 and 10  
12 7 and 10  
13 (barrier* or challenge* or failure).mp.  
14 12 and 13  
15 recruit*.mp. and 12  
16 11 or 14 or 15  
17 patient recruitment.mp. or exp Patient Selection/  
18 9 and 17  
19 sample size/  
20 9 and 19  
21 (small adj1 (sample* or size*)).mp.  
22 21 and 9  
23 ((enrolling or enrollment or enrolled or recruitment or recruit:) adj3 (sample or small or poor or low or 
inadequate or suboptimal or difficulties or difficulty or challenges)).mp.  
24 ((enrolling or enrollment or enrolled or recruitment or recruit:) adj3 (efficacy or retention: or problem* or 
slow)).mp.  
25 ((enrolling or enrollment or enrolled or recruitment or recruit:) adj3 failure).mp.  
26 (sufficient adj1 subjects).mp.  
27 23 or 24 or 25 or 26  
28 27 and 9  
29 ((premature: or early) adj (terminat: or stopped or stopping or halt: or ended or closed or discontinu: or 
failed or closure or aborted)).mp.  
30 29 and 7  
31 16 or 18 or 20 or 22 or 28  
32 sample size.mp. and 30  
33 recruit:.mp. and 30  
34 31 or 32 or 33  
35 1 or 34  
36 16 or 20 or 22 or 28 or 32 or 33  
37 (sample size or recruit* or accrual).mp.  
38 *patient selection/ or research design/  
39 (37 or 38) and 18  
40 39 or 36  
41 limit 40 to yr="2010 -Current"  
42 41 or 1  
43 ("15237624" or "15249567" or "15206204" or "15198753" or "14994406" or "14586719" or "14551341" or 
"12947065" or "12890841" or "17243668").ui.  
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44 ("12689847" or "12621132" or "1245756" or "12386036" or "12089229" or "11951579" or "11784874" or 
"11742706" or "11739811").ui.  
45 ("11724129" or "11709567" or "11520089" or "11435337" or "11386927" or "11331315" or "11253966" or 
"11197445").ui.  
46 ("22133716" or "22414969" or "22296568" or "21976533" or "21878447" or "21657808" or "21447723" or 
"20674498").ui.  
47 or/44-46  
48 limit 47 to yr="2010 -Current"  
49 42 or 48  
*************************** 

 
We used the same strategy adapted for EMBASE. 
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Appendix Manuscript IV 

Appendix A - Interview guide - trialists 
  
Trialist:                          Interviewer: 
 
Trial Ref-ID: 
 
SEMI-STRUCTURED TELEPHONE OR IN-PERSON INTERVIEW 
 
1. Opening 
Thank trialist for taking part in interview 
Give recap of Interview Study (similar to what said in invite email) 
Explain phone call will be tape-recorded, transcribed and anonymised 
Check enough time for interview (20 minutes approx) (no interruptions / mobiles if possible) 
 
Questions relating to CV (if not got) 
Position at time of trial? (and now) 
Professional qualifications at time of trial (MSc or PhD in epidemiology or statistics or clinical 
research)? (and now) 
Trial experience prior to trial of interest (number of trials as PI, number of trials as co-investigator)? 
(and now) 
Publication experience prior to trial of interest (number of peer-reviewed original articles)? (and 
now) 
 
2. Background to trial:  
Who funded the trial? 
Who wrote the protocol (PI, co-workers of PI, statistician involved)? 
 
3. Regarding recruitment:  
When writing the RCT protocol or when you first read/familiarized yourself with the protocol, did you 
anticipate potential problems with recruitment of participants?  
If yes, what were the anticipated problems, what was planned to prevent/control them, were these 
considerations documented in the protocol? 
If no, why not? 
When did problems with recruitment become apparent to you? 
What was done to improve recruitment? 
 
4. Regarding discontinuation:  
Can you tell me how you decided to discontinue the trial? 
What triggered the discontinuation? 
Who took the decision? 
If interviewee was involved in the decision-making:  
a) What were your considerations at the time (any benefits, downsides, difficulties associated with 
discontinuation)? 
b) How did you feel about the trial when the decision was made (relieved?, ashamed?, neither?...) 
With hindsight, what are the major issues with trial discontinuation for you, if any?  
If ethical aspects were not mentioned: Did you consider any legal or ethical implications at the time? 
 
5. Process evaluation 
With hindsight, what were the root-causes for insufficient recruitment in your case? 
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Could it have been prevented earlier? 
What are your learned lessons from the experience? 
Any changes on a national level that could improve recruitment to clinical trials? 
 
6. Dissemination of results after discontinuation  
Was it important for you to disseminate/publish the results of the discontinued trial? 
Any considerations of benefits, downsides, difficulties associated with publication of results and 
lessons learned of a discontinued trial? 
In your opinion, what would be the most suitable format to disseminate results from discontinued 
trials (full journal publication, short report/letter, conference abstract, trial registry, any other 
website, no publication at all)? 
 
7. Informing relevant parties about discontinuation 
Whom did you inform about the discontinuation of the trial?  
Did you consider trial participants and the respective REC? If not, why not? 
 
8. Close of interview: 
Do you have any other comments/remarks you would like to make on the topic? 
 
Thank trialist for their contribution, acknowledgement in final report 
Copy of results will be sent to them. 
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Appendix B - Interview guide – other stakeholders 
  
Stakeholder:                         Interviewer: 
 
 
SEMI-STRUCTURED TELEPHONE OR IN-PERSON INTERVIEW 
 
1. Opening 
Thank stakeholder for taking part in interview 
Give recap of Interview Study (similar to what said in invite email) 
Explain phone call will be tape-recorded, transcribed and anonymised 
Check enough time for interview (20 minutes approx) (no interruptions / mobiles if possible) 
 
2. Regarding recruitment:  
What is your experience/perception about the quality/level of detail of information in protocols 
about participant recruitment?   
In your view, what are the most important reasons/root causes for insufficient 
recruitment/recruitment problems? 
Can insufficient recruitment be prevented? What could/should be done?  
Any changes on a national level that could improve the situation? 
 
3. Regarding discontinuation:  
Coming from poor recruitment to trial discontinuation – if recruitment to a trial is slow, what triggers 
then in your opinion the actual discontinuation of the trial?  
In your view, what are the major issues with trial discontinuation due to poor recruitment, if any?  
If ethical aspects are not mentioned: Are there any legal or ethical implications of relevance?  
 
4. Dissemination of information about discontinuation  
Would you consider it important that inconclusive results of a discontinued trial get published?  Why 
or why not? 
What are the benefits, downsides, difficulties with non-publication of results and lessons learned of a 
discontinued trial? 
What are potential reasons why many trialists do not inform trial participants and respective RECs 
about the discontinuation of the trial?  How could this be improved?  
In your opinion, what would be the most suitable format to disseminate results from discontinued 
trials (full journal publication, short report/letter, conference abstract, trial registry, any other 
website, no publication at all)? 
 
5. Close of interview: 
Do you have any other comments/remarks you would like to make on the topic? 
 
Thank stakeholder for their contribution, acknowledgement in final report 
Copy of results will be sent to them 
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Appendix - Manuscript V  

APPENDIX A References of included randomized clinical trials  

Included RCTs Reference 

1 Anvari2011 
Discontinued RCT 
1 Galmiche2011 
Completed RCT 
1 Grant2008 
Discontinued RCT 
1 Mahon2004 
Completed RCT 

1.  Anvari M, Allen C, Marshall J, Armstrong D, Goeree R, Ungar W, et al.  A randomized controlled trial of laparoscopic Nissen fundoplication versus proton 
pump inhibitors for the treatment of patients with chronic gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD): 3-year outcomes.  Surg Endosc. 2011;25(8):2547-54.  
2.  Galmiche JP, Hatlebakk J, Attwood S, Ell C, Fiocca R, Eklund S, et al.  Laparoscopic antireflux surgery vs esomeprazole treatment for chronic GERD: the 
LOTUS randomized clinical trial.  JAMA. 2011;305(19):1969-77.  
3.  Grant AM, Wileman SM, Ramsay CR, Mowat NA, Krukowski ZH, Heading RC, et al.  Minimal access surgery compared with medical management for 
chronic gastro-oesophageal reflux disease: UK collaborative randomised trial.  BMJ. 2008;337:a2664.  
4.  Mahon D, Rhodes M, Decadt B, Hindmarsh A, Lowndes R, Beckingham I, et al.  Randomized clinical trial of laparoscopic Nissen fundoplication compared 
with proton-pump inhibitors for treatment of chronic gastro-oesophageal reflux.  Br J Surg. 2005;92(6):695-9.  

2 Bonneterre2004 
Discontinued RCT 
2 Nabholtz2003 
Completed RCT 
2 Bontenbal2005 
Discontinued RCT 
2 Blohmer2010 
Discontinued RCT 
2 Biganzoli2002 
Completed RCT 
2 Jassem2001 
Completed RCT 

1.  Biganzoli L, Cufer T, Bruning P, Coleman R, Duchateau L, Calvert AH, et al.  Doxorubicin and paclitaxel versus doxorubicin and cyclophosphamide as first-
line chemotherapy in metastatic breast cancer: The European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer 10961 Multicenter Phase III Trial.  J Clin Oncol. 
2002;20(14):3114-21.  
2.  Blohmer JU, Schmid P, Hilfrich J, Friese K, Kleine-Tebbe A, Koelbl H, et al.  Epirubicin and cyclophosphamide versus epirubicin and docetaxel as first-line 
therapy for women with metastatic breast cancer: final results of a randomised phase III trial.  Ann Oncol. 2010;21(7):1430-5.  
3.  Bonneterre J, Dieras V, Tubiana-Hulin M, Bougnoux P, Bonneterre ME, Delozier T, et al.  Phase II multicentre randomised study of docetaxel plus 
epirubicin vs 5-fluorouracil plus epirubicin and cyclophosphamide in metastatic breast cancer.  Br J Cancer. 2004;91(8):1466-71.  
4.  Bontenbal M, Creemers GJ, Braun HJ, de Boer AC, Janssen JT, Leys RB, et al.  Phase II to III study comparing doxorubicin and docetaxel with fluorouracil, 
doxorubicin, and cyclophosphamide as first-line chemotherapy in patients with metastatic breast cancer: results of a Dutch Community Setting Trial for the 
Clinical Trial Group of the Comprehensive Cancer Centre.  J Clin Oncol. 2005;23(28):7081-8.  
5.  Jassem J, Pienkowski T, Pluzanska A, Jelic S, Gorbunova V, Mrsic-Krmpotic Z, et al.  Doxorubicin and paclitaxel versus fluorouracil, doxorubicin, and 
cyclophosphamide as first-line therapy for women with metastatic breast cancer: final results of a randomized phase III multicenter trial.  J Clin Oncol. 
2001;19(6):1707-15.  
6.  Nabholtz JM, Falkson C, Campos D, Szanto J, Martin M, Chan S, et al.  Docetaxel and doxorubicin compared with doxorubicin and cyclophosphamide as 
first-line chemotherapy for metastatic breast cancer: results of a randomized, multicenter, phase III trial.  J Clin Oncol. 2003;21(6):968-75.  
 

3 Campos2009 
Discontinued RCT 
3 Llombart-Cussac2012 
Completed RCT 

1.  Campos SM, Guastalla JP, Subar M, Abreu P, Winer EP, Cameron DA.  A comparative study of exemestane versus anastrozole in patients with 
postmenopausal breast cancer with visceral metastases.  Clin Breast Cancer. 2009;9(1):39-44.  
2.  Llombart-Cussac A, Ruiz A, Anton A, Barnadas A, Antolin S, Ales-Martinez JE, et al.  Exemestane versus anastrozole as front-line endocrine therapy in 
postmenopausal patients with hormone receptor-positive, advanced breast cancer Final Results from the Spanish Breast Cancer Group 2001-03 Phase 2 
Randomized Trial.  Cancer-Am Cancer Soc. 2012;118(1):241-7.  
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4 Connolly2006 
Discontinued RCT 
4 Kowey2011 
Completed RCT 
4 Dorian2004 
Completed RCT 

1.  Connolly SJ, Dorian P, Roberts RS, Gent M, Bailin S, Fain ES, et al.  Comparison of beta-blockers, amiodarone plus beta-blockers, or sotalol for 
prevention of shocks from implantable cardioverter defibrillators: the OPTIC Study: a randomized trial.  JAMA. 2006;295(2):165-71.  
2.  Dorian P, Borggrefe M, Al-Khalidi HR, Hohnloser SH, Brum JM, Tatla DS, et al.  Placebo-controlled, randomized clinical trial of azimilide for prevention 
of ventricular tachyarrhythmias in patients with an implantable cardioverter defibrillator.  Circulation. 2004;110(24):3646-54.  
3.  Kowey PR, Crijns HJGM, Aliot EM, Capucci A, Kulakowski P, Radzik D, et al.  Efficacy and Safety of Celivarone, With Amiodarone as Calibrator, in 
Patients With an Implantable Cardioverter-Defibrillator for Prevention of Implantable Cardioverter-Defibrillator Interventions or Death The ALPHEE Study.  
Circulation. 2011;124(24):2649-U204.  
 

5 Dellinger2007 
Discontinued RCT 
5 Rokke2007 
Discontinued RCT 
5 Garcia-Barrasa2009 
Discontinued RCT 

1.  Dellinger EP, Tellado JM, Soto NE, Ashley SW, Barie PS, Dugernier T, et al.  Early antibiotic treatment for severe acute necrotizing pancreatitis: a 
randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled study.  Ann Surg. 2007;245(5):674-83.  
2.  Garcia-Barrasa A, Borobia FG, Pallares R, Jorba R, Poves I, Busquets J, et al.  A double-blind, placebo-controlled trial of ciprofloxacin prophylaxis in 
patients with acute necrotizing pancreatitis.  J Gastrointest Surg. 2009;13(4):768-74.  
3.  Rokke O, Harbitz TB, Liljedal J, Pettersen T, Fetvedt T, Heen LO, et al.  Early treatment of severe pancreatitis with imipenem: a prospective 
randomized clinical trial.  Scand J Gastroenterol. 2007;42(6):771-6.  
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6 Doyle2006 
Discontinued RCT 
6 Brozanski 1995 
Completed RCT 
6 Durand 1995 
Completed RCT 
6 Cummings 1989 
Completed RCT 
6 Kari 1993 
Discontinued RCT 
6 Kovacs 1998 
Completed RCT 
6 Ohlsson 1992 
Completed RCT 
6 Walther 2003 
Completed RCT 
6 Kazzi1990 
Completed RCT 

1.  Walther FJ, Findlay RD, Durand M.  Adrenal suppression and extubation rate after moderately early low-dose dexamethasone therapy in very 
preterm infants.  Early Hum Dev. 2003;74(1):37-45.  
2.  Ohlsson A, Calvert SA, Hosking M, Shennan AT.  Randomized controlled trial of dexamethasone treatment in very-low-birth-weight infants with 
ventilator-dependent chronic lung disease.  Acta Paediatr. 1992;81(10):751-6.  
3.  Kovacs L, Davis GM, Faucher D, Papageorgiou A.  Efficacy of sequential early systemic and inhaled corticosteroid therapy in the prevention of chronic 
lung disease of prematurity.  Acta Paediatr. 1998;87(7):792-8.  
4.  Kazzi NJ, Brans YW, Poland RL.  Dexamethasone effects on the hospital course of infants with bronchopulmonary dysplasia who are dependent on 
artificial ventilation.  Pediatrics. 1990;86(5):722-7.  
5.  Kari MA, Heinonen K, Ikonen RS, Koivisto M, Raivio KO.  Dexamethasone treatment in preterm infants at risk for bronchopulmonary dysplasia.  Arch 
Dis Child. 1993;68(5 Spec No):566-9.  
6.  Durand M, Sardesai S, McEvoy C.  Effects of early dexamethasone therapy on pulmonary mechanics and chronic lung disease in very low birth weight 
infants: a randomized, controlled trial.  Pediatrics. 1995;95(4):584-90.  
7.  Doyle LW, Davis PG, Morley CJ, McPhee A, Carlin JB, Investigators DS.  Low-dose dexamethasone facilitates extubation among chronically ventilator-
dependent infants: A multicenter, international, randomized, controlled trial.  Pediatrics. 2006;117(1):75-83.  
8.  Cummings JJ, D'Eugenio DB, Gross SJ.  A controlled trial of dexamethasone in preterm infants at high risk for bronchopulmonary dysplasia.  N Engl J 
Med. 1989;320(23):1505-10.  
9.  Brozanski BS, Jones JG, Gilmour CH, Balsan MJ, Vazquez RL, Israel BA, et al.  Effect of Pulse Dexamethasone Therapy on the Incidence and Severity of 
Chronic Lung-Disease in the Very-Low-Birth-Weight Infant.  J Pediatr-Us. 1995;126(5):769-76.  
 

7 Field2005 
Discontinued RCT 
7 Kinsella 2006 
Completed RCT 
7 Schreiber2003 
Completed RCT 
7 Trial Group 1999*   
Discontinued RCT 
7 Hascoet2005 
Completed RCT 
7 Su and Chen2008 
Completed RCT 
7 Ballard2006 
Completed RCT 

1.  Su PH, Chen JY.  Inhaled nitric oxide in the management of preterm infants with severe respiratory failure.  J Perinatol. 2008;28(2):112-6.  
2.  Schreiber MD, Gin-Mestan K, Marks JD, Huo DZ, Lee G, Srisuparp P.  Inhaled nitric oxide in premature infants with the respiratory distress syndrome.  
New Engl J Med. 2003;349(22):2099-107.  
3.  Mercier JC, Thebaud B, Onody P, Storme L, van Overmeire B, Breart G, et al.  Early compared with delayed inhaled nitric oxide in moderately 
hypoxaemic neonates with respiratory failure: a randomised controlled trial.  Lancet. 1999;354(9184):1066-71.  
4.  Kinsella JP, Walsh WF, Bose CL, Gerstmann DR, Labella JJ, Sardesai S, et al.  Inhaled nitric oxide in premature neonates with severe hypoxaemic 
respiratory failure: a randomised controlled trial.  Lancet. 1999;354(9184):1061-5.  
5.  Hascoet JM, Fresson J, Claris O, Hamon I, Lombet J, Liska A, et al.  The safety and efficacy of nitric oxide therapy in premature infants.  J Pediatr-Us. 
2005;146(3):318-23.  
6.  Field D, Elbourne D, Truesdale A, Grieve R, Hardy P, Fenton AC, et al.  Neonatal ventilation with inhaled nitric oxide versus ventilatory support 
without inhaled nitric oxide for preterm infants with severe respiratory failure: The INNOVO multicentre randomised controlled trial (ISRCTN 17821339).  
Pediatrics. 2005;115(4):926-36.  
7.  Ballard RA, Truog WE, Cnaan A, Martin RJ, Ballard PL, Merrill JD, et al.  Inhaled nitric oxide in preterm infants undergoing mechanical ventilation.  New 
Engl J Med. 2006;355(4):343-53.  
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8 Grines2002 
Discontinued RCT 
8 Grines 1993 
Completed RCT 
8 Le May2001 
Completed RCT 
8 Bonnefoy2002  
Discontinued RCT 
8 Schömig2000 
Completed RCT 
8 Aversano2002 
Discontinued RCT 

1.  Schomig A, Kastrati A, Dirschinger J, Mehilli J, Schricke U, Pache J, et al.  Coronary stenting plus platelet glycoprotein IIb/IIIa blockade compared with 
tissue plasminogen activator in acute myocardial infarction. Stent versus Thrombolysis for Occluded Coronary Arteries in Patients with Acute Myocardial 
Infarction Study Investigators.  N Engl J Med. 2000;343(6):385-91.  
2.  Schomig A, Kastrati A, Dirschinger J, Mehilli J, Schricke U, Pache J, et al.  Coronary stenting plus platelet glycoprotein IIb/IIIa blockade compared with 
tissue plasminogen activator in acute myocardial infarction. Stent versus Thrombolysis for Occluded Coronary Arteries in Patients with Acute Myocardial 
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APPENDIX B General characteristics of included randomized clinical trials  

Included RCTs Country  Patients 
randomized, n  

Disease /patient population Comparison Primary outcome 

1 Anvari2011 
Discontinued RCT 

Canada 104 gastroesophageal reflux 
disease 

laparoscopic Nissen fundoplication vs. 
proton pumps inhibitors  

GERD symptoms 

1 Galmiche2011 
Completed RCT 

Europe (no details on 
countries) 

554 gastroesophageal reflux 
disease 

laparoscopic antireflux surgery vs. 
esomeprazole   

time to treatment failure 

1 Grant2008 
Discontinued RCT 

United Kingdom 357 gastroesophageal reflux 
disease 

laparoscopic fundoplication vs. Proton 
pumps inhibitors  

GERD symptoms 

1 Mahon2004 
Completed RCT 

United Kingdom 217 gastroesophageal reflux 
disease 

laparoscopic Nissen fundoplication vs. 
proton pumps inhibitors  

not reported 

2 Bonneterre2004 
Discontinued RCT 

 France 142 metastatic breast cancer epirubicin plus docetaxel vs. epirubicin plus 
fluorouacil and cyclophosphamide 

objective tumor response rate 

2 Nabholtz2003 
Completed RCT 

Europe, South Africa, South 
America (no details on 
countries), Australia, and 
Canada 

429 metastatic breast cancer doxorubicin plus docetaxel vs. doxorubicin  
plus cyclophosphamide  

time to progression 

2 Bontenbal2005 
Discontinued RCT 

The Netherlands  216 metastatic breast cancer doxorubicin plus docetaxel vs. doxorubicin  
plus cyclophosphamide and fluoracil  

time to progression 

2 Blohmer2010 
Discontinued RCT 

Germany 240 metastatic breast cancer epirubicin plus  cyclophosphamide vs. 
epirubicin plus docetaxel 

objective overall response 
rate 

2 Biganzoli2002 
Completed RCT 

not reported 275 metastatic breast cancer doxorubicin plus paclitaxel vs. doxorubicin  
plus cyclophosphamide  

progression-free survival  

2 Jassem2001 
Completed RCT 

Central and Eastern Europe 
and Israel (Poland, Yugoslavia, 
Russia, Croatia, Latvia, 
Hungary, Israel, Belgium) 

267 metastatic breast cancer doxorubicin plus paclitaxel vs. doxorubicin  
plus cyclophosphamide and fluoracil  

time to disease progression 

3 Campos2009 
Discontinued RCT 

USA and Europe 130 advanced breast cancer in 
postmenopausal women 

exemstane vs anastrozole response rate  

3 Llombart-Cussac2012 
Completed RCT 

Spain 103 advanced breast cancer in 
postmenopausal women 

examestane vs anastrozole objective response rate 

4 Connolly2006 
Discontinued RCT 

Canada, US, Germany, Austria, 
Sweden, England 

412 cardiac arrhythmia standard beta-blocker vs amiodarone+beta-
blocker vs sotalole 

first occurence of any shock 
from ICD 

4 Kowey2011 
Completed RCT 

26 (including Argentina, 
Canada, USA, Australia, 
European countries, Japan, 
Mexico)  

486 ventricular arrhythmia placebo vs cevilarone 50mg vs cevilarone 
100mg vs cevilarone  300mg 

first occurence of shock from 
ICD or death 

4 Dorian2004 
Completed RCT 

USA and Europe (no details on 
countries) 

633 ventricular arrythmia placebo vs azimilide 75mg vs azimilide 125 
mg 

(1) all-cause shocks plus 
symptomatic 
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tachyarrhythmias terminated 
by ATP and (2) all-cause 
shocks 

5 Dellinger2007 
Discontinued RCT 

North America and Europe (no 
details on countries) 

100 confirmed diagnosis of 
necrotising pancreatitis within 
120 h of symptom onset 

meropenem vs. placebo pancreatic infection rate 

5 Rokke2007 
Discontinued RCT 
 

Norway 73 acute pancreatitis imipenem vs. usual care infectious complications 

5 Garcia-Barrasa2009 
Discontinued RCT 

Spain 46 acute necrotising pancreatitis ciprofloxacin vs. placebo infected pancreatic necrosis 

6 Doyle2006 
Discontinued RCT 

Australia, Canada, New 
Zealand 

70 neonates birthweight <1000g, 
requiring ventilator support 

dexamethasone vs. placebo survival free of major 
neurosensory 
disability;primary outcome 
was changed to failed 
extubation after 10 days 

6 Brozanski 1995 
Completed RCT 

USA 88 neonates birthweight ≤1500g, 
requiring ventilator support 

dexamethasone vs. placebo survival without supplemental 
oxygen 

6 Durand 1995 
Completed RCT 

USA 44 neonates birthweight 501-
1500g, requiring ventilator 
support 

dexamethasone vs. usual care improvement in respiratory 
system complicance  

6 Cummings 1989 
Completed RCT 

USA 36 neonates birthweight 1250g, 
requiring ventilator support 

dexamethasone vs. placebo poor pulmonary outcome 
(dependence on mechanical 
ventilation at 60 days of age 
or death from respiratory 
failure) 

6 Kari 1993 
Discontinued RCT 

Finland 41 neonates birthweight ≤1500g, 
requiring ventilator support 

dexamethasone vs. placebo poor pulmonary outcome 
(dependence on mechanical 
ventilation at 28 days of age 
or death from respiratory 
failure) 

6 Kovacs 1998 
Completed RCT 

Canada 60 neonates birthweight ≤1500g, 
requiring ventilator support 

dexamethasone plus nebulized budesonide 
vs. placebo 

chronic lung disease  

6 Ohlsson 1992 
Completed RCT 

Canada  25 neonates birthweight ≤1500g, 
requiring ventilator support 

dexamethasone vs. sham extubation within 7 days 

6 Walther 2003 
Completed RCT 

USA 36 neonates birthweight >600g 
(preterm) with repiratory 
distress syndrome requiring 
ventilator support 

dexamethasone vs. placebo serum cortisol and extubation 
within 7-14 d 
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6 Kazzi1990 
Completed RCT 

USA 23 neonates birthweight <1500g 
with bronchopulmonary 
dysplasia requiring ventilator 
support 

dexamethasone followed by hydrocortisone 
vs. placebo 

extubation within 8 days of 
therapy 

7 Field2005 
Discontinued RCT 

United Kingdom, Ireland, 
Belgium, Spain, Switzerland 

108 infants of less than 34 weeks’ 
gestation, aged  28 days, and 
with 
severe respiratory failure 
requiring ventilatory support 

ventilatory gas with nitric oxide vs 
ventilatory support without nitric oxide 

death or severe disability at 1 
year (as a composite outcome 
and separately), and death 
before discharge from 
hospital or chronic lung 
disease 

7 Kinsella 2006 
Completed RCT 

USA  793 gestational age of 34 weeks or 
less, birth within 
the previous 48 hours, 
respiratory failure requiring 
endotracheal intubation and 
mechanical ventilation, 
and a birth weight of 500 to 
1250 g 

ventilatory gas with nitric oxide  vs 
ventilatory support without nitric oxide 

death or bronchopulmonary 
dysplasia 

7 Schreiber2003 
Completed RCT 

USA 207 gestational age of 34 weeks or 
less, birth within 
the previous 72 hours, 
respiratory failure requiring 
endotracheal intubation and 
mechanical ventilation, 
and a birth weight of less than 
2000 g 

ventilatory gas with nitric oxide vs 
ventilatory support without nitric oxide 

death or 
chronic lung disease (among 
surviving infants). 

7 Trial Group 1999*   
Discontinued RCT 

France, Belgium 204 preterm or near term infants 
with neonatal respiratory 
failure 

ventilatory gas with nitric oxide vs 
ventilatory support without nitric oxide 

oxygenation index at 2 h 

7 Hascoet2005 
Completed RCT 

France, Belgium 860 gestational age <32 weeks 
gestation at birth --> 15% 
expected with hypoxemic 
respiratory failure 

ventilatory gas with nitric oxide vs 
ventilatory support without nitric oxide 

intact survival at 28 
days of age 

7 Su and Chen2008 
Completed RCT 

Taiwan 65 critically ill preterm neonates 
who who required mechanical 
ventilation 

ventilatory gas with nitric oxide  vs 
ventilatory support without nitric oxide 

mean oxygenation index 24 h 
after randomization 

7 Ballard2006 
Completed RCT 

USA  587 infants with a birth weight of 
1250 g or less 
who required ventilatory 

ventilatory gas with nitric oxide  vs 
ventilatory support without nitric oxide 

survival withou 
bronchopulmonary dysplasia 
at 36 weeks 
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support between 7 and 21 
days of age 

8 Grines2002 
Discontinued RCT 

USA, Finland, Argentina  138 acute myocardial infarction 
<12 h 

transfer for primary angioplasty vs. onsite 
thrombolytic therapy 

death, non-fatal reinfarction 
or disabling stroke at 30 days 

8 Grines 1993 
Completed RCT 

USA, France 395 acute myocardial infarction 
<12 h 

primary angioplasty vs. onsite thrombolytic 
therapy 

death or recurrent ischemia 

8 Le May2001 
Completed RCT 

Canada 123 acute myocardial infarction 
<12 h 

primary angioplasty vs. onsite thrombolytic 
therapy 

death or reinfarction or stroke 
or repeat target vessel 
revascularization for ischemia 
at 6 months 

8 Bonnefoy2002  
Discontinued RCT 

France 840 acute myocardial infarction <6 
h 

primary angioplasty vs. onsite thrombolytic 
therapy 

death, non-fatal reinfarction 
or disabling stroke at 30 days 

8 Schömig2000 
Completed RCT 

Germany  140 acute myocardial infarction 
<12 h 

primary angioplasty vs. onsite thrombolytic 
therapy 

salvage index (scintigraphy) 

8 Aversano2002 
Discontinued RCT 

USA 451 acute myocardial infarction 
<12 h 

primary angioplasty vs. onsite thrombolytic 
therapy 

death, reinfarction or stroke 
within six months 

9 Höffken2007 
Discontinued RCT 

Austria, Germany, 
Switzerland, Turkey, Greece, 
Lithuania, Mexico, Finland, 
Poland, Spain, Australia, 
Israel, Hungary, Canada,  

161 hospital-acquired pneumonia moxifloxacin (first i.v. then oral) vs. 
ceftriaxone (i.v.) then cefuroxime axetil 
(oral) 

clinical response 7–10 days 
after the end of a 7–14-day 
treatment period 

9 Anzueto, 2006 
Completed RCT 

USA 401 community acquired 
pneumonia in the elderly 

moxifloxacin vs levofloxacin clinical response 
at the test-of-cure visit 
(between days 5 and 21 after 
the end of therapy) 

9 Ott, 2008 
Discontinued RCT 

Germany 139 hospital aquired pneumonia 
(aspiration pneumonia or lung 
abscess) 

moxifloxacin vs ampicillin/sulbactam clinical response determined 
at the test of cure visit 5-14 
days after last treatment 

9 Portier, 2005 
Completed RCT 

France 349 community acquired 
pneumonia patients with risk 
factors 

moxifloxacin vs amoxicillin-clavulanate plus 
roxithromycin 

clinical response, 
defined as clinical success or 
nonsuccess at the test of cure 
visit 5-7 days post treatment 

9 Torres, 2008 
Completed RCT 

17 Countries (Europe, Latin 
America and South Africa) 

733 community-acquired 
pneumonia in hospitalised 
patients 

moxifloxacin vs ceftriaxone plus 
levofloxacin 

clinical response at test of 
cure (4–14 days after the 
completion of treatment). 

9 Welte, 2005 
Completed RCT 

Germany, France, Lithuania, 
Poland 

397  community-acquired 
 pneumonia in patients who 
received initial parenteral 
therapy 

moxifloxacin vs ceftriaxone with or without 
erythromycin 

clinical response at the test-
of-cure visit 5–20 days after 
receipt of the final dose of the 
study drug 
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10 Malmström2012 
Discontinued RCT 

Austria, Denmark, Norway, 
Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey 

342 patients with glioblastoma 
who are older than 60 years 

temozolomide vs hyperfractionated 
radiotherapy vs standard radiotherapy 

overall survival 

10 Brada, 2010 
Completed RCT 

United Kingdom 447 adults with progressive 
glioblastoma and prior 
radiotherapy 

temozolomide vs procarbazine, lomustine, 
and vincristine (PCV) 

survival and 12 week 
progression free survival 

10 Stupp, 2005 
Completed RCT 

Belgium, Germany, Spain, 
France, Netherlands, Italy, 
Poland, Israel, Sweden, 
Slovenia, UK, Austria, Canada, 
Switzerland 

573 adults with newly diagnosed 
and histologically confirmed 
glioblastoma 

temozolomide plus radiotherapy vs 
radiotherapy alone 

overall survival 

10 Wick, 2012 
Completed RCT 

Germany and Switzerland 412 patients with anaplastic 
astrocytoma or 
glioblastoma >65 years 

temozolomide vs  standard radiotherapy overall survival 

11 Pajk2008 
Discontinued RCT 

not reported 47 metastatic breast cancer 
pretreated with anthracyclines 
and taxanes 

oral capecitabine vs i.v. vinorelbine response rate 

11 Bachelot, 2011 
Discontinued RCT 

France 68 metastatic breast cancer oral capecitabine plus 
i.v. docetaxel vs. i.v. epirubicin plus 
docetaxel 

non-progression 
rate 6 months after 
randomization 

11 O`Shaughnessy, 2001 
Completed RCT 

USA, Canada, 
Europe, and Australia 

95 advanced/metastatic breast 
cancer; at least 55years old 

oral capecitabine vs i.v. cyclophosphamide, 
methotrexate, 
5-fluorouracil (CMF) 

response rate 

11 O`Shaughnessy, 2002 
Completed RCT 

Argentina, Australia, Brazil, 
Canada, France, 
Germany, Israel, Italy, Mexico, 
New Zealand, Norway, Russia, 
Spain, Taiwan, the United 
Kingdom, and USA 

511 advanced/metastatic breast 
cancer; at least 55years old 

oral capecitabine plus i.v. docetaxel vs i.v. 
docetaxel 

time to disease progression 

11 Mavroudis, 2010 
Completed RCT 

Greece 286 advanced/metastatic breast 
cancer; at least 55years old 

oral capecitabine plus i.v. docetaxel vs. i.v. 
epirubicin plus i.v. docetaxel 

time to disease progression 

11 Stockler, 2011 
Discontinued RCT 

not reported 325 advanced breast cancer oral capecitabine (administered 
intermittently or continuously) vs classical 
oral cyclophosphamide,  i.v. methotrexate, 
and fluorouracil (CMF) 

quality-adjusted 
progression-free survival 

11 Stemmler, 2011 
Completed RCT 

Germany 141 metastatic breast cancer oral capecitabine plus i.v. gemcitabine vs 
vinorelbine plus gemcitabine vs i.v. cisplatin 
plus  gemcitabine 

response rate 

11 Talbot, 2002 
Discontinued RCT 

Australia, Belgium, Canada, 
France, Poland, Russia, 
Spain, UK, USA 

42 advanced and/or metastatic 
breast cancer 

oral continuous capecitabine vs i.v. 
paclitaxel 

overall response rate 
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11 Wardley, 2010 
Completed RCT 

not reported 225 metastatic breast cancer oral capecitabine plusi.v. trastuzumab plus 
i.v. docetaxel vs i.v. trastuzumab plus 
docetaxel 

overall response rate 

12 Perry2010 
Discontinued RCT 

USA, Canada, Australia, Italy 186 glioma heparin vs. placebo objectively documented 
symptomatic deep vein 
thrombosis or pulmonary 
embolism at 6 months 

12 Sideras2006 
Discontinued RCT 

USA  141 different advanced cancers 
e.g. advanced breast cancer 

heparin vs. no intervention overall survival 

12 Kakkar2004 
Completed RCT 

UK, Canada, Italy 385 different advanced cancers 
e.g. advanced breast cancer 

heparin vs. placebo overall survival at 1 year 

12 Agnelli2009 
Completed RCT 

Italy 1166 different types of metastatic 
or locally advanced cancers 

heparin vs. placebo symptomatic deep vein 
thrombosis or pulmonary 
embolism or visceral or 
cerebral venous thrombosis, 
acute myocardial infarction, 
ischeamic stroke, acute 
peripheral arterial 
thromboembolism, 
unexplained death of possible 
thromboembolic origin during 
study period plus 10 days 

13 Sandercock2012 
Discontinued RCT 

UK, Austria, Belgium, 
Switzerland, Norway, Sweden, 
Australasia, Italy, Portugal, 
Poland, Canada, Mexico 

3035 acute ischaemic stroke thrombolytic therapy vs. control (standard 
of care) 

patients alive and 
independent as measured by 
the Oxford handicap score at 
6 month 

13 Hacke 1995 
Completed RCT 

Germany, Austria, 
Switzerland, Italy, finland, 
Norway, Sweden, Denmark, 
UK, Netherlands, belgium, 
France, Portugal, Spain 

620 acute ischaemic stroke thrombolytic therapy vs. placebo  activities of daily living 
(Barthel Index) and modified 
Rankin Scale at day 90 

13 Hacke 1998 
Completed RCT 

Australia, Austria, Belgium, 
Denmark, Finland,France, 
Germany, Italy, Netherlands, 
Norway, Portugal, Spain, 
Sweden, Switzerland, UK 

800 acute ischaemic stroke thrombolytic therapy vs. placebo patients who had favourable 
outcome on the modified 
Rankin scale at day 90 

13 Hacke  2008 
Completed RCT 

Austria, Belgium, Czech 
Republic, Denmark, Finland, 
France, Germany, Greece, 
Hungary, Italy, Netherlands, 

821 acute ischaemic stroke thrombolytic therapy vs. placebo disability at day 90 (modified 
Rankin scale) 
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Poland, Portugal, Slovakia, 
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, 
United Kingdom 

13 Stroke study group 1995 
Completed RCT 

USA 624 acute ischaemic stroke thrombolytic therapy vs. placebo four primary disability 
outcomes (global test, Barthel 
index, modified Rankin scale, 
Glasgow outcome scale, 
NIHSS 

13 Davis 2008 
Completed RCT 

Australia, New Zealand, 
Belgium, UK 

101 acute hemispheric ischaemic 
stroke 

thrombolytic therapy vs. placebo geometric mean of infarct 
growth until day 90 

14 Smith2007 
Discontinued RCT 

Canada 158 laboring women between 24 
and 32 weeks 

nitroglycerin vs. placebo composite outcome of 
neonatal morbidity associated 
with long term morbidity and 
perinatal mortality 

14 Bisits2004 
Completed RCT 

Singapore, Hongkong, 
Australia  

238 laboring women between 24 
and 35 weeks (preterm 
delivery risk) 

nitroglycerin vs. usual care (i.v. beta 2 
sympathomimetic) 

number of days from 
randomization to delivery 

15 Wenzel2004 
Discontinued RCT 

Austria, Germany and 
Switzerland 

1219 patients with an out-of-
hospital cardiac arrest and 
ventricular fibrillation 

epinephrine vs. vasopressin survival until hospital 
admission 

15 Callaway 2006 
Completed RCT 

USA 325 patients with an out-of-
hospital cardiac arrest   

vasopressin plus epinephrine  vs. placebo 
and epinephrine  

survival until hospital 
admission (restoration of 
spontaneous circulation at 
any time during resuscitation 
and the presence of pulses at 
hospital arrival) 

15 Mentzelopoulos 2009 
Completed RCT 

Greece 100 patients with an in-hospital 
cardiac arrest and ventricular 
fibrillation 

vasopressin plus epinephrine  vs. placebo 
and epinephrine  

acccording to sample size 
calculation: survival to 
hopsital discharge, other 
primary outcomes reported: 
return of spontaneous 
circulation for 15 minutes or 
longer 

15 Lidner 1997 
Completed RCT 

Germany 40 patients with an out-of-
hospital cardiac arrest and 
ventricular fibrillation 

vasopressin vs. epinephrine survival until hospital 
admission 

15 Gueugniaud 2008 
Completed RCT 

France 2956 patients with an out-of-
hospital cardiac arrest and 
ventricular fibrillation 

vasopressin plus epinephrine vs placebo 
plus epinephrine 

survival until hospital 
admission 
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15 Stiell 2001 
Completed RCT 

Canada, UK 200 patients with an in-hospital 
cardiac arrest , cardiac 
fibrillation only in some 
patients 

vasopressin vs. epinephrine  acccording to sample size 
calculation: survival at 1h, 
other primary outcomes 
reported: survival to hospital 
discharge, 
 and neurological function 
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APPENDIX C Reporting quality of the recruitment process in included randomized clinical trials 

Included randomized 
clinical trials 

Was the anticipated 
recruitment duration 
reported?  

Was the anticipated 
prevalence of eligible 
patients reported? 

Was there a detailed and 
comprehensive patient flow 
(including number of patients 
screened for eligibility, not 
eligible, not giving consent, and 
randomized)? 

Was the location/ 
care facility where 
patients were 
recruited reported? 

Was reported by 
whom patients 
were recruited? 

Was the actual 
recruitment period or 
duration reported?  

1 Anvari2011 
Discontinued RCT 

no No yes yes  no yes 

1 Galmiche2011 
Completed RCT 

no No yes no no  no 

1 Grant2008 
Discontinued RCT 

no No yes no yes yes 

1 Mahon2004 
Completed RCT 

no No no no yes no 

2 Bonneterre2004 
Discontinued RCT 

no No no no no yes 

2 Nabholtz2003 
Completed RCT 

no No no No no no 

2 Bontenbal2005 
Discontinued RCT 

no No no yes  no yes 

2 Blohmer2010 
Discontinued RCT 

no No no no  no yes 

2 Biganzoli2002 
Completed RCT 

no No no no no yes 

2 Jassem2001 
Completed RCT 

no No no no no yes 

3 Campos2009 
Discontinued RCT 

no No no no no yes 

3 Llombart-Cussac2012 
Completed RCT 

no No no no no yes 

4 Connolly2006 
Discontinued RCT 

yes yes no yes  no yes 

4 Kowey2011 
Completed RCT 

No No no yes  no yes 
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Included randomized 
clinical trials 

Was the anticipated 
recruitment duration 
reported?  

Was the anticipated 
prevalence of eligible 
patients reported? 

Was there a detailed and 
comprehensive patient flow 
(including number of patients 
screened for eligibility, not 
eligible, not giving consent, and 
randomized)? 

Was the location/ 
care facility where 
patients were 
recruited reported? 

Was reported by 
whom patients 
were recruited? 

Was the actual 
recruitment period or 
duration reported?  

4 Dorian2004 
Completed RCT 

No No no NR no yes 

5 Dellinger2007 
Discontinued RCT 

No No yes no no yes 

5 Rokke2007 
Discontinued RCT 

No No no yes no yes 

5 Garcia-Barrasa2009 
Discontinued RCT 

No No yes yes no yes 

6 Doyle2006 
Discontinued RCT 

No No no no no yes 

6 Brozanski 1995 
Completed RCT 

No No no yes no yes 

6 Durand 1995 
Completed RCT 

No No no yes no no 

6 Cummings 1989 
Completed RCT 

No No no yes no yes 

6 Kari 1993 
Discontinued RCT 

No No no yes no yes 

6 Kovacs 1998 
Completed RCT 

No No yes yes no yes 

6 Ohlsson 1992 
Completed RCT 

No No no yes (based on author 
affiliation) 

no yes 

6 Walther 2003 
Completed RCT 

No No no yes no unclear, only period of 
study conduct reported 

6 Kazzi1990 
Completed RCT 

No No no yes no yes 

7 Field2005 
Discontinued RCT 

No No no yes  no yes 

7 Kinsella 2006 
Completed RCT 

No No yes  yes no yes 
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Included randomized 
clinical trials 

Was the anticipated 
recruitment duration 
reported?  

Was the anticipated 
prevalence of eligible 
patients reported? 

Was there a detailed and 
comprehensive patient flow 
(including number of patients 
screened for eligibility, not 
eligible, not giving consent, and 
randomized)? 

Was the location/ 
care facility where 
patients were 
recruited reported? 

Was reported by 
whom patients 
were recruited? 

Was the actual 
recruitment period or 
duration reported?  

7 Schreiber2003 
Completed RCT 

No No no yes no yes 

7 Trial Group 1999*   
Discontinued RCT 

No No no yes no yes 

7 Hascoet2005 
Completed RCT 

No No yes yes no yes 

7 Su and Chen2008 
Completed RCT 

No No No yes no yes 

7 Ballard2006 
Completed RCT 

No No Yes yes no yes 

8 Grines2002 
Discontinued RCT 

No No No yes no yes 

8 Grines 1993 
Completed RCT 

no No No yes no yes 

8 Le May2001 
Completed RCT 

no No No yes no yes 

8 Bonnefoy2002  
Discontinued RCT 

no No No yes no yes 

8 Schömig2000 
Completed RCT 

no No No no no yes 

8 Aversano2002 
Discontinued RCT 

no No Yes yes no yes 

9 Höffken2007 
Discontinued RCT 

no No No No  no yes 

9 Anzueto, 2006 
Completed RCT 

no No Yes No  no yes 

9 Ott, 2008 
Discontinued RCT 

no No No No  no Yes 

9 Portier, 2005 
Completed RCT 

no No No No  no Yes 
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Included randomized 
clinical trials 

Was the anticipated 
recruitment duration 
reported?  

Was the anticipated 
prevalence of eligible 
patients reported? 

Was there a detailed and 
comprehensive patient flow 
(including number of patients 
screened for eligibility, not 
eligible, not giving consent, and 
randomized)? 

Was the location/ 
care facility where 
patients were 
recruited reported? 

Was reported by 
whom patients 
were recruited? 

Was the actual 
recruitment period or 
duration reported?  

9 Torres, 2008 
Completed RCT 

no No No No  no Yes 

9 Welte, 2005 
Completed RCT 

no No No No  no Yes 

10 Malmström2012 
Discontinued RCT 

no No No yes  no Yes 

10 Brada, 2010 
Completed RCT 

yes  yes  No no no Yes 

10 Stupp, 2005 
Completed RCT 

no No No no no Yes 

10 Wick, 2012 
Completed RCT 

yes yes Yes No  no Yes 

11 Pajk2008 
Discontinued RCT 

no No No No no Yes 

11 Bachelot, 2011 
Discontinued RCT 

no No No No no Yes 

11 O`Shaughnessy JA, 2001 
Completed RCT 

no No No No no Yes 

11 O`Shaughnessy J, 2002 
Completed RCT 

no No No No no no 

11 Mavroudis, 2010 
Completed RCT 

yes  yes  Yes No no yes 

11 Stockler, 2011 
Discontinued RCT 

yes  yes  No No no yes 

11 Stemmler, 2011 
Completed RCT 

no No No No no yes 

11 Talbot, 2002 
Discontinued RCT 

no No No No no yes 

11 Wardley, 2010 
Completed RCT 

no No no No no yes 
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Included randomized 
clinical trials 

Was the anticipated 
recruitment duration 
reported?  

Was the anticipated 
prevalence of eligible 
patients reported? 

Was there a detailed and 
comprehensive patient flow 
(including number of patients 
screened for eligibility, not 
eligible, not giving consent, and 
randomized)? 

Was the location/ 
care facility where 
patients were 
recruited reported? 

Was reported by 
whom patients 
were recruited? 

Was the actual 
recruitment period or 
duration reported?  

12 Perry2012 
Discontinued RCT 

no No yes Yes no yes 

12 Sideras2006 
Discontinued RCT 

no No no yes  no no (only study conduct 
period) 

12 Kakkar2004 
Completed RCT 

no No no Yes no yes 

12 Agnelli2009 
Completed RCT 

no No no no no yes 

13 Sandercock2012 
Discontinued RCT 

no No no Yes yes yes 

13 Hacke 1995 
Completed RCT 

no No no No  no yes 

13 Hacke 1998 
Completed RCT 

no No yes  no no yes 

13 Hacke  2008 
Completed RCT 

no no no no no yes 

13 no authors listed 
("…stroke study group"); 
NEJM 1995; part 2 
Completed RCT 

no no no No  no yes 

13 Davis 2008 
Completed RCT 

no no yes No no yes 

14 Smith2007 
Discontinued RCT 

no no no Yes no yes 

14 Bisits2004 
Completed RCT 

no no yes Yes no yes 

15 Wenzel2004 
Discontinued RCT 

no no yes Yes no yes 

15 Callaway 2006 
Completed RCT 

no no yes  Yes no yes 
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Included randomized 
clinical trials 

Was the anticipated 
recruitment duration 
reported?  

Was the anticipated 
prevalence of eligible 
patients reported? 

Was there a detailed and 
comprehensive patient flow 
(including number of patients 
screened for eligibility, not 
eligible, not giving consent, and 
randomized)? 

Was the location/ 
care facility where 
patients were 
recruited reported? 

Was reported by 
whom patients 
were recruited? 

Was the actual 
recruitment period or 
duration reported?  

15 Mentzelopoulos 2009 
Completed RCT 

no no yes yes  no yes 

15 Lidner 1997 
Completed RCT 

no no no Yes no no 

15 Gueugniaud 2008 
Completed RCT 

no no no yes no yes 

15 Stiell 2001 
Completed RCT 

no no yes yes no yes 

 
*The Franco-Belgium Collaborative Nitric Oxide Trial Group 
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